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Abstract	
The	literature	of	earnings	management	is	intensively	studied	but	limited	focus	is	present	in	relation	

to	the	association	between	women	on	boards	of	directors	and	in	top	management	and	earnings	man-

agement.	The	purpose	of	this	thesis	is	to	examine	how	accrual	and	real	earnings	management	is	as-

sociated	with	women	on	boards	of	directors	and	women	in	top	management.	Data	is	based	on	Nordic	

listed	firms	in	the	time	period	between	2011	to	2018.	Thus,	 this	thesis	seeks	to	contribute	to	the	

literature	of	earnings	management	by	investigating	the	topic	with	a	relevant	societal	scope.	The	re-

search	is	based	on	a	quantitative	approach	where	econometric	modelling	is	used.	An	extension	of	the	

modified	Jones	(1991)	model	is	used	for	the	accrual	estimations,	and	real	earnings	management	es-

timations	are	based	on	Roychowdhury’s	model	(McNicholes,	2002;	Roychowdhury,	2006).	The	find-

ings	provide	empirical	evidence	that	there	is	a	negative	association	between	the	share	of	women	on	

boards	of	directors,	when	the	board	is	represented	by	at	least	40%	of	women,	and	accrual	and	real	

earnings	management.	Furthermore,	the	results	show	that	firms	with	a	female	CEO	are	negatively	

associated	with	accrual	and	real	earnings	management	when	new	finance	is	issued.	Contrarily,	a	fe-

male	CFO	is	positively	associated	with	accrual	and	real	earnings	management	when	compensation	is	

distributed.	There	are	no	significant	results	provided	in	relation	to	firms	with	a	female	Chairman.	

Additionally,	when	focusing	on	each	Nordic	country,	there	is	a	clear	tendency	that	women	are	nega-

tively	associated	with	accrual	and	real	earnings	management.	However,	with	the	exception	of	female	

CFOs	in	Norwegian	and	Swedish	firms.		 	
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Chapter	1	-	Introduction	
	

Listed	firms	are	under	high	pressure	as	their	firm	value	depends	on	the	performance	of	their	shares.	

The	share	value	reflects	the	shareholders	perception	of	the	firm’s	performance,	which	is	based	on	the	

information	that	is	available.	The	information	available	mainly	relies	on	the	firm’s	financial	reporting.	

This	emphasises	the	importance	of	financial	reporting,	which	legitimises	the	introduction	of	the	In-

ternational	 Financial	 Reporting	 Standards	 (IFRS)	 in	 2005.	 The	 implementation	 of	 IFRS	 aimed	 to	

strengthen	the	transparency	and	comparability	between	the	European	countries’	financial	reporting	

(De	Europæiske	Fællesskabers	Tidende,	2002).	IFRS	allows	for	judgements	and	estimations	in	finan-

cial	reporting,	which	provide	firms	with	the	opportunity	to	manage	earnings.	Earnings	management	

covers	a	wide	variety	of	possible	applications	but	is	primarily	categorised	as	the	way	managers	ex-

ercise	discretion	through	the	choice	of	accounting	methods	or	manage	operational	activities.	

	

The	purpose	of	financial	reporting	is	to	alleviate	information	asymmetries	and	provide	useful	infor-

mation	to	stakeholders	regarding	a	firm's	financial	position.	Financial	reporting	can	benefit	stake-

holders’	financial	decision-making	and	thereby	help	to	facilitate	optimal	capital	allocation	(Concep-

tual	framework	IASB,	2018;	Roychowdhury	et	al.	2019;	Chen	et	al.,	2011).	Information	is	essential	in	

capital	markets	as	it	minimises	uncertainties	by	helping	to	detect	different	possible	situations	in	the	

market	(El	Diri).	For	financial	reporting	to	provide	useful	information	to	the	stakeholders,	it	is	essen-

tial	that	it	provides	a	fair	and	true	presentation	of	the	firm.	A	fair	presentation	requires	that	some	

degree	of	flexibility	must	be	allowed	in	financial	reporting.	The	two	preferred	accounting	policies,	

IFRS	and	U.S.	GAAP,	are	both	applying	accrual	accounting	methods,	which	allow	firms	to	recognise	

their	transactions	when	they	occur	and	not	when	money	is	received	or	paid	(IAS	1).	This	flexibility	

leads	to	the	opportunity	of	opportunistic	use	of	discretionary	actions	to	affect	the	accounting	num-

bers	and	in	the	end	affect	the	information	available	to	stakeholders.	Moreover,	it	is	possible	to	man-

age	earnings	through	real	activity	operations,	which	also	affects	the	financial	presentation	of	the	firm.	
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1.1	Background		
	
Earnings	management	has	been	extensively	studied	throughout	the	last	couple	of	decades	with	the	

aim	to	empirically	detect	the	incentives	behind	why	and	how	managers	manipulate	earnings	and	the	

consequences	of	this	behaviour	(McNichols,	2000).	However,	the	focus	on	how	gender	diversity	on	

the	board	of	directors	and	in	top	management	influence	earnings	management	has	been	limited	in-

vestigated.	Research	is	specifically	limited	when	focusing	on	the	Nordic	countries.	One	possible	ex-

planation	for	this	is	that	these	positions	historically	have	been	possessed	by	demographically	similar	

males	(Edling,	Hobdari,	Randøy,	Stafsudd	and	Thomsen,	2012).	A	combination	of	firms	being	more	

global	oriented	and	an	increase	in	research	regarding	the	benefits	of	diversity	has	contributed	to	a	

greater	focus	on	gender	diversity	on	boards	of	directors	and	in	top	management.	This	has	contributed	

to	gender	diversity	being	a	frequently	debated	topic	in	recent	years.	Women	have	in	general	been	

underrepresented	in	top	management	and	on	boards	of	directors	and	several	countries	are	actively	

working	 on	 securing	 a	 higher	 gender	 diversity.	 Examples	 of	 suggested	 solutions	 that	 are	 imple-

mented	to	ensure	a	higher	diversity	are	gender	quotas	or	other	corporate	governance	policies.			

	

The	motives	for	this	proactive	behaviour	can	be	found	in	the	extensive	research	on	gender	diversity.	

It	 is	proven	 that	diversity	 is	 related	 to	stronger	 independence	on	 the	board	of	directors,	efficient	

control	of	the	boards,	less	group	think,	a	broader	pool	of	competent	members	to	choose	from	and	a	

high	signal	value	(Ferreira,	2010).	Research	also	shows	that	in	a	business	context,	women	are	less	

likely	to	engage	in	unethical	behaviour	to	gain	financial	rewards,	are	more	risk	averse	and	are	there-

fore	less	likely	to	take	risks	particularly	in	the	financial	decision	environment	(Betz	et	al.,	1989;	Pow-

ell	and	Ansic,	1997).	Further,	research	shows	that	firms	with	a	higher	number	of	women	on	boards	

of	directors	tend	to	adopt	to	more	conservative	accounting	policies	and	are	less	likely	to	manipulate	

earnings	(Krishman	and	Parsons,	2008;	Arun	et	al.,	2015).			

	

To	concretise	the	scope,	this	thesis	examines	if	the	share	of	women	on	boards	of	directors,	female	

Chief	Executive	Officers	(CEO),	Chief	Financial	Officers	(CFO)	or	Chairmen	are	associated	with	earn-

ings	management.	As	mentioned	above,	research	finds	that	women	tend	to	be	more	conservative	in	

relation	to	accounting	policies	and	are	less	likely	to	engage	in	unethical	behaviour	to	gain	financial	

rewards.	Based	on	these	statements	the	expectation	of	this	thesis	is	that	women	are	negatively	asso-

ciated	with	earnings	management.	This	thesis	thereby	contributes	to	an	increased	focus,	discussion	

and	investigation	on	an	economically	and	socially	important	subject.		
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1.2	Motivation	
	

The	great	societal	relevance	and	focus	on	the	topic	combined	with	our	interest	within	gender	di-

versity	are	the	key	drivers	behind	this	research.	In	addition,	we	find	it	interesting	to	investigate	a	

topic	 where	 only	 limited	 research	 exists.	 When	 we	 started	 the	 process,	 we	 only	 had	 limited	

knowledge	about	earnings	management	and	the	methodological	approach,	but	the	process	has	con-

tributed	to	exciting	findings	and	valuable	competences.	

	

The	combination	of	our	two	different	master	programs	 ‘Applied	Economics	and	Finance	(AEF)’	

and	‘Auditing	(AUD)’	contributes	to	a	multidisciplinary	perspective	where	we	combine	the	ana-

lytical	 thinking	with	 statutory	 accounting	 principles.	 From	AEF	we	 include	 theories	 regarding	

econometrics	and	corporate	governance,	and	from	AUD	we	include	theories	regarding	financial	

reporting	and	earnings	management.	To	supplement	the	literature	about	earnings	management	

and	corporate	governance,	we	include	network	theory	in	order	to	analyse	and	interpret	our	find-

ings.	With	a	strong	combination	of	accounting,	econometrics,	corporate	governance	and	network	

theory,	this	thesis	seeks	to	contribute	to	the	literature	within	earnings	management.	 	
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1.3	Research	question	and	hypotheses	
	
Based	on	the	introduction	and	motivation,	this	thesis	seeks	to	answer	the	following	research	ques-

tion:	

	

This	thesis	seeks	to	investigate	the	association	between	the	share	of	women	on	boards	of	directors	as	

well	as	women	in	top	management	and	the	use	of	earnings	management	in	Nordic	listed	firms	between	

2011	to	2018.	

	

The	research	question	 is	 investigated	through	the	 following	hypotheses,	which	are	examined	and	

answered	based	on	our	methodical	approach	and	collected	data.		

	

H1:	Firms	with	women	on	boards	of	directors	are	negatively	associated	with	accrual	earnings	manage-

ment.	

H2:	Firms	with	a	female	CEO	are	negatively	associated	with	accrual	earnings	management.	

H3:	Firms	with	a	female	CFO	are	negatively	associated	with	accrual	earnings	management.		

H4:	Firms	with	a	female	Chairman	are	negatively	associated	with	accrual	earnings	management.	

	

H5:	Firms	with	women	on	boards	of	directors	are	negatively	associated	with	real	earnings	management.	

H6:	Firms	with	a	female	CEO	are	negatively	associated	with	real	earnings	management.	

H7:	Firms	with	a	female	CFO	are	negatively	associated	with	real	earnings	management.	

H8:	Firms	with	a	female	Chairman	are	negatively	associated	with	real	earnings	management.	
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1.4	Limitations	
	
In	relation	to	the	research	question	presented	above,	there	are	some	limitations	to	this	thesis,	which	

is	explained	in	the	following	section.	

	

First,	this	thesis	focuses	on	the	period	from	2011	to	2018.	It	would	be	preferable	to	have	data	for	a	

longer	time	horizon,	explicitly	focusing	on	the	time	before	and	after	gender	quotas	were	introduced	

in	Norway.	However,	data	on	the	selected	corporate	governance	variables	were	not	available	from	

databases	before	2011.	Several	databases	have	no	historical	data	on	members	on	boards	of	directors,	

and	the	gender	of	former	top	managers.	This	is	arguable	due	to	the	lack	of	historical	focus	on	the	

subject.		

	

Second,	the	geographical	focus	on	the	Nordic	countries	is	chosen	to	explore	an	area	with	several	sim-

ilar	characteristics	regarding	regulatory,	political	and	institutional	structures	and	trends.	It	is	inves-

tigated	if	cross-country	differences	in	relation	to	discretionary	accruals	and	real	abnormal	activities	

exist	between	the	Nordic	countries.	The	Nordic	countries	cover	Denmark,	Norway,	Sweden,	Finland	

and	Iceland.			

	

Third,	this	thesis	focuses	solely	on	the	CEO,	CFO	and	Chairman	of	the	board	of	directors.	These	exec-

utives	are	selected	as	they	are	considered	to	be	of	most	relevance	in	regard	to	decision-making	and	

it	is	believed	they	were	the	best	choices	in	relation	to	obtaining	data.	Most	listed	firms	disclose	the	

name,	and	thereby	the	gender,	of	these	executives	in	their	financial	statements.	The	share	of	women	

on	boards	of	directors	was	also	chosen	as	a	variable	of	interest	because	diversity	on	boards	is	a	very	

current	topic,	which	is	frequently	debated.	

	

Fourth,	the	research	is	based	on	data	from	listed	firms	meaning	that	the	empirical	findings	are	not	

necessarily	applicable	to	non-listed	firms	or	firms	outside	the	Nordic	region.	The	focus	is	chosen	for	

several	reasons.	First,	investors	rely	on	high	earnings	quality	in	financial	reporting	since	listed	firms	

have	limited	opportunities	for	communicating	to	their	stakeholders	other	than	through	the	financial	

reporting.	Second,	dispersed	ownership	in	listed	firms	increase	the	risk	of	agency	problems,	which	

relates	to	corporate	governance.	These	agency	problems,	combined	with	an	intensive	capital	market	

pressure,	creates	 incentives	for	earnings	management.	At	 last,	 it	 is	easier	to	access	data	for	 listed	
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firms	than	for	non-listed	firms.	Particularly	the	corporate	governance	data	is	difficult	to	access	for	

non-listed	firms.	

	

Lastly,	this	thesis	does	not	provide	results	about	the	causality	between	the	share	of	women	on	boards	

of	directors	or	women	in	top	management	and	earnings	management.	Based	on	the	estimations	it	is	

not	possible	to	conclude	if	firms	hire	female	executives	because	of	their	association	with	earnings	

management	or	if	firms	are	associated	with	earnings	management	independent	of	the	gender	of	the	

executive.	Thus,	the	aim	of	this	thesis	is	to	test	if	an	association	between	the	variables	of	interest	and	

earnings	management	exists.	

	

1.5	Scientific	methodology	
	
This	 section	briefly	presents	 the	 research	philosophies	and	paradigms	 influencing	 this	 thesis’	 as-

sumptions	and	methodology.	Guba	(1990)	states	that	paradigms	are	not	exhaustive	and	that	interac-

tions	between	different	paradigms	are	possible	and	can	be	used	to	eliminate	weaknesses	related	to	

different	philosophical	perspectives.	This	 is	supported	by	other	studies	that	argue	how	it	 is	more	

appropriate	for	a	researcher	to	think	of	the	philosophy	adopted	as	a	multidimensional	set	of	continua	

rather	than	separate	positions	(Saunders,	2015).	Thus,	the	research	question	for	this	thesis	is	eluci-

dated	by	an	interaction	between	the	positivist-	and	critical	realism	paradigm.	The	positivist	and	crit-

ical	realism	paradigm	are	often	used	in	economic	science.	The	positivist	paradigm	builds	on	the	idea	

that	it	is	possible	to	create	exact	knowledge	if	explored	correctly.	Focus	is	therefore	on	the	philosoph-

ical	stance	of	the	natural	scientist	where	data	is	collected	with	the	aim	to	search	for	regularities	and	

causal	relationships	(Saunders,	2015).	The	objective	epistemology	of	positivism	tries	to	approach	a	

definitive	 truth	 independent	 of	 humans.	 This	 can	 be	 related	 to	 this	 thesis’	 use	 of	 a	 quantitative	

method;	a	highly	structured	methodology	without	subjective	interpretations,	hypothesis	testing	and	

statistical	analyses.	Contrarily,	critical	realism	shares	similarities	with	the	positivist	paradigm	but	

acknowledge	the	phenomenological	and	hermeneutic	field	of	research	(Egholm,	2014).	This	means	

that	no	definitive	truth	exists	as	the	world	is	influenced	by	structural	conditions.	Critical	realism	fo-

cuses	on	the	structures	t1hat	define	the	studied	objects’	 limitations	and	expressions	and	seeks	to	

uncover	something	general	about	how	structural	conditions	define	people	and	their	actions.	Accord-

ing	to	critical	realism,	people	are	subject	to	structural	conditions	in	the	society,	where	the	individual	

is	considered	as	an	expression	of	the	collective	to	which	it	belongs.	Thus,	individual	intentions	are	

not	considered	to	be	individual,	but	as	parts	of	invisible	structures	(Egholm,	2014).	This	paradigm	is	

related	to	this	thesis	as	it	focuses	on	the	association	between	gender	and	earnings	management.	The	
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findings	are	interpreted	with	the	acknowledgement	that	certain	structural	conditions	exist	between	

the	gender	of	board	members	and	top	managers	 in	relation	to	earnings	management.	Since	these	

structures	are	invisible	and	unconscious,	they	can	only	be	identified	by	looking	at	recurring	patterns	

and	elements,	which	requires	large	amounts	of	data	(Egholm,	2014).	Thereby,	this	thesis	seeks	to	

explain	and	understand	the	relationship	between	earnings	management	and	women	on	boards	of	

directors	and	in	top	management.	

	
	
Methodological	approach	and	quality	criteria	
	
This	section	briefly	outlines	the	methodological	considerations	for	this	thesis,	including	the	method-

ological	approach	and	quality	criteria.		

	

Andersen	(2013)	focuses	on	two	methodological	approaches	for	drawing	scientific	conclusions	in	the	

area	of	business	administration	and	economics.	The	two	approaches	are	the	inductive	and	deductive	

approaches,	where	the	deductive	approach	is	targeting	and	testing	general	theories	and	the	inductive	

approach	 is	based	on	empirical	data	to	develop	a	 theory.	A	deductive	approach	often	emphasises	

general	causality	while	the	inductive	approach	aims	to	explore	new	phenomena	or	study	a	previously	

researched	phenomenon	from	another	perspective.	Andersen	(2013)	argues	that	it	can	be	challeng-

ing	to	separate	the	two	approaches	and	that	the	two	approaches	cannot	necessarily	be	separated	in	

a	scientific	study.	As	this	thesis	seeks	to	provide	an	empirical	analysis	using	existing	theories,	it	ap-

plies	a	deductive	approach.	The	collection	of	unique	corporate	governance	data	on	Nordic	listed	firms	

makes	it	possible	to	study	earnings	management	from	another	perspective,	which	shows	character-

istics	of	an	inductive	approach.	Thus,	this	thesis	primarily	applies	a	deductive	approach	combined	

with	some	degree	of	an	inductive	approach.		

	

An	essential	factor	in	quantitative	studies	is	reliability.	The	process	has	been	iterative	and	dynamic	

since	the	structure	and	methodological	approach	were	modified	when	increased	knowledge	and	new	

perspectives	were	provided.	To	ensure	high	validity	and	reliability,	a	thorough	methodology	section	

focusing	on	the	data	collection,	processing	and	empirical	design	is	provided,	where	methodology	and	

empirical	choices	are	explained.	This	is	done	to	provide	other	researchers	with	the	opportunity	to	

repeat	the	study	and	find	the	same	results.	Several	data	checks	have	further	been	carried	out	to	verify	

the	reliability	of	the	financial	data	provided	from	CapitalIQ,	including	comparisons	with	annual	re-

ports	 and	ORBIS.	 CapitalIQ,	which	 relies	 on	data	 from	Compusstat,	 is	 considered	 to	be	 a	 reliable	
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source	that	has	been	frequently	used	in	recognised	research.	Lastly,	critical	aspects	of	the	empirical	

data	and	design	are	discussed	and	seek	to	highlight	potential	weaknesses.		

	

1.6	Diversity	policies	and	corporate	governance	codes	in	the	Nordic	
	
Corporate	governance	is	influenced	by	national	legal	rules	and	regulations,	which	contributes	to	in-

fluential	differences	 in	corporate	governance	structures	across	countries.	Several	European	coun-

tries	have	introduced	legislation	and	corporate	governance	codes	on	gender	distributions	on	boards	

of	directors.	As	this	thesis	examines	how	the	gender	distribution	on	boards	of	directors	is	associated	

with	earnings	management	in	Nordic	countries,	it	is	relevant	to	assess	the	framework	for	corporate	

governance	codes	and	legislations	within	each	Nordic	country.		

	

Norway	and	Iceland	are	the	two	Nordic	countries	that	have	introduced	the	most	substantial	initia-

tives	and	legislations	to	increase	gender	diversity	on	boards	of	directors.	In	2006	Norway	passed	a	

law	that	requires	a	board	of	directors	in	listed	firms	to	be	represented	by	at	least	40%	of	each	gender	

before	2008.	Failure	to	comply	with	the	law	may	result	in	the	firm	being	dissolved.	Similarly,	in	2010	

Iceland	passed	a	law	requiring	that	each	gender	must	represent	at	least	40%	of	the	board	of	directors	

in	listed	firms	(Gardel,	1011).	Sweden,	Finland	and	Denmark	have	no	gender	quotas.	However,	these	

countries	have	corporate	governance	codes	and	best	practice	recommendations.	The	Swedish	cor-

porate	governance	code	has	stipulated	that	listed	firms	are	to	strive	for	equal	gender	distribution	on	

boards	of	directors.	In	2014	the	Swedish	Corporate	Governance	Board	issued	instructions	containing	

several	objectives	for	achieving	improved	gender	equality	on	the	board	of	directors	in	listed	firms.	

The	instructions	came	into	force	January	1,	2015	and	were	implemented	into	the	corporate	govern-

ance	code	as	part	of	the	2015	revision.	The	corporate	governance	code	focuses	on	increasing	the	pace	

of	change	related	to	diversity	and	seeks	to	reach	around	40%	of	each	gender	represented	on	boards	

of	directors	in	listed	firms	by	2020	(Swedish	Corporate	Governance	Board,	2018).	Recommendation	

9	in	the	corporate	governance	code	in	Finland	states	the	following	about	diversity	of	the	board	of	

directors:	“Diversity	of	the	board	of	directors	support	the	company’s	business	operations	and	devel-

opment.	Diversity	of	the	know-how,	experience,	and	opinions	of	the	directors	promotes	the	ability	to	

have	an	open-minded	approach	to	innovative	ideas	and	also	the	ability	to	support	and	challenge	the	

company’s	operative	management”.	The	Finnish	corporate	governance	code	requires	that	both	gen-

ders	are	represented	on	boards	of	directors	and	 it	 is	 further	required	that	 firms	report	how	they	

comply	with	the	requirement	(Finnish	Corporate	Governance	Code,	2020).	In	Denmark,	legislation	

from	2013	has	been	aiming	at	equalising	the	gender	composition	on	boards	of	directors	as	well.	Large	
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firms,	including	listed	firms,	are	required	to	set	specific	target	figures	for	the	gender	composition	of	

the	board	and	provide	a	policy	explaining	how	the	firm	will	achieve	this	target	(The	Danish	Financial	

Statement	Act,	§99b).	If	the	target	figures	are	not	met,	firms	must	provide	an	explanation.	Guidelines	

issued	in	2016	by	the	Danish	Business	Authority	emphasise	the	flexibility	of	the	rules	implying	that	

target	figures	do	not	have	to	be	higher	than	those	already	achieved	(Denmark:	Corporate	Govern-

ance,	2019).	

	

The	 examination	 of	 the	Nordic	 countries’	 quotas,	 corporate	 governance	 codes	 and	 requirements	

highlight	the	different	approaches	to	ensure	higher	gender	diversity	on	boards	of	directors.	These	

differences	and	initiatives	create	a	solid	foundation	for	an	interesting	and	relevant	analysis.	
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1.7	Outline	of	the	thesis	
 
	

	 	

 

Literature	review	

Introduction	

Methodology	and		
empirical	design	

Analysis	1:		
Accrual	earnings	management	

Analysis	2:		
Real	earnings	management	

Discussion	

Future	research	

The	introduction	presents	the	background,		
motivation,	limitations	and	research	philosophies		

behind	the	research	of	this	thesis		

An	accrual	earnings	management	analysis	seeks	to		
answer	H1,	H2,	H3	and	H4.	The	analysis	is	divided	into	three	

parts	

The	selected	literature	review	focuses	on	firm	theory,	corporate	
governance	and	earnings	management	

The	methodology	chapter	outlines	the	data	selection,	processing	
and	validation	as	well	as	the	empirical		

design	

A	real	earnings	management	analysis	seeks	to		
answer	H5,	H6,	H7	and	H8.	The	analysis	is	divided	into	three	

parts	

The	discussion	focuses	on	results	and	limitations,		
critique	of	the	models	and	a	discussion	of	the	eligibility	of	earn-

ings	management	

Conclusion	of	the	findings	of	this	thesis	

Recommendations	and	ideas	for	future	research	

Comparison	of	analyses	

Conclusion	

A	summary	and	comparison	of	the	accrual	and	real	earnings	
management	analyses		
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Chapter	2	-	Literature	review	
	

This	chapter	outlines	the	selected	relevant	literature	for	this	research.	The	chapter	is	divided	into	a	

literature	review	of	respectively	corporate	governance	and	earnings	management.	The	first	part	in-

cludes	1)	 the	 theory	of	 the	 firm,	2)	corporate	governance	mechanisms,	3)	network	theory	and	4)	

selected	literature	focusing	on	women	in	relation	to	earnings	management.	The	second	part	includes	

1)	definitions	of	earnings	management,	2)	earnings	management	and	its	relation	to	earnings	quality	

and	fraud,	3)	different	types	of	earnings	management,	4)	earnings	management	models	and	5)	prox-

ies	for	earnings	management	as	well	as	considerations	related	to	earnings	management	estimation	

procedures.	

	

2.1	Corporate	governance	
 
2.1.1	Firm	theory		
	

To	understand	the	reasoning	behind	earnings	management	including	the	possible	issues	regarding	

financial	discretion,	the	theoretical	approach	of	this	thesis	is	primarily	based	on	the	theory	of	the	

firm,	which	aims	to	explain	the	principal-agent	relationship	and	agency	costs.	The	challenge	between	

an	agent	and	a	principal	arises	in	any	situation	where	two	or	more	people	cooperates	and	therefore	

create	a	setting	with	diverse	interests,	asymmetric	information	and	actors’	inability	to	write	and	en-

force	contracts	(Jensen	and	Meckling	1976;	Tirole,	2001).	If	the	agent	and	the	principal	both	are	util-

ity	maximisers,	it	is	reasonable	to	believe	that	in	some	situations	the	agent	acts	in	her	own	best	in-

terest	rather	than	in	the	principal’s	best	interest.	To	limit	opportunistic	behaviour	the	principal	can	

establish	incentives	for	the	agent	by	incurring	relevant	agency	costs	including	monitoring-	and	bond-

ing	costs	(Jensen	and	Meckling	1976).	The	agency	problem	can	be	addressed	as	the	following:		

	

“...	With	the	directors	of	joint-stock	companies,	however,	being	the	managers	of	other	people’s	money	

rather	than	their	own,	it	cannot	well	be	expected,	that	they	should	watch	over	it	with	the	same	anx-

ious	vigilance	with	which	the	partners	in	a	private	copartnery	frequently	watch	over	their	own	(...).	

Negligence	and	profusion,	therefore,	must	always	prevail,	more	or	 less,	 in	the	management	of	the	

affairs	of	such	a	company”	(Smith,	1776,	p.700).		
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Corporate	governance	 can	mitigate	agency	problems	and	align	 incentives	between	 the	agent	 and	

principal	since	it	provides	a	structure	that	forces	management	to	internalise	the	welfare	of	the	stake-

holders.	Corporate	governance	further	defines	the	power	over	decision-making	within	corporations	

(Hart,	1995).	An	example	of	asymmetric	information	is	the	relationship	between	the	firm	manager	

and	the	firm’s	stakeholders.	Managers	possess	insider	information	about	the	firm	that	they	can	dis-

close	through	financial	reporting	and	in	that	way	optimise	the	position	of	the	stakeholders.	Alterna-

tively,	managers	can	decide	not	to	disclose	the	information	and	instead	make	themselves	better	off	

at	the	expense	of	the	stakeholders.	IFRS	reporting	requirements	have	a	purpose	of	constraining	these	

possible	situations,	and	one	of	the	primary	purposes	of	financial	reporting	is	to	contribute	to	facilitate	

an	optimal	capital	allocation	by	reducing	information	asymmetries	between	firms	and	shareholders.	

	

Leuz,	Nanda,	and	Wysocki	(2003)	 find	that	 there	 is	a	 link	between	corporate	governance	and	the	

quality	of	reported	earnings	as	insiders	use	earnings	management	to	cover	firm	performance	from	

outsiders	in	an	attempt	to	protect	their	private	control	benefits.	The	research	finds	that	weak	out-

sider	protection	creates	incentives	to	manage	earnings.	It	is	shown	how	a	country’s	legal	and	institu-

tional	environment	influences	the	properties	of	reported	earnings	since	the	level	of	earnings	man-

agement	is	systematically	related	to	a	country’s	institutional	characteristics.	Weak	legal	protection	

appears	to	result	 in	poor-quality	financial	reporting,	which	likely	undermines	the	development	of	

arm’s	length	financial	markets	(Leuz	et	al.,	2003).	In	relation	to	the	above-mentioned	agency	conflict,	

Leuz	et	al.’s	(2003)	findings	add	to	the	understanding	of	the	conflict	between	stakeholders	and	con-

trolling	 insiders.	The	findings	support	the	 importance	of	corporate	governance	as	an	 institutional	

control	mechanism.	
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2.1.2	Corporate	governance	mechanisms	

 
Tirole	(2001)	defines	corporate	governance	as	“the	design	of	institutions	that	induce	or	force	man-

agement	to	internalize	the	welfare	of	stakeholders”	(p.4).	Rajan	and	Zingales	(1998)	describe	how	

corporate	governance	has	the	role	of	protecting	the	integrity	of	the	firm	and	ensure	the	ability	to	

capture	opportunities	while	securing	alignment	for	the	rewards	stemming	from	these	opportunities.	

Corporate	governance	 includes	a	 set	of	mechanisms	 that	 improve	 investors'	 access	 to	 firm	 infor-

mation,	which	provides	investors	with	a	better	measure	of	managerial	effort	and	firm	performance	

(Tirole,	2001).	These	corporate	governance	mechanisms	can	include	the	CEO	and	the	board	of	direc-

tors.	Stakeholders	cannot	control	every	action	an	executive	should	take	in	every	aspect	of	the	firm’s	

decision-making,	why	it	is	necessary	to	delegate	decision-making	responsibilities.	These	responsibil-

ities	are	provided	to	a	CEO	who	has	the	information	required	to	act	(Core	et	al.,	2003).	In	order	to	

motivate	the	CEO	to	take	actions	that	are	in	the	best	interest	of	the	stakeholders,	it	is	necessary	to	

align	 incentives,	 for	 example	by	 linking	 the	CEOs	personal	 compensation	package	 to	 firm	perfor-

mance.		

	

The	principal,	the	stakeholders	of	the	firm,	needs	to	design	a	contract	that	maximises	their	surplus	

and	in	doing	so,	they	need	to	consider	how	they	can	optimise	the	behaviour	of	the	CEO.	An	efficient	

contract	has	to	combine	incentives	and	risk-sharing	between	shareholders	and	managers	since	the	

objectives	for	each	party	are	different	in	regard	to	the	firm’s	horizon,	benefits,	and	risks.	Several	firms	

design	compensation	schemes	to	limit	agency	problems	and	align	shareholders’	interest	with	man-

agers	(El	Diri,	2018).	Nevertheless,	compensations	also	drive	the	incentive	for	managers	to	manage	

earnings.	It	is	also	shown	how	continuous	pressure	to	meet	or	beat	earnings	forecasts	are	prone	to	

managers	engagement	in	earnings	management	(Chu	et	al.,	2008).		

	

The	board	of	directors	is	required	by	law	in	listed	firms.	The	function	of	the	board	of	directors	is	to	

help	the	stakeholders	solve	agency	problems	in	the	firm.	This	can	be	done	by	aligning	motivations	

and	monitor	or	control	the	executives	while	providing	managerial	assistance,	which	for	example	in-

cludes	strategic	advice	and	facilitating	access	to	resources.	However,	monitoring	the	agent	is	costly	

to	pursue	(Tirole,	2001).	Asymmetric	information	remains	a	challenge	since	the	board	of	director’s	

ability	to	act	 is	conditioned	to	the	information	provided	by	the	executives.	The	board	of	directors	

takes	on	a	vital	role	 in	a	corporation,	which	makes	 it	very	 interesting	to	 look	 into	the	norms	and	

standards	related	to	the	board	of	directors	and	look	into	how	this	mechanism	can	be	optimised.		
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2.1.3	Old	boy’s	network	and	the	influence	of	gender	diversity	
 
Research	find	that	in	Scandinavia	(i.e.	Denmark,	Norway	and	Sweden)	boards	of	directors	tend	to	be	

composed	of	demographically	similar	individuals:	men	in	the	age	group	between	50	and	60	with	de-

grees	in	economics,	business,	engineering	or	law,	and	citizens	of	the	country	where	the	firm	is	head-

quartered.	In	more	personal	regard,	it	is	established	that	the	members	often	live	in	the	same	neigh-

bourhood	and	have	the	same	political	views	(Edling	et	al.,	2012).	Edling	et	al.	(2012)	characterise	

this	social	structure	as	an	old	boy’s	network.	A	board	of	directors	characterised	as	an	old	boy’s	network	

tend	to	employ	executives	with	the	same	background,	values	and	beliefs.	The	network-structure	in-

dicates	a	social	elite	that	is	difficult	for	outsiders	to	gain	access	to.	The	structure	creates	a	very	ho-

mogeneous	environment	that	establishes	a	robust	ground	for	strongly	shared	norms	and	beliefs	that	

are	reinforced	over	generations	(Edling	et	al.,	2012).	Besides	the	professional	motivations	for	being	

part	of	a	board	of	directors,	there	is	a	personal	gain	of	being	incorporated	in	a	strong	network	because	

of	possible	future	opportunities.	

	

The	old	boys’	network-structure	can	also	be	identified	as	a	small	world;	a	network	phenomenon	pre-

sented	by	Kogut	and	Walker	(2001).	They	define	a	small	world	as	a	network	with	many	dense	clusters	

that	are	historically	rooted	where	actors	are	strongly	connected	across	the	network.	Even	though	the	

connection	between	the	actors	is	strong,	the	ties	only	represent	a	small	section	of	possible	ties,	why	

small	worlds	are	networks	with	only	a	few	relations	out	of	many	possible	relations.	For	those	reasons,	

small	worlds	are	thought	of	as	being	fragile	when	exposed	to	external	pressure	(Kogut	and	Walker,	

2001).	Surprisingly,	Kogut	and	Walker	(2001)	find	that	the	structure	within	small	worlds	shows	a	

substantial	structure	with	a	high	level	of	robustness	against	external	pressure.	Despite	the	influence	

of	globalisation	and	pressure	related	to	diversity	goals,	it	does	not	change	the	basic	structure	of	the	

small	world	(Kogut	and	Walker,	2001).	Kogut	and	Walker	(2001)	find	that	when	new	actors	enter	the	

network,	in	this	case	when	women	enter	the	board	and	the	underlying	old	boy’s	network,	they	buy	

into	established	structures;	structures	that	are	historically	rooted	and	have	a	high	level	of	robustness.	

A	network	with	strong	ties,	like	a	small	world	network,	is	hard	to	break	why	new	ownership	ties	do	

not	necessarily	mean	a	new	structure	within	the	network.	It	takes	time	to	change	a	strong	and	robust	

network	since	it	must	be	done	by	extension	of	its	historical	structure	(Kogut	and	Walker,	2001).	

	

Recently,	boards	have	been	under	pressure	to	increase	diversity	including	their	gender	composition.	

Firms	are	becoming	more	international,	women	are	entering	the	managerial	top,	and	several	coun-

tries’	rules	of	corporate	governance	include	a	higher	focus	on	diversity	(Edling	et	al.,	2012).	Edling	et	
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al.	(2012)	find	that	greater	diversity	is	associated	with	more	ties	between	boards,	rather	than	few.	

Thus,	diverse	boards	may	select	new	members	from	a	larger	talent	pool	and	create	better	conditions	

for	a	broad	and	useful	network	(Adams	&	Ferreira,	2008).	Pfeffer	and	Salancik	(1978)	find	four	ben-

efits	 that	accrue	 to	 firms	 from	diverse	relationships:	1)	 facilitation	of	specific	 resources,	2)	 infor-

mation	flow	channels	between	the	firm	and	external	parties,	3)	obtaining	support	or	commitment	

from	outsiders	and	4)	legitimacy.	These	findings	suggest	that	the	more	diverse	a	board	is,	the	more	

resources	it	can	draw	on	and	the	more	robust	the	firm	is	in	times	of	uncertainty.	It	must	be	empha-

sised	that	diversity	brings	both	benefits	and	costs.	Benefits	are	related	to	stronger	independence	and	

efficient	control	of	the	board,	less	group	think,	a	broader	pool	of	competent	members	to	choose	from	

and	signal	value	(Ferreira,	2010).	Contrarily,	costs	are	related	to	risks	of	misunderstandings,	chal-

lenges	of	group	decisions	and	the	fact	that	pushing	for	diversity	may	come	at	the	cost	of	lower	exper-

tise	(Ferreira,	2010).		

	

Looking	closer	at	the	benefits	of	getting	more	women	on	the	board	of	directors,	Kanter	(1977)	con-

cludes	that	women	tend	to	be	more	visible	in	the	business	community	because	of	their	status	as	mi-

norities.	Women	are	further	considered	valuable	team	members	that	increase	the	firm’s	reputation	

and	legitimacy	(Kanter,	1977).	Nielsen	&	Huse	(2010)	find	that	women	on	boards	of	directors	influ-

ence	the	board’s	decision-making	because	of	their	different	values,	and	the	more	the	women’s	values	

differ	from	their	male	colleagues’	values,	the	higher	is	their	influence	on	the	decision-making	of	the	

board.	This	highlights	some	of	the	dynamics	that	can	be	seen	in	a	diverse	board	of	directors	and	it	

can	be	assumed	that	a	diverse	board	of	directors	brings	more	perspectives,	which	also	applies	to	

monitoring	 the	 agent	 and	 aligning	motivations	 and	 incentives.	 However,	with	 the	 assumption	 of	

boards	of	directors	and	top	management	in	Nordic	listed	firms	being	characterised	as	an	old	boy’s	

network	and	a	small	world,	it	is	interesting	to	investigate	if	women	are	able	to	influence	the	historical	

and	social	structures.		

	

2.1.4	Gender	diversity	and	earnings	management		
	

Research	shows	that	 in	a	business	context	women	are	less	 likely	than	men	to	engage	in	unethical	

behaviour	to	gain	financial	rewards,	demonstrate	greater	risk	aversion	and	are	thus	less	likely	to	take	

risks	particularly	in	the	financial	decision	environment	(Krishmand	and	Parsons,	2008;	Arun	et	al.,	

2015,	and	Peni	and	Vähämaa,	2010).	These	characteristics	contribute	to	a	greater	likelihood	of	a	re-

strained	approach	to	earnings	management	(Arun	et	al.,	2015).	A	significant	amount	of	accounting	
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research	has	investigated	the	association	between	corporate	governance	and	earnings	management.	

Though,	only	a	few	studies	have	examined	the	association	between	gender	diversity	and	earnings	

management,	specifically	in	the	Nordic	countries.		

	

When	focusing	on	top	management	positions,	studies	find	how	the	magnitude	of	accruals	and	the	

likelihood	of	beating	analysts’	forecasts	are	more	sensitive	to	CFO	equity	incentives	than	to	CEO	eq-

uity	incentives	(Jiang,	Petroni	and	Wang,	2010).	Jiang	et	al.	(2010)	find	that	CFOs	have	more	influence	

than	CEOs	in	earnings	management	decisions	and	argue	how	compensation	packages	can	influence	

a	CFOs	behaviour	to	boost	short	term	stock	prices	at	the	expense	of	long-run	value	creation.	However,	

when	focusing	on	real	manipulation,	Graham	et	al.	(2005)	investigate	the	behaviour	of	CFOs	and	find	

that	most	earnings	management	is	achieved	through	real	actions	as	opposed	to	accounting	manipu-

lation.	Graham	et	al.	(2005)	find	that	CFOs	are	willing	to	change	their	firms’	operating	policies	to	meet	

a	specific	financial	reporting	target,	which	implies	real	earnings	management.	CFOs	are	willing	to	cut	

research	and	development	outlays	temporarily	and	give	up	positive	NPV	projects	to	improve	their	

earnings	to	meet	short-term	earnings	targets	(Graham	et	al.,	2005;	Srivastava,	2019).	Graham	et	al.	

(2005)	 find	that	CFOs	would	rather	take	real	economic	actions	that	may	have	negative	 long-term	

consequences	than	manipulate	accruals	through	accounting	methods.	These	findings	are	highly	rel-

evant	since	CFOs	have	a	substantial	role	in	firms’	financial	decisions	due	to	their	primary	responsi-

bility	for	financial	reporting.	It	must	be	emphasised	that	these	findings	are	independent	of	gender,	

why	it	is	relevant	to	support	the	findings	with	literature	focusing	on	genders	influence	on	earnings	

management.		

	

Krishman	and	Parsons	(2008)	find	that	the	quality	of	earnings	is	positively	associated	with	the	share	

of	female	directors.	This	finding	is	supported	by	Barua,	Davidson,	Rama	and	Thiruvadi	(2011)	who	

investigate	the	association	between	the	gender	of	the	CFO	and	the	quality	of	accruals	and	found	that	

firms	with	female	CFOs	have	lower	discretionary	accruals	than	firms	with	male	CFOs.	In	a	similar	

vein,	research	finds	that	firms	with	female	CFOs	are	following	more	conservative	financial	reporting	

and	are	associated	with	income-decreasing	discretionary	accruals.	These	findings	indicate	how	gen-

der-based	differences	related	to	conservatism,	risk	and	managerial	opportunism	can	have	important	

implications	for	financial	reporting	and	hence	earnings	management	practises	(Peni	and	Vähämaa,	

2010).	Peni	and	Vähämaa	(2010)	find	no	association	between	the	gender	of	the	CEO	and	earnings	

management.	 Lakhal	 (2015)	 find	no	 significant	 influence	of	 firms	with	 a	 female	CFO	or	CEO	and	
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earnings	management	practices	but	finds	that	firms	with	a	female	Chairman	are	more	likely	to	detect	

earnings	management	manipulation	to	avoid	litigation	risk	and	loss	of	reputation.		

	

Research	further	shows	how	firms	with	a	higher	number	of	women	on	boards	of	directors	tend	to	

adapt	to	more	conservative	accounting	policies	and	are	less	likely	to	manipulate	earnings	(Arun	et	

al.,	2015).	It	is	suggested	by	Adams	and	Ferreira	(2009)	that	a	certain	threshold	of	women	repre-

sented	on	boards	of	directors	should	be	met	to	ensure	that	the	women	act	and	speak	more	freely	as	

well	as	perform	their	monitoring	roles	effectively.	The	effective	monitoring	includes	the	detection	of	

earnings	management	practices.	This	finding	is	supported	by	Lakhal	(2015)	who	refers	to	Kramer	et	

al.’s	(2006)	critical	mass	theory	and	finds	how	the	impact	of	women	on	the	board	of	directors	be-

comes	more	pronounced	when	the	number	reaches	a	certain	threshold.	Lakhal	(2015)	further	find	

how	the	proportion	of	women	on	boards	of	directors	reduce	earnings	management	and	state	how	

women	are	more	effective	in	their	monitoring	role,	behave	more	ethical	comparatively	with	men	and	

are	a	crucial	corporate	governance	device.	These	findings	suggest	some	of	the	contributions’	diver-

sity	within	corporate	governance	provide	and	how	women	on	boards	of	directors	and	in	top	man-

agement	contribute	to	a	higher	likelihood	of	a	restrained	approach	to	earnings	management.		

	

2.2	Earnings	management	
 
2.2.1	Definition	of	earnings	management	
	

The	literature	related	to	earnings	management	attempts	to	1)	estimate	and	understand	why	manag-

ers	manipulate	earnings	2)	investigate	the	magnitude	and	frequency	of	earnings	management,	3)	find	

motives	for	earnings	management,	and	4)	examine	methods	used	to	manage	earnings	and	the	inher-

ent	consequences	of	this	behaviour	(McNichols,	2000;	Healy	and	Wahlen,	1999).	Although	earnings	

management	 is	 thoroughly	 investigated	 in	 the	 literature	 and	 numerous	 of	 researchers	 have	 at-

tempted	to	define	the	concept,	no	uniform	definition	exists.	Nevertheless,	Schipper	(1989)	and	Healy	

and	Wahlen	(1999)	provide	some	of	the	most	common	definitions	of	earnings	management.		

	

Schipper	(1989)	defines	earnings	management	as:	"(...)	a	purposeful	intervention	in	the	external	fi-

nancial	reporting	process,	with	the	intent	of	obtaining	some	private	gain	(as	opposed	to,	say,	merely	

facilitating	the	neutral	operation	of	the	process)"	(p.	92).	In	addition,	Healy	and	Wahlen	(1999)	define	

earnings	management	as:	“Earnings	management	occurs	when	managers	use	judgement	in	financial	

reporting	 and	 in	 structuring	 transactions	 to	 alter	 financial	 reports	 to	 either	 mislead	 some	
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stakeholders	about	the	underlying	economic	performance	of	the	company	or	to	influence	contractual	

outcomes	that	depend	on	reported	accounting	numbers”	(p.	368).	

	

As	defined	by	Healy	and	Wahlen	(1999),	earnings	management	introduces	noise	in	financial	report-

ing,	which	may	have	a	negative	influence	on	efficient	capital	allocation.	Earnings	management	can	be	

advantageous	if	it	contributes	to	better	and	more	useful	information	of	the	underlying	economic	con-

dition	of	the	firm.	Research	in	the	accounting	literature	aims	to	empirically	detect	and	investigate	

earnings	management	and	the	inherent	consequences	of	the	concept	(Dechow	et	al.	2010).	

	

2.2.2	Earnings	management	vs	earnings	quality	
	

Dechow	et	al.	 (2010)	define	earnings	quality	as	the	quality	of	 information	about	the	 features	of	a	

firm’s	financial	performance	that	are	relevant	to	a	specific	decision	made	by	a	specific	decision-maker	

(p.	344).	Higher	earnings	quality	provides	more	reliable	information.	Dechow	et	al.	(2010)	further	

define	three	features	regarding	earnings	quality.	First,	the	quality	of	earnings	is	conditional	on	the	

decision-relevance	of	the	information.	Second,	the	quality	of	reported	earnings	depends	on	whether	

it	contributes	to	information	about	the	firm’s	financial	performance;	some	aspects	are	unobservable.	

Third,	the	quality	is	based	on	the	relevance	of	financial	performance	in	relation	to	the	decision	and	

the	accounting	system’s	ability	to	measure	performance.	High-quality	financial	reporting	has	a	sig-

nificant	impact	on	the	extent	to	which	earnings	capture	the	true	underlying	performance	of	the	firm,	

making	stakeholders	able	to	make	informed	decisions	regarding	the	firm.	

	

Opportunistic	earnings	management	erodes	earnings	quality	due	to	the	introduction	of	noise	in	the	

financial	reporting,	where	the	information	in	the	financial	report	does	not	reflect	the	underlying	eco-

nomic	condition	of	the	firm.	This	makes	earnings	management	closely	connected	to	earnings	quality	

(Dechow	et	al.,	2010).	However,	 there	are	some	significant	differences	between	the	two	concepts	

since	earnings	quality	measures	the	relevance	of	earnings	to	stakeholders	independently	of	quality	

being	related	to	management’s	discretionary	actions.	Earnings	quality	does	not	rely	on	one	specific	

and	 appropriate	measurement,	 but	 instead,	 individual	 proxies	 are	 used	 as	 indicators	 of	 earnings	

quality	to	measure	a	specific	aspect	of	an	examined	variable	that	support	different	types	of	decisions	

(Dechow	et	al.,	2010).	
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2.2.3	Earnings	management	vs	fraud	
	

Earnings	management	could	easily	be	confused	with	fraud	since	the	two	concepts	seem	closely	re-

lated.	Nevertheless,	noteworthy	differences	contribute	to	the	importance	of	being	able	to	distinguish	

between	the	concepts.	Several	phrases	from	Healy	and	Wahlen’s	(1999)	definition	of	earnings	man-

agement	assimilate	fraud	definitions,	especially	the	term	to	mislead	some	stakeholders.	The	National	

Association	of	Certified	Fraud	Examiners	defines	fraud	as:	“the	intentional,	deliberate,	misstatement	

or	omission	of	material	facts,	or	accounting	data,	which	is	misleading	and	when	considered	with	all	

the	information	made	available,	would	cause	the	reader	to	change	or	alter	his	or	her	judgement	or	

decision”	(Dechow	and	Skinner,	2000).	

	

Whereas	earnings	management	has	both	costs	and	benefits,	fraud	is	detrimental	to	the	firm	and	its	

stakeholders	(El	Diri,	2018).	Earnings	management	can	be	harmful	if	it	reduces	the	value	of	the	firm	

but	advantageous	if	it	contributes	to	better	information	of	private	and	future	information	to	external	

stakeholders	and	thereby	improves	resource	allocation	decisions	(Healy	and	Wahlen,	1999).	Dechow	

and	Skinner	(2000)	further	argue	how	both	fraud	and	earnings	management	can	define	financial	re-

porting	actions	that	explicitly	violate	GAAP1,	whereas	earnings	management	also	relates	to	system-

atic	choices	within	GAAP.	Thereby,	earnings	management	represents	a	grey	area	depending	on	the	

managerial	 intent	between	 the	extremes	of	 relevant	and	 faithful	 representation	and	 fraud.	Fraud	

could,	for	example,	be	income	recognition	of	fictitious	or	unrealised	sales.		

	

Chu	et	al.	 (2019)	argue	how	managers	who	consistently	beat	analysts’	 earnings	expectations	can	

move	from	initially	being	covered	within	GAAP	earnings	management	to	outside	GAAP	earnings	ma-

nipulation.	As	expectations	and	pressure	rise	to	maintain	a	reputation	of	meeting	or	beating	analysts’	

forecast,	it	encourages	aggressive	management	of	earnings,	leading	to	fraud.	Graham	et	al.	(2005)	

find	that	managers	want	to	meet	or	beat	earnings	benchmarks	to	build	credibility	in	the	capital	mar-

ket,	maintain	or	increase	stock	prices,	improve	the	external	reputation	of	the	management	team	and	

convey	further	growth.	Chu	et	al.	(2019)	support	this	view	by	arguing	that	managers	of	manipulating	

firms	face	intense	market	pressure.	Maintaining	a	reputation	for	beating	expectations	is	further	in-

cremental	to	CEO	equity	incentives	for	explaining	manipulation	(Chu	et	al.,	2019).		 	

 
1	GAAP	(Generally	Accepted	Accounting	Principles)	is	the	accounting	standard	adopted	by	the	U.S.	
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2.2.4	Different	types	of	earnings	management	
	

Researchers	distinguish	between	two	types	of	earnings	management;	1)	accrual	earnings	manage-

ment	where	managers	use	discretionary	accounting	to	manage	reported	earnings	and	2)	real	earn-

ings	management	where	managers	manipulate	operational	activities	that	affect	the	cash	flows	of	the	

firm	(Dechow	et	al.,	2010).	

	

Accruals	can	be	divided	into	nondiscretionary	(or	normal)	and	discretionary	(or	abnormal)	accruals.	

Nondiscretionary	accruals	reflect	fundamental	performance	and	occur	due	to	transactions	made	dur-

ing	a	specific	period,	industry	practices	or	events	that	are	normal	for	the	firm’s	activity.	Contrarily,	

discretionary	 accruals	 capture	 distortions	 induced	 by	 applications	 of	 the	 accounting	 rules	 and	

thereby	 occurs	 due	 to	 active	 choices	made	by	managers	with	 the	 purpose	 of	managing	 earnings	

(Dechow	et	al.,	2010).	The	use	of	discretionary	choices	in	the	accrual	estimation	process	can	be	re-

lated	to	depreciation	rates,	doubtful	receivables	and	 inventory	valuation	methods	(El	Diri,	2018).	

Accrual	earnings	management	has	no	direct	effect	on	the	underlying	financial	condition	of	the	firm	

but	involves	a	direction	shift	in	the	reported	earnings	that	influence	the	accounting	presentation	of	

the	financial	condition	(El	Diri,	2018).	Since	accruals	reverse	in	a	timely	fashion,	it	creates	a	natural	

limitation	of	accrual	earnings	management.	The	magnitude	of	previously	accrual	earnings	manage-

ment	and	the	rate	at	which	accruals	reverse	impose	a	restrictive	use	of	accrual	earnings	management	

in	the	same	direction	during	subsequent	accounting	periods	(Larson	et	al.,	2018;	Baber,	Kang	&	Li,	

2011).		

	

Real	earnings	management	is	related	to	opportunistic	behaviour	where	managers	manipulate	real	

activities	that	affect	cash	flows,	investments	or	productions.	Roychowdhury	(2006)	defines	real	earn-

ings	management	as:	“Management	actions	that	deviate	from	normal	business	practices,	undertaken	

with	the	primary	objective	of	meeting	certain	earnings	thresholds”	(p.	336).	This	type	of	earnings	

management	can	occur	if	managers	1)	cut	and	manipulate	discretionary	expenses	as	selling,	general	

and	administrative	expenses	(SG&A)	or	research	and	development	expenses	(R&D)	to	improve	mar-

gins,	2)	try	to	reduce	the	cost	of	goods	sold	(COGS)	by	building	up	inventory	or	3)	manipulate	and	

accelerate	sales	figures	by	generating	abnormally	high	and	unsustainable	revenues	e.g.	by	lowering	

sales	prices	and	use	lenient	credit	policies	(Gunny,	2010;	Roychowhury,	2006).	Real	earnings	man-

agement	 further	 includes	economic	decisions	such	as	 the	 timing	of	 investments	 in	periods	of	 low	

earnings	(Bartov,	1993).	These	actions	influence	cash	flows	and	can	have	a	negative	impact	of	the	

value	on	the	firm.		
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Research	shows	that	managers	use	the	two	types	of	earnings	management	as	substitutes	based	on	

the	relative	costs	associated	with	the	specific	type	(Zang,	2012).	Since	accrual	earnings	management	

biases	the	reported	earnings	in	a	specific	direction	but	does	not	change	the	underlying	transactions,	

this	type	is	seen	as	less	costly	compared	to	real	earnings	management.	Contrarily,	real	earnings	man-

agement	entails	manipulation	of	real	activities	in	the	timing	or	structuring	of	an	operation,	invest-

ment	or	financial	transaction	that	may	have	negative	consequences	for	the	firm	(Zang,	2012).	Zang	

(2012)	argues	how	only	focusing	on	one	earnings	management	technique	cannot	explain	the	overall	

effect	of	earnings	management	activities.	In	order	to	get	a	comprehensive	perspective	on	earnings	

management	and	to	get	the	most	adequate	basis	for	drawing	conclusions,	this	thesis	analyses	both	

accrual	and	real	earnings	management.		

	
2.2.5	Earnings	management	models	
	
As	a	 result	 of	 the	 significant	 academic	 and	practical	 interest	 in	 earnings	management,	 numerous	

models	have	been	developed	throughout	the	years	to	demonstrate	and	measure	earnings	manage-

ment.	This	section	describes	some	of	the	most	relevant	models	within	the	two	divisions	of	earnings	

management,	i.e.	accrual	and	real	earnings	management	models,	and	this	section	elaborates	the	mo-

tivation	for	the	selected	models	in	this	thesis.		

	

It	must	be	emphasised	that	models	that	combine	accrual	and	real	earnings	management	have	further	

been	developed	on	the	assumption	that	there	is	a	trade-off	between	the	two	types	of	earnings	man-

agement	based	on	the	costs	and	timing	of	earnings	management	activities.	Zang	(2012)	argues	that	

the	two	types	of	earnings	management	activities	are	sequential	since	real	activities	occur	during	the	

accounting	period	and	accrual	activities	occur	at	the	end	of	the	period.	Accrual	earnings	management	

can	be	constrained	due	to	limited	accounting	flexibility.	The	limited	flexibility	is	related	to	the	fact	

that	accruals	reverse	over	time	why	firms	use	real	earnings	management	to	a	greater	extent.	How-

ever,	firms	use	less	real	earnings	management	when	this	is	more	costly,	for	example,	when	firms	are	

in	a	less	healthy	financial	condition	or	have	a	weak	competitive	status	in	the	industry	(Zang,	2012).	

One	of	the	issues	with	the	findings	by	Zang	(2012)	is	that	the	findings	rely	on	the	assumption	of	the	

activities	being	sequential	because	there	is	no	obstacle	in	performing	accrual	activities	during	the	

accounting	period	(Walker,	2013).	Moreover,	variables	that	affect	a	decision-maker’s	use	of	earnings	

management	as,	for	example,	experience	and	abilities	are	not	included	even	though	they	would	affect	
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the	relative	costs.	Models	that	combine	accrual	and	real	earnings	management	are	not	of	interest	to	

this	thesis	and	are	not	elaborated	further.		

	
2.2.5.1	Accrual	earnings	management	models	
	

Several	models	of	discretionary	accruals	are	extensively	developed	in	the	literature	to	measure	and	

use	as	an	indicator	of	earnings	management.	Dechow	et	al.	(2010)	present	a	comprehensive	litera-

ture	review	and	conclude	that	approximately	hundreds	of	papers	use	discretionary	accruals	 from	

accrual	models	to	demonstrate	earnings	management.	Accrual	earnings	management	models	can	be	

divided	 into	 single	 item	models	and	aggregated	models.	This	 thesis	 seeks	 to	 investigate	earnings	

management	on	an	overall	level,	and	since	earnings	management	single	items	cannot	be	extrapolated	

to	apply	to	total	accruals	this	review	focuses	solely	on	aggregated	models	(El	Diri,	2018).	

	

2.2.5.1.1	The	Healy	model	
	

Healy	(1985)	developed	his	model	in	order	to	investigate	the	connection	between	earnings	manage-

ment	and	bonuses.	This	model	 is	 interesting	because	of	 the	relation	to	corporate	governance	and	

because	of	the	approach	to	investigate	earnings	management.	Healy	(1985)	uses	the	average	of	total	

accruals	over	the	last	five	years	as	a	measure	of	nondiscretionary	accruals	to	reflect	the	long-term	

average	(El	Diri,	2018).	One	of	 the	main	criticisms	of	 the	model	 is	 that	 the	model	 is	unreliable	at	

estimating	discretionary	accruals	(Kaplan,	1985).	The	nondiscretionary	accruals	that	occur	due	to	

overperformance	are	classified	as	discretionary	accruals,	which	is	also	known	as	a	type	1	error2,	why	

results	 from	 the	model	 can	 be	misleading	 (Ronen	 and	Yaari,	 2008;	Dechow,	 Sloan	 and	 Sweeney,	

1995).		

	 	

 
2	Type	1	errors	arise	when	the	null	hypothesis	is	rejected	when	the	null	is	true.	Type	2	errors	arise	when	the	null	hypoth-
esis	is	not	rejected	when	it	is	false	(Dechow	et	al.,	1995).		 	
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2.2.5.1.2	The	Jones	model	
	

The	model	of	aggregate	accruals	proposed	by	Jones	(1991)	is	one	of	the	most	recognised	and	used	

models	 in	 the	 literature	as	a	measure	 for	earnings	management	 related	 to	discretionary	accruals	

(Nichols,	2000;	Dechow	et	al.,	1995).	The	model	defines	total	accruals	as:	
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In	the	Jones	(1991)	model	discretionary	accruals	are	defined	as	the	difference	between	total	accruals	

and	nondiscretionary	accruals.	TA	is	total	accruals,	REV	is	revenue,	PPE	is	gross	property,	plant,	and	

equipment,	A	is	total	assets,	i	is	firm	and	t	is	time.	The	coefficients	derived	from	the	formula	are	used	

to	calculate	nondiscretionary	accruals.	All	terms	are	scaled	by	lagged	assets.			

	

Criticism	has	been	raised	in	relation	to	Jones’	(1991)	model	as	it	does	not	consider	other	expenses	as	

explanatory	variables.	As	total	accruals	are	influenced	by	other	expenses,	it	is	argued	that	the	model	

suffers	from	the	problem	of	omitted	variables	(El	Diri,	2018).	This	results	in	a	model	that	does	not	

explain	discretionary	accruals	well	and	lower	the	explanatory	power.	Omitted	explanatory	variables	

can	cause	type	1	errors	where,	for	example,	extreme	financial	performance	can	contribute	to	a	mis-

interpretation	of	high	nondiscretionary	accruals	as	discretionary	accruals	(El	Diri,	2018).	This	can	

cause	biased	estimations	of	earnings	management	 if	 the	omitted	variables,	 captured	by	 the	error	

term,	correlates	with	the	existing	explanatory	variables	(El	Diri,	2018).	If	the	omitted	explanatory	

variables	on	the	other	hand	are	uncorrelated,	they	do	not	cause	systematic	errors	but	lower	the	ex-

planatory	power.	Further	concerns	have	been	raised	in	relation	to	Jones’	(1991)	initially	use	of	a	time	

series	approach	in	deriving	the	coefficients.	The	use	of	a	time	series	approach	contributes	to	all	coef-

ficients	being	specific	to	the	firm.	The	method	thereby	entails	several	implicit	assumptions,	which	

includes	that	the	fundamental	conditions	of	the	firm	are	considered	stable	over	time.	It	would	seem	

unrealistic	for	these	assumptions	to	apply	on	a	large	sample	with	several	firms,	why	subsequent	stud-

ies	use	a	cross-sectional	approach	of	the	Jones	(1991)	model.			
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2.2.5.1.3	The	modified	Jones	model	
	

Dechow	et	al.	(1995)	have	modified	Jones’	(1991)	model	to	solve	some	of	the	shortcomings	of	the	

original	model.	To	better	capture	activity	growth	Dechow	et	al.	(1995)	adjust	for	growth	in	credit	

sales	that	is	subject	to	manipulation.	The	model	defines	total	accrual	as:	
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The	second	term	is	different	from	Jones’	(1991)	model	since	the	change	in	revenues	is	adjusted	for	

the	change	in	receivables	in	the	event	period.	The	modification	is	designed	to	eliminate	the	conjec-

ture	tendency	of	the	original	model	that	measure	discretionary	accruals	with	an	error	when	discre-

tion	is	exercised	over	revenues	(Dechow	et	al.,	1995).	The	model	solves	some	of	the	problems	related	

to	 estimates	being	biased	 towards	 zero	 in	 samples	where	 earnings	management	has	 taken	place	

through	the	management	of	revenues.		A	criticism	of	the	model	is	related	to	the	lack	of	inclusion	of	

firm	performance,	where	the	authors	suggest	several	potential	solutions	including	the	use	of	control	

variables	or	incorporation	of	a	performance	variable	in	the	regression	(Dechow	et	al.,	1995).		

	

Dechow	and	Dichev	(2002)	 introduce	an	estimation	where	accruals	are	modelled	as	a	 function	of	

past,	present,	and	future	cash	flows	with	the	purpose	to	alter	the	timing	of	cash	flow	recognition	in	

earnings.	One	role	of	accruals	is	to	shift	the	recognition	of	cash	flows	over	time,	so	the	adjusted	earn-

ings	measure	the	performance	of	the	firm	better.	Thus,	accruals	are	considered	as	temporary	adjust-

ments	that	resolve	problems	of	timing	within	the	underlying	cash	flows	at	the	costs	of	making	esti-

mates	and	assumptions	(Dechow	and	Dischev,	2002).	Total	accruals	are	then	given	as:	

	

𝑇𝐴#/ = a# + 𝛽$𝐶𝐹#/*$ + 𝛽-𝐶𝐹#/ + 𝛽0𝐶𝐹#/1$ + 𝜀#/										(2.3)	

	

The	findings	presented	by	Dechow	and	Dichev’s	(2002)	suggest	that	including	their	estimation	in	the	

Jones	(1991)	model	might	reduce	the	level	of	omitted	variables	that	are	correlated	with	the	firms’	

economic	fundamentals	(McNichols,	2002).	The	combined	model	defines	total	accrual	as:	

	
𝑇𝐴#/
𝐴#/*$

= a#
1

𝐴#/*$
+ 𝛽$#

∆𝑅𝐸𝑉#/
𝐴#/*$

+ 𝛽-#
𝑃𝑃𝐸#/
𝐴#/*$

+ 𝛽0
𝐶𝐹#/*$
𝐴#/*$

+ 𝛽2
𝐶𝐹#/
𝐴#/*$

+ 𝛽3
𝐶𝐹#/1$
𝐴#/*$

+ 𝜀#/										(2.4)	
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2.2.5.1.4	The	performance-matching	model	
	

Kothari,	Leone	and	Wasley	(2005)	introduce	the	performance-matching	model,	which	extends	the	

previous	 Jones	 (1991)	model	 and	modified	 Jones	 (1991)	model.	 The	performance	problem	men-

tioned	above	is	addressed	by	controlling	for	the	firm’s	operating	performance.	The	model	is	based	

on	the	Jones	(1991)	model	with	the	addition	of	an	element	of	profitability	in	the	regression,	specifi-

cally	ROAit	or	ROAit-1.	Kothari	et	al.	(2005)	find	that	a	performance-matched	discretionary	accrual	

measure	is	useful	in	mitigating	type	1	errors	in	cases	where	accruals	correlates	with	performance.	

Kothari	et	al.	(2005)	further	argue	that	the	inclusion	of	a	constant	term	can	limit	model	misspecifica-

tions.	The	model	defines	total	accrual	as:	

	
𝑇𝐴#/
𝐴#/*$

= a# + a$#
1

𝐴#/*$
+ 𝛽$#

∆𝑅𝐸𝑉#/
𝐴#/*$

+ 𝛽-#
𝑃𝑃𝐸#/
𝐴#/*$

+ 𝑅𝑂𝐴/	56	#/*$ + 𝜀#/										(2.5)		

	

Furthermore,	Kothari	et	al.	(2005)	present	another	approach	to	adjust	for	performance.	Within	this	

approach	discretionary	accruals	are	adjusted	to	the	discretionary	accruals	for	a	comparable	peer	in	

relation	to	performance.	However,	one	problem	with	this	approach	is	that	the	risk	of	type	2	errors	

increases.	The	model	structure	assumes	that	firms	involved	in	average	earnings	management	do	not	

utilise	earnings	management	(Kothari	et	al.,	2005).	

	

2.2.5.1.5	Concerns	and	considerations	regarding	accrual	estimation	models	
	

Criticism	and	concerns	of	the	various	accrual	estimation	models	have	been	presented,	and	selected	

considerations	from	the	literature	are	emphasised	below.		

	

A	commonly	used	procedure	in	finance	and	empirical	accounting	research	is	to	decompose	a	depend-

ent	variable	into	its	predicted	and	residual	components	and	use	the	residuals	as	the	dependent	vari-

able	in	a	second	regression	(Chen	et	al.,	2018).	The	residual	from	accrual	estimation	models	are	often	

used	as	a	proxy	for	earnings	management.	Recent	research	by	Chen	et	al.	(2018)	underlines	how	the	

use	of	a	two-stage	approach	for	accrual	estimation	produces	biased	estimates	and	standard	errors,	

leading	to	incorrect	inferences	causing	both	type	1	and	type	2	errors.	To	eliminate	the	biases	as	a	

result	of	a	two-step	procedure,	Chen	et	al.	(2018)	suggest	the	use	of	a	one-stage	estimation	including	

accrual	determinants,	a	variable	of	interest	and	control	variables.	In	addition,	Godsell	et	al.	(2017)	

show	how	it	is	valuable	to	use	signed	residuals	if	the	researcher	has	a	precondition	on	the	direction	
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of	earnings	management.	However,	if	the	researcher	does	not	have	a	prior	on	the	direction	of	accru-

als,	the	use	of	unsigned	discretionary	accruals	is	investigated,	which	means	that	absolute	values	are	

used.	Using	the	absolute	value	of	discretionary	accruals	when	measuring	earnings	management	pro-

vide	some	implications	(Hribar	and	Nichols,	2007).	Absolute	discretionary	accruals	are	negatively	

associated	with	the	goodness	of	fit	of	the	discretionary	accrual	model	and	positively	associated	with	

the	variance	of	total	accruals	(Hribar	and	Nichols,	2007).		

	

Another	general	concern	highlighted	in	the	literature	is	the	ability	of	accrual	models	to	successfully	

distinguish	nondiscretionary	accruals	from	discretionary	accruals	(Jackson,	2018).	Jackson	(2018)	

raises	concerns	about	how	researchers	use	these	measures	without	careful	considerations	of	what	

the	underlying	economics	of	the	accounting	are.	The	paper	has	three	main	points.	First,	peer	firm	

effects	have	significant	effects	on	the	measurement	of	discretionary	accruals.	Second,	if	all	variables	

are	scaled	by	lagged	assets,	the	amount	of	managed	earnings	needs	to	be	assessed	against	ROA	to	

evaluate	the	reasonableness	of	the	results.	Third,	there	should	be	a	relation	between	discretionary	

accruals,	as	a	measure	of	earnings	management,	and	ex-post	cases	of	known	manipulation	(Jackson,	

2018).		

	

Dechow	et	al.	(1995)	evaluate	accrual	models	for	detecting	earnings	management	and	find	that	all	

models	generate	tests	of	low	explanatory	power	for	earnings	management	of	economically	plausible	

magnitudes.	If	the	case	of	earnings	management	accounts	for	one	to	five	percent	of	total	assets,	then	

a	sample	size	of	several	hundred	firms	is	needed	to	provide	a	reasonable	detection	of	earnings	man-

agement.	Dechow	et	al.	(1995)	further	find	that	when	the	models	are	applied	to	firms	experiencing	

extreme	financial	performance,	they	all	lead	to	misspecified	tests.	It	emphasises	the	importance	of	

controlling	for	financial	performance	when	investigating	earnings	management,	and	it	is	concluded	

that	the	modified	Jones	(1991)	model	demonstrates	the	most	power	in	detecting	earnings	manage-

ment	(Dechow	et	al.,	1995).		

	

These	findings	highlight	that	detecting	earnings	management	can	be	challenging	because	several	fac-

tors	can	influence	both	the	level	of	earnings	management	and	the	successfulness	in	identifying	earn-

ings	management.	Although	discretionary	accruals	are	acknowledged	to	be	noisy	proxies	for	earn-

ings	management,	the	stated	models	are	widely	used	in	the	literature.		
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2.2.5.2	Real	earnings	management	models	
	

Existing	research	within	real	earnings	management	focuses	primarily	on	single	item	models,	where	

the	most	frequently	investigated	items	are	investments	such	as	R&D	(Roychowdhury,	2006).	Roy-

chowdhury	 (2006)	 changed	 this	 focus	with	 his	 real	 earnings	management	model	 that	 contains	 a	

wider	scope	focusing	on	operational	activities.	The	model	has	been	an	essential	contribution	to	the	

literature,	and	the	area	of	research	has	since	been	further	explored	where	other	models	have	been	

added	to	the	field	such	as	the	Gunny	model	(2010).	This	thesis	focuses	solely	on	the	Roychowdhury	

model	since	it	is	the	most	recognised	model	in	the	literature	of	real	earnings	management.	

	
2.2.5.2.1	The	Roychowdhury	model	
	

Roychowdhury	(2006)	developed	a	model	that	is	one	of	the	most	frequently	used	measures	of	real	

earnings	management.	The	Roychowdhury	(2006)	model	consists	of	three	components	that	can	be	

used	to	manipulate	the	performance	of	the	operational	activities.	The	estimated	terms	for	each	of	the	

three	components	constitute	the	normal	level	of	the	operational	activities	where	the	residual	assess	

whether	real	earnings	management	is	performed.		

	

The	first	component	of	the	model	represents	the	difference	in	cash	flows	from	operations.	The	dif-

ference	in	cash	flows	can	be	caused	by	activities	as	price	discounts	or	lenient	credit	terms,	leading	to	

lower	margins	but	higher	sales	volume.	Within	this	component,	negative	residuals	indicate	real	earn-

ings	management	and	the	component	is	given	by:		

	
+78!"
"!"#$

= 𝛼# + 𝛼$#
$

"!"#$
+ 𝛽$#

'()!"
"!"#$

+ 𝛽-#
∆'()!"
"!"#$

+ 𝜀#/										(2.6)	

	

The	second	component	is	an	increase	in	production	costs	expressed	as	the	sum	of	COGS	and	change	

in	inventory	during	the	period,	which	are	defined	in	regression	(7)	and	(8)	respectively.	Within	this	

component	earnings	management	 is	 indicated	by	positive	 residuals	 assuming	 that	 firms	 increase	

their	production	levels	to	spread	fixed	costs	over	a	larger	number	of	units	to	increase	reported	earn-

ings	(Srivastava,	2019).	COGS,	change	in	inventory	and	the	production	costs	component	are	given	by:	

	
𝐶𝑂𝐺𝑆#/
𝐴#/*$

= 𝛼# + 𝛼$#
1

𝐴#/*$
+ 𝛽$#

𝑅𝐸𝑉#/
𝐴#/*$

+	𝜀#/										(2.7)	
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∆𝐼𝑁𝑉#/
𝐴#/*$

= 𝛼# + 𝛼$#
1

𝐴#/*$
+ 𝛽$#

∆𝑅𝐸𝑉#/
𝐴#/*$

+ 𝛽-#
∆𝑅𝐸𝑉#/*$
𝐴#/*$

+ 𝜀#/										(2.8)	
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$

"!"#$
+ 𝛽$#

'()!"
"!"#$

+ 𝛽-#
∆'()!"
"!"#$

+ 𝛽0#
∆'()!"#$
"!"#$

+ 𝜀#/									(2.9)	

	

The	third	component	is	related	to	decreases	in	discretionary	spending	including	advertising,	R&D	

and	SG&A	expenses.	This	component	characterises	expenses	that	do	not	generate	immediate	reve-

nues	and	income,	and	earnings	management	is	expressed	by	negative	residuals.	The	component	is	

given	by:	

	
𝐷𝐼𝑆𝐸𝑋𝑃#/
𝐴#/*$

= 𝛼# + 𝛼$#
1

𝐴#/*$
+ 𝛽$#

𝑅𝐸𝑉#/*$
𝐴#/*$

+ 𝜀#/										(2.10)	

	

The	Roychowdhury	model	is,	as	the	accrual	models,	also	exposed	to	criticism.	Foremost,	the	model	

can	be	biased	because	of	omitted	variables	and	endogeneity	(El	Diri,	2018).	Endogeneity	can	occur	if	

the	independent	variables	are	not	independent	of	the	dependent	variable.	Moreover,	the	model	is	not	

sustainable	for	extremely	small	samples	due	to	violations	of	the	OLS	assumption	regarding	the	nor-

mality	of	the	error	term	(El	Diri,	2018).	Another	concern	is	related	to	the	quality	of	the	model	since	

revenue	is	the	only	variable	included.	
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2.2.6	Choice	of	models	
	

As	shown	in	the	literature	review	it	is	well	established	that	the	majority	of	accrual	models	are	built	

on	the	procedure	from	the	Jones	(1991)	model,	and	as	concluded	by	Dechow	et	al.	(1995)	the	modi-

fied	Jones	(1991)	model	demonstrates	the	most	power	in	detecting	earnings	management.	To	esti-

mate	the	discretionary	accruals,	this	thesis	applies	the	modified	Jones	(1991)	model	including	the	

cash	flow	term	suggested	by	Dechov	and	Dichev	(2002)	and	McNichols	(2002).	The	average	explan-

atory	power	for	the	chosen	model	that	determines	total	accruals	is	40.04%,	which	is	about	2.0	per-

centage	points	below	the	level	Zang	(2012)	achieved	for	American	firms.	This	comparison	suggests	

that	the	explanatory	power	is	reasonable.	To	accommodate	the	criticism	mentioned	above	this	thesis	

repeats	the	main	estimation	of	discretionary	accruals	by	including	a	performance-matching	variable	

in	accordance	with	Kothari	et	al.	(2005).	This	is	done	to	check	the	robustness	of	the	results	and	to	

check	if	recognition	of	performance	in	the	model	influence	the	results.	

	

As	mentioned	earlier,	only	a	limited	number	of	recognised	real	earnings	management	models	that	

measure	real	earnings	management	across	industries	and	over	a	period	of	time	exist	(El	Diri,	2018).	

Since	Roychowdhury’s	(2006)	model	is	the	most	commonly	used,	this	thesis	applies	this	model	in	the	

analysis	of	real	earnings	management.	The	average	explanatory	power	is	39.28%	for	the	component	

determining	cash	 flows	 from	operations,	51.86%	for	 the	component	determining	explanatory	ex-

penses	and	86.19%	for	the	component	determining	production	costs.	The	level	of	explanatory	varia-

bles	 is	comparable	to	the	 levels	presented	by	Zang	(2012),	which	 implies	reasonable	explanatory	

powers.	
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Chapter	3	-	Methodology	
	

This	chapter	presents	the	selection,	processing,	and	validation	of	data	of	this	thesis,	and	further	em-

phasises	the	considerations	related	to	the	choices	made.	The	empirical	design	will	be	elaborated	fur-

ther	in	this	section.	

	

3.1	Cross-country	sample	
	

This	thesis	is	based	on	sample	data	from	financial	statements	from	listed	firms	in	the	Nordic	including	

Denmark,	Norway,	Sweden,	Finland	and	Iceland	in	the	period	between	2011	to	2018.	Because	of	fail-

ure	to	comply	with	several	of	the	criteria	in	relation	to	industry	classification	codes	and	the	presence	

of	observations	with	 insufficient	values	 to	estimate	earnings	management,	which	 is	elaborated	 in	

section	3.3.1,	Iceland	has	been	eliminated	from	the	final	datasheet	and	is	not	a	part	of	the	research.	

	

One	must	be	aware	of	the	potential	performance	variations	in	earnings	management	models	when	

using	a	cross-country	sample.	Arguably,	 the	Nordic	countries	 included	 in	 this	study	share	several	

characteristics	but	differ	in	regard	to	legislation	policies.	Peek	et	al.	(2013)	find	that	the	modified	

Jones	(1991)	model	and	the	Dechow-Dichev	(2002)	model	exhibit	considerable	cross-country	per-

formance	variation,	and	that	the	variation	is	systematic.	The	explanation	can	primarily	be	found	in	

international	variation	in	sales	growth	persistence,	sample	size	and	accounting	practices	(Peek	et	al.,	

2013).	There	are	 international	differences	 in	 the	competitive	 intensity	and	the	economic	stability	

that	can	affect	firms’	sales	growth	persistence.	Accounting	practices	can	also	vary	across	countries	

due	 to	stock	markets	development,	 tax	 regulations	and	countries’	 legal	origin	 (Peek	et	al.,	2013).	

Lastly,	Peek	et	al.	(2013)	find	that	the	effects	of	cross-country	variations	are	higher	than	those	of	

cross-industry	variations,	which	support	 the	 importance	of	 taking	country-specific	characteristics	

into	account	when	explaining	the	models’	performance.	These	findings	are	supported	by	Han	et	al.	

(2010)	that	conclude,	that	national	culture	and	institutional	structures	are	essential	 factors	 in	ex-

plaining	the	practices	of	corporate	managers’	earnings	discretion,	and	the	authors	 find	that	 these	

factors	are	conditional	on	each	other.	Leuz,	et	al.	(2013)	further	find	that	earnings	management	ap-

pears	to	be	lower	in	economies	with	large	stock	markets,	dispersed	ownership,	substantial	investor	

rights	and	strong	legal	enforcement.		
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Potential	estimation	errors	can	occur	using	a	cross-country	sample	why	it	must	be	emphasised	that	

comparing	results	from	research	studying	several	countries	must	be	done	with	caution.	To	ensure	

comparability,	this	thesis	investigate	listed	firms	that	all	report	according	to	IFRS	and	therefore	use	

the	same	accounting	practices.	Further,	the	Nordic	countries	arguably	share	several	common	char-

acteristics	including	political	and	cultural	values	(Bennike,	Faber	and	Nielsen,	2016).	However,	insti-

tutional	and	economic	diversity	and	the	difference	in	corporate	governance	codes	amongst	the	Nor-

dic	countries	may	create	differences	in	the	use	of	earnings	management.	Thus,	to	interpret	the	find-

ings	on	a	single	country	level,	a	subsample	analysis	is	performed.	The	findings	are	not	necessarily	

comparable	to	countries	outside	the	Nordic	region,	and	the	findings	cannot	necessarily	be	compared	

to	results	from	research	made	in	other	countries	on	the	same	topic.		

	

3.2	Data	collection	and	processing	
	

The	data	of	the	sample	includes	both	financial	data	and	corporate	governance	data.	The	corporate	

governance	data	consists	of	the	gender	of	the	CEO,	CFO	and	Chairman	of	the	board	of	directors	as	

well	as	the	share	of	women	on	boards	of	directors.	The	financial	data	is	obtained	through	CapitalIQ,	

which	relies	on	data	from	the	database	Compustat.	The	specific	variables	deducted	from	CapitalIQ	

are	attached	in	appendix	1.	Financial	data	for	listed	firms	is	relatively	easy	to	obtain	because	of	inter-

national	reporting	requirements,	why	no	challenges	were	experienced	in	that	regard.	To	ensure	the	

accuracy	of	the	data,	sample	controls	were	performed	between	the	data	output	from	CapitalIQ	and	

financial	data	from	ORBIS.	Sample	tests	were	further	made	by	comparing	the	financial	data	from	Cap-

italIQ	with	 the	 firms’	annual	 reports.	The	 financial	data	was	collected	continuously	as	new	needs	

were	experienced.	For	example,	it	was	decided	to	add	and	calculate	events	that	would	cover	an	op-

portunistic	setting	where	managers	would	have	incentives	to	manage	earnings.	This	includes	when	

firms	raise	new	finance	either	by	debt	or	equity	or	 if	 the	 firm	distributes	compensation	(Godsell,	

2017;	Healy,	1985).		

	

The	corporate	governance	data	was	obtained	through	the	ORBIS	database.	The	recent	focus	on	Envi-

ronmental,	 Social	 and	 Governance	 (ESG)	 including	 women	 in	 top	management	 and	 diversity	 on	

boards	has	in	general	increased	during	the	last	years.	However,	diversity	on	boards	and	in	top	man-

agement	has	not	been	of	high	interest	historically,	which	is	why	historical	data	on	gender	diversity	is	

almost	impossible	to	access.	In	the	data	collection	process,	challenges	were	faced	in	finding	relevant	
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data	 in	 the	 necessary	 quality.	 Different	 databases	 were	 examined,	 including	 Bloomberg,	 Eikon	

DataStream	and	CapitalIQ,	but	data	was	either	insufficient	or	was	missing	the	historical	perspective.		

	

At	ORBIS	it	was	possible	to	obtain	the	gender	of	the	CEO,	CFO	and	Chairman	as	well	as	the	gender	of	

all	members	on	the	board	of	directors	for	the	latest	fiscal	year.	However,	it	is	not	an	opportunity	to	

assess	this	historical	data	in	the	database.	Copenhagen	Business	School	has	for	the	last	decade	made	

backups	of	the	ORBIS	database	for	each	year,	which	provided	us	with	a	unique	opportunity	to	get	

data	for	all	fiscal	years	from	2011	to	2018.	Therefore,	2011	is	the	starting	year	for	this	research	since	

data	on	gender	specification	was	not	available	in	years	prior	to	2011.	This	data	provided	us	with	a	

unique	opportunity	to	examine	determinants	influencing	earnings	management	in	the	Nordic	coun-

tries	that	prior	research	has	not	studied	extensively.	This	lack	of	research	might	be	because	of	several	

databases’	 lack	of	similar	data	or	challenges	 in	accessing	the	data.	This	way	of	obtaining	data	has	

contributed	to	a	high	degree	of	manual	handling	of	the	data	in	order	to	ensure	and	validate	the	quality	

and	accuracy	of	the	data.		

	

For	each	fiscal	year,	missing	values	were	manually	examined,	wrong	gender	specifications	were	cor-

rected,	double	registered	members	of	 the	board	of	directors	were	eliminated,	and	data	were	pre-

pared	in	Excel	to	calculate	statistics	of	the	data.	These	errors	were	mainly	corrected	by	checking	an-

nual	reports.	An	example	of	an	error	that	was	corrected	was	if	the	same	person	appeared	several	

times	on	the	list	of	executives	and	board	members	for	a	firm	either	due	to	a	shift	in	positions	or	if	the	

person	held	multiple	positions	during	the	year.	In	those	cases,	double	registered	people	were	manu-

ally	deleted.	Another	error	was	when	a	firm	had	a	double	registration	on	the	CEO,	CFO	or	Chairman,	

for	example,	due	to	replacements	at	the	top	management	level	during	the	year,	causing	a	shift	in	the	

gender	of	the	position.	The	annual	reports	were	manually	checked	to	validate	the	top	management	
team	and	board	of	directors	for	the	specific	year.	After	correcting	the	data,	dummy	variables	were	

made	taking	the	value	one	if	the	CEO,	CFO	or	Chairman	of	the	board	of	directors	respectively	were	

possessed	by	a	female	during	the	year	and	zero	otherwise.	Dummy	variables	were	further	included	

taking	the	value	one	if	the	board	of	directors	were	represented	by	at	least	10%,	20%,	30%,	and	40%	

of	women	respectively.		

	

Collecting	data	from	two	different	databases	poses	a	higher	risk	in	regards	of	the	quality	of	the	data	

but	it	was	assessed	that	CapitalIQ	could	provide	financial	data	of	a	higher	quality	compared	to	ORBIS	

since	ORBIS	is	known	for	being	more	suitable	for	data	on	non-listed	firms.	The	data	from	the	two	
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databases	was	matched	using	unique	 firm	tickers	(i.e.	 identifiers),	and	sample	controls	were	per-

formed	subsequently.		

	

In	 order	 to	 create	 a	master	 data	 sheet,	 the	 data	 from	CapitalIQ	 and	ORBIS	was	merged	 into	 one	

spreadsheet	in	Excel	that	could	be	imported	to	Stata.	For	that	purpose,	the	program	Alteryx	was	used.	

Subsequently,	the	data	for	each	year	were	merged	into	the	master	sheet	so	all	data	was	gathered.	

Lastly,	the	corporate	governance	data	was	summarised	to	get	an	overview	of	the	statistics	and	the	

development	during	the	period.	These	statistics	are	presented	below.	

	

The	number	of	Nordic	listed	firms	in	the	dataset	evolves	from	871	firms	in	2011	to	1,183	firms	in	

2018.	Corporate	governance	data	was	not	available	 for	all	 firms	every	year,	but	 there	has	been	a	

positive	development	in	data	availability.	Focusing	on	the	data	regarding	the	gender	of	the	CFO,	data	

is	not	available	 for	29.8%	of	the	observations	 in	2018.	This	can	be	explained	by	the	fact	that	 it	 is	

optional	for	firms	to	have	a	CFO,	and	furthermore,	firms	use	different	titles	for	that	position,	for	ex-

ample,	Finance	Manager	or	Finance	Director.	The	approach	to	accommodate	this	limitation	has	been	

to	rename	these	titles,	though	this	implies	that	there	is	a	risk,	that	is	was	not	manageable	to	rename	

all	of	them.	

	
Table	1:	Development	in	the	number	of	listed	firms	in	the	Nordic	countries	from	2011	to	2018	

	
Table	2:	Percentage	of	missing	observations	
		 2011		 2012		 2013		 2014		 2015		 2016		 2017		 2018		
CEO		 38.0%	 36.9%	 31.2%	 27.8%	 23.7%	 7.7%	 6.0%	 4.8%	
CFO		 38.1%	 40.9%	 44.9%	 45.8%	 45.6%	 32.7%	 29.5%	 29.8%	
Chairman		 12.3%	 14.8%	 15.1%	 14.8%	 13.2%	 4.3%	 3.3%	 2.5%	
		
	

	 	

		 2011		 2012		 2013		 2014		 2015		 2016		 2017		 2018		

Denmark		 127	 126	 124	 124	 110	 110	 125	 124	
Finland		 114	 117	 119	 128	 129	 126	 139	 135	
Norway		 193	 183	 174	 166	 163	 155	 163	 174	
Sweden		 437	 450	 461	 547	 587	 676	 733	 750	
		 871	 876	 878	 965	 989	 1,067	 1,160	 1,183	
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An	increasing	number	of	women	are	holding	top	management	positions.	The	data	shows	that	since	

2011	the	percentage	of	female	CEOs	is	more	than	three	times	doubled,	the	share	of	female	CFOs	is	

increased	with	almost	40%,	and	the	share	of	female	Chairmen	is	almost	doubled	in	2018.	This	sup-

ports	the	increasing	focus	on	women	in	top	management	and	the	growing	emphasise	on	gender	di-

versity.	Despite	the	increase,	the	number	of	women	holding	positions	as	Chairmen	or	CEOs	is	still	far	

from	equal	to	the	number	of	men	possessing	the	same	positions.	Only	7.1%	of	the	registered	Chair-

men	are	women,	and	only	8.1%	of	the	registered	CEOs	are	women	in	2018.	The	share	of	female	CFOs	

is	higher	since	women	represented	22.4%	of	the	registered	CFOs	in	2018.		

	
Table	3:	Development	of	women	in	top	management	in	the	Nordic	countries	from	2011	to	2018	
	 2011	 2012	 2013	 2014	 2015	 2016	 2017	 2018	
CEO		 13	 22	 25	 32	 43	 58	 83	 91	
CFO		 89	 95	 86	 103	 116	 157	 174	 186	
Chairman		 28	 33	 32	 43	 46	 68	 79	 82	
CEO	(%)		 2.4%	 4.0%	 4.1%	 4.6%	 5.7%	 5.9%	 7.6%	 8.1%	
CFO	(%)		 16.5%	 18.3%	 17.8%	 19.7%	 21.6%	 21.9%	 21.3%	 22.4%	
Chairman	(%)		 3.7%	 4.4%	 4.3%	 5.2%	 5.4%	 6.7%	 7.0%	 7.1%	
		

	

An	increase	is	further	seen	in	relation	to	the	share	of	women	on	the	board	of	directors	throughout	

the	Nordic	countries.	It	is	worth	to	notice	that	Norway	does	not	have	an	average	of	at	least	40%	of	

women	on	the	board	of	directors	as	expected	and	as	required	by	law	in	the	country.	However,	the	

average	below	40%	can	be	explained	by	the	fact	that	not	all	firms	comply	with	the	quota	requirement.	

Data	from	several	of	the	listed	firms	in	the	early	years	(e.g.	2011	to	2014)	shows	zero	females	on	the	

board	of	directors,	and	when	random	sample	checks	were	made	to	validate	the	reliability	of	the	data,	

annual	reports	showed	the	same.	However,	some	errors	are	additionally	challenging	to	avoid	based	

on	the	scale	of	the	data	sample	and	the	time	constraint	of	this	thesis.	Our	research	focuses	on	whether	

a	larger	proportion	of	women	on	boards	of	directors	have	an	impact	on	earnings	management.	As	

Norway	still	shows	the	highest	percentages	of	women	on	boards	of	directors,	the	results	should	not	

be	significantly	affected.		
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Table	4:	Development	in	the	share	of	women	on	boards	of	directors	from	2011	to	2018	
		 2011		 2012		 2013		 2014		 2015		 2016		 2017		 2018		
Denmark		 8.3%	 9.8%	 11.4%	 12.3%	 13.2%	 15,3%	 15,2%	 15,5%	
Finland		 17.1%	 20.2%	 20.1%	 19.8%	 22.2%	 24,6%	 25,1%	 25,9%	
Norway		 16.8%	 21.9%	 24.5%	 24.5%	 24.1%	 30.8%	 30.3%	 28.8%	
Sweden		 14.6%	 15.2%	 17.2%	 18.4%	 19.7%	 20.7%	 21.5%	 22.2%	
	

It	must	be	emphasised	how	women	in	2017	only	constituted	a	third	of	full-time	employees	in	the	

private	 sector	 in	 Denmark	 (Dansk	Industri,	 2017).	This	 tendency	 limits	 the	 recruitment	 base	 for	

firms	to	get	women	on	boards	of	directors	and	in	top	management.	However,	data	shows	how	an	

increasing	number	of	women	are	taken	the	position	as	CFO	in	the	Nordic,	which	might	increase	the	

proportion	of	women	on	board	positions	in	the	future	(Dansk	Industri,	2017).	In	recent	years	organ-

isations,	 institutions	and	 firms	have	 increased	 their	 focus	on	gender	diversity.	Boston	Consulting	

Group	states	how	leaders	today	must	navigate	in	a	world	that	is	more	complex	than	ever	and	in	order	

to	make	the	right	decisions	it	is	crucial	for	firms	to	have	different	competencies	and	profiles	(Horisont	

Gruppen,	2017).	Nevertheless,	 several	analyses	indicate	how	 the	progress	 in	changing	 the	gender	

composition	in	top	management	and	on	boards	of	directors	develop	slowly	(Deloitte,	2018;	Axcel	Fu-

ture,	2020).			

	
3.3	Empirical	design		
	

3.3.1	Quantitative	estimations	and	methods		
	
This	thesis	is	based	on	econometric	modelling	including	multiple	regressions	using	panel	data	esti-

mated	with	Ordinary	Least	Squares	(OLS).	Robustness	 tests	are	 further	performed	 including	 firm	

fixed	effects.	The	empirical	design	therefore	relies	on	quantitative	estimations	and	methods.		

	

First,	data	has	been	processed	in	Excel	where	the	data	collected	from	different	sources,	as	described	

in	section	3.2,	was	combined,	clarified	and	validated.	Next,	Stata	was	utilised	to	manipulate	and	trans-

form	data	by	setting	up	programming	scripts	and	to	model	the	selected	regressions.	The	program-

ming	in	Stata	 includes	but	 is	not	 limited	to,	1)	generation	of	the	necessary	variables	to	use	 in	the	

estimation	of	accrual	and	real	earnings	management,	2)	removal	of	extreme	values	in	the	statistical	

data	to	reduce	the	effect	of	possible	outliers,	3)	preparation	and	grouping	of	relevant	industry	codes,	

and	4)	statistic	tests	and	estimations.	The	key	programming	scripts	can	be	seen	in	appendix	2.		
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In	relation	to	industry	classification	codes	(SIC	codes3)	used	in	the	dataset	firms	with	SIC	codes	in	the	

range	between	4400-5000	and	6000-6500	were	subtracted	in	accordance	with	Dechow	et	al.	(1995).	

These	SIC	codes	mainly	cover	real	estate,	financial	institutions,	insurance	and	utility	firms,	all	oper-

ating	in	highly	regulated	industries	with	specific	accounting	practises	(Gunny,	2010).	SIC	codes	are	

further	narrowed	from	four	digits	to	two	digits,	and	a	minimum	of	eight	observations	within	each	

industry-year	is	required.	It	is	a	trade-off	between	defining	industry	groups	sufficiently	narrow	in	

order	to	capture	industry-specific	outcomes	while	at	the	same	time	getting	enough	firms	in	each	in-

dustry	group	to	allow	the	model	to	effectively	diversify	firm-specific	effects	(Dechow	et	al.,	1995).	

The	minimum	requirement	of	observations	is	necessary	to	efficiently	estimate	the	parameters	of	the	

nondiscretionary	accrual	models	for	each	firm	(Dechow	et	al.,	1995).	Prior	research	has	used	differ-

ent	 thresholds	 in	 relation	 to	 the	 minimum	 requirement	 of	 observations	 in	 each	 industry-year.	

Dechow	et	al.	(1995)	use	ten	observations	in	each	industry-year,	Cohen	et	al.	(2008)	use	eight	obser-

vations	in	each	industry-year	and	other	studies	use	a	higher	minimum	threshold	per	industry-year.	

Despite	the	rather	low	minimum	threshold	chosen,	data	has	an	average	of	39	observations	per	in-

dustry-year.		

	

3.3.2	Opportunistic	settings	
	
Prior	research	has	investigated	a	variety	of	determinants	where	managers	use	earnings	management	

to	influence	future	events	such	as	management	compensation,	credit	ratings	or	issuance	of	equity	or	

debt	(Healy,	1985;	Liu	et	al.,	2018;	Godsell,	2017).	This	thesis	focuses	on	two	types	of	opportunistic	

settings;	new	 finance	 and	 compensation.	 The	 objective	 is	 to	 identify	 opportunistic	 settings	where	

managers	have	the	incentive	to	manage	earnings.	When	including	opportunistic	settings	in	the	esti-

mations,	discretionary	accruals	and	real	abnormal	activities	are	used	as	proxies	for	earnings	man-

agement.		

	

The	first	opportunistic	setting	this	thesis	focuses	on	is	when	firms	raise	new	finance.	New	finance	is	

defined	as	either	debt	or	equity	issuance.	The	procedure	and	calculations	of	new	finance	are	based	

on	Godsell’s	(2017)	approach.	Debt	financing	is	calculated	as	the	difference	between	long-term	debt	

in	event	yeart+1	and	long-term	debt	in	event	yeart-1,	scaled	by	assets	in	yeart-1.	The	variable	is	defined	

as	an	indicator	variable	that,	if	the	change	in	debt	between	the	respective	years	scaled	by	assets	is	

larger	than	5%,	takes	the	value	one	and	zero	otherwise	(Godsell,	2017).	Equity	issuance	is	calculated	

 
3	Standard	Industrial	Classification	codes	
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as	shareholders’	equity	in	event	yeart+1	deducted	the	sum	of	shareholders’	equity	in	event	yeart-1,	net	

income	in	event	yeart	and	net	income	in	event	yeart+1.	The	number	is	scaled	by	total	assets	in	yeart-1.	

Firms	with	a	change	in	equity,	scaled	by	lagged	assets,	greater	than	5%	are	categorised	as	firms	with	

new	equity	issuance	and	take	the	value	one.	Contrarily	if	the	change	is	less	than	5%,	it	takes	the	value	

zero.	Thus,	equity	issuance	is	defined	as	an	indicator	variable	(Godsell,	2017).	Lastly,	an	indicator	
variable	defined	as	new	finance	is	made	taking	the	value	one	if	either	debt	issuance	or	equity	issuance	

equals	one	and	zero	otherwise.	It	is	acknowledged	that	this	approach	is	an	approximation	since	the	

necessary	variables	could	not	be	provided	by	CapitalIQ.	As	stated	by	Godsell	(2017),	errors	can	occur,	

why	a	minimum	change	in	debt	or	equity	of	5%	of	total	assets	is	included	as	a	threshold.	This	is	done	

to	eliminate	firms	with	small	increases	in	long-term	debt,	or	shareholders’	equity	that	is	unrelated	to	

firms	raise	of	new	finance.	

	

Another	opportunistic	setting	where	managers	might	have	the	incentive	to	manage	earnings	is	re-

lated	to	compensation	such	as	bonuses	and	cash	compensations.	Data	on	compensation	is	deducted	

from	CapitalIQ,	but	it	has	not	been	possible	to	extract	the	actual	amount	of	compensation.	Data	is	

available	in	the	form	of	when	and	how	many	times	a	year	compensation	is	issued.	The	variable	is	

defined	as	an	indicator	variable	taking	the	value	of	one	if	compensation	is	issued	in	the	specific	year	

and	zero	otherwise.	The	variables	are	further	leaded	since	it	is	assumed	that	managers	have	the	in-

centive	to	manage	earnings	prior	to	the	year	they	may	receive	possible	compensation.		

	

The	opportunistic	settings	are	included	in	part	2	of	the	main	analyses	in	an	attempt	to	capture	earn-

ings	management	better.	The	use	and	function	of	the	opportunistic	settings	will	be	elaborated	further	

in	the	analyses.	

	

3.3.3	Estimation	of	accrual	earnings	management		
	
Discretionary	accruals	are	estimated	using	recognised	theoretical	models	where	the	residual	from	

the	estimation	model	is	used	as	a	proxy	for	accrual	discretions	in	the	financial	reporting.	A	one-step	

procedure	proposed	by	Chen	et	al.	(2018)	is	used	to	estimate	discretionary	accruals	instead	of	a	con-

ventional	two-step	procedure	since	a	two-step	procedure	has	shown	to	produce	biased	estimates.	

Several	control	variables	have	been	added	in	accordance	with	Godsell	(2017),	and	they	are	elabo-

rated	further	in	the	regressions.	In	general,	the	accrual	earnings	management	analysis	is	based	on	

three	main	regressions:	1)	If	women	in	top	management	and	on	boards	of	directors	are	associated	

with	 discretionary	 accruals,	 2)	 If	 women	 in	 top	 management	 and	 on	 boards	 of	 directors	 are	
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associated	with	discretionary	accruals	given	opportunistic	settings,	and	3)	If	women	in	top	manage-

ment	and	on	boards	of	directors	are	associated	with	discretionary	accruals	given	opportunistic	set-

tings	for	each	of	the	Nordic	countries.	

	

3.3.3.1	Accrual	earnings	management	model	used	to	estimations	
	

To	estimate	discretionary	accruals,	the	modified	Jones	model	including	the	cash	flow	element	pre-

sented	by	Dechow	and	Dichev	(2002)	is	used.	The	model	is	given	by:		
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TAit	can	be	calculated	based	on	either	the	cash	flow	or	balance	sheet	method.	The	cash	flow	method	

is	used	 in	accordance	with	Hribar	and	Collin	(2002),	who	find	that	the	cash	flow	method	is	more	

reliable.	Hribar	and	Collin	(2002)	argue	how	the	balance	sheet	approach	relies	on	a	presumed	artic-

ulation	between	changes	in	the	accrual	component	of	revenues	and	expenses	on	the	income	state-

ment	and	the	balance	sheet	working	capital	accounts.	This	presumed	articulation	breaks	down	when	

nonoperating	events	occur	such	as	mergers	and	acquisitions,	reclassifications	or	other	discontinued	

operations.	When	using	the	cash	flow	method,	total	accruals	are	given	by:	

	

𝑇𝐴#/ = 𝐸𝐵𝐸𝐼#/ − 𝐶𝐹𝑂#/										(3.2)	

	

Where	EBEIit	is	earnings	before	extraordinary	items	and	discontinued	operations,	and	CFOit	is	cash	

flows	from	operations.	Using	the	model	(3.1),	it	is	prescribed	that	nondiscretionary	accruals	are	given	

by:	

	

𝑁𝐴#/ = aD# + 𝛽E$#(∆𝑅𝐸𝑉#/ − ∆𝑅𝐸𝐶#/) + 𝛽E-#𝑃𝑃𝐸#/ + 𝛽0#𝐶𝐹#/*$ + 𝛽2#𝐶𝐹#/ + 𝛽3#𝐶𝐹#/1$										(3.3)	

	

The	residual	from	the	formula	(3.1)	is	a	proxy	for	discretionary	accruals	and	is	estimated	as:	

	

𝐷𝐴#/ =	
𝑇𝐴#/
𝐴#/*$

−
𝑁𝐴#/
𝐴#/*$

										(3.4)	
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To	test	the	robustness	of	the	model,	Kothari’s	(2005)	performance-matching	model	is	used	to	test	

the	significance	of	the	performance.	Lagged	return	on	assets	(ROAt-1)	is	included	to	control	for	the	

impact	of	performance	related	to	the	accrual	process.	It	is	chosen	over	current	ROA	since	the	majority	

of	recent	studies	have	focused	on	lagged	ROA	(Ronen	&	Yaari,	2008).	The	model	is	given	by:	
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3.3.3.2	Main	regressions	to	estimate	accrual	earnings	management	
	

The	first	main	regression	is	provided	to	examine	the	association	between	discretionary	accruals	and	

the	corporate	governance	variable	of	interest	(CGV).	This	regression	is	used	for	part	1	in	the	accrual	

earnings	management	analysis.	Discretionary	accruals	are	estimated	as	the	residual	of	the	following	

regression,	where	 !"!"
"!"#$

	defines	total	accruals:	
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Where	i	and	t	index	firms	and	time	(year),	respectively.	CGV	is	either	related	to	the	share	of	women	

on	 boards	 of	 directors	 (WIB),	 female	 CEOs	 (FCEO),	 female	 CFOs	 (FCFO)	 or	 female	 Chairmen	

(FCHAIR).	FCEO,	FCFO	or	FCHAIR	are	all	indicator	variables	taking	the	value	one	if	a	female	holds	the	

respective	position	and	zero	otherwise.	Different	indicator	variables	related	to	women	on	boards	of	

directors	can	further	be	the	corporate	governance	variable	of	interest.	These	take	the	value	one	if	the	

share	of	women	on	boards	of	directors	is	equal	or	higher	than	10%,	20%,	30%	and	40%	respectively,	

given	by	WIB10,	WIB20,	WIB30,	and	WIB40,	and	zero	otherwise.	Further,	several	control	variables	

are	included	in	accordance	with	Godsell	(2017).	Size	is	the	natural	logarithm	of	total	revenue.	Growth	

is	revenue	growth,	defined	as	revenue	growth	from	t-1	to	t.	Leverage	is	given	by	book	leverage,	defined	

as	long-term	debt	plus	the	current	portion	of	long-term	debt,	scaled	by	total	assets.	Finally,	SIC	and	

year	are	indicators	to	control	for	industry	and	year	fixed	effects	respectively.	The	continuous	varia-

bles	within	the	regression	are	winsorized	at	the	1%	and	99%	level	to	mitigate	the	effect	of	outliers.		

	

The	second	main	regression	examines	discretionary	accruals	 in	specific	circumstances	where	 it	 is	

expected	that	managers	have	the	incentive	to	manage	earnings.	This	regression	is	used	for	part	2	of	
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the	accrual	earnings	management	analysis.	This	regression	includes	indicator	variables	being	either	

issuance	of	new	finance	or	distribution	of	compensation.	Godsell	(2017)	advocates	that	these	indica-

tors	are	important	when	investigating	discretionary	accruals.	The	regression	is	given	by:		
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	are	total	accruals.	CGV	relates	to	FCEO,	FCFO,	FCHAIR,	WIB,	WIB10,	WIB20,	WIB30	and	WIB40.	

Control	variables	are	defined	as	size,	growth	and	leverage,	as	specified	above.	The	interaction	coeffi-

cient	β6	captures	the	incremental	effect	of	the	corporate	governance	variable	of	interest	on	accruals	

given	an	opportunistic	setting	(Opp_setting).	These	settings	are	clarified	in	section	3.3.2.	Lastly,	SIC	

and	year	are	indicators	to	control	for	industry	and	year	fixed	effects,	respectively.	The	continuous	

variables	are	winsorized	at	the	1%	and	99%	level	to	mitigate	the	effect	of	outliers.	

	

The	third	main	regression	is	specified	to	focus	on	each	of	the	Nordic	countries	e.g.	Denmark,	Norway,	

Sweden	and	Finland.	The	regression	is	similar	to	the	above	stated	regression	(3.7)	including	a	coun-

try-specific	determinant	and	is	used	for	part	3	of	the	accrual	earnings	management	analysis.	

	

3.3.4	Estimation	of	real	earnings	management	
	

In	order	to	analyse	real	earnings	management,	Roychowdhury’s	(2006)	model	is	used	in	determining	

the	abnormal	cash	flows	from	operations,	production	costs	and	discretionary	expenses.	The	abnor-

mal	cash	flows,	production	costs	and	discretionary	expenses	are	based	on	formula	(2.6),	(2.9)	and	

(2.10)	from	chapter	2,	where	the	respective	residuals	are	used	as	a	proxy	for	real	earnings	manage-

ment.	A	one-step	procedure	is	used	in	accordance	with	Chen	et	al.	(2018)	to	avoid	biased	estimates.	

As	with	the	discretionary	accrual	estimations,	several	control	variables	are	included	in	the	regression	

following	Godsell	(2017).	The	real	earnings	management	analysis	is	divided	in	three	parts	as	with	

the	accrual	earnings	management	analysis.		
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3.4.4.1	Main	regressions	to	estimate	real	earnings	management	
	
The	first	main	regression	in	relation	to	real	earnings	management	is	used	for	part	1	of	the	real	earn-

ings	management	analysis.	Real	abnormal	activities	are	estimated	as	the	residual	of	the	following	

three	regressions:	
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Where	i	and	t	index	firms	and	time	(year)	respectively.	+78!"
"!"#$

	is	the	normal	level	of	cash	flows	from	

operations	and	is	modelled	as	a	linear	function	of	revenue	and	change	in	revenue.	In	the	regression	

negative	residuals	indicate	abnormal	cash	flows	from	operations.	CGV	is	the	corporate	governance	

variables	of	interest.	Control	variables	include	size,	growth	and	leverage.	SIC	and	year	are	indicators	

to	control	for	industry	and	year	fixed	effects	respectively.	The	continuous	variables	within	the	re-

gression	are	winsorized	at	the	1%	and	99%	level	to	mitigate	the	effect	of	outliers.		
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	is	the	normal	level	of	production.	In	the	regression	positive	residuals	indicate	abnormal	pro-

duction	costs.	CGV	is	the	corporate	governance	variables	of	interest.	Control	variables	include	size,	

growth	and	leverage.	SIC	and	year	are	indicators	to	control	for	industry	and	year	fixed	effects	respec-

tively.		The	continuous	variables	within	the	regression	are	winsorized	at	the	1%	and	99%	level	to	

mitigate	the	effect	of	outliers.		
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	is	the	normal	level	of	discretionary	expenses.	In	the	regression	negative	residuals	indicate	

abnormal	discretionary	expenses.	CGV	is	the	corporate	governance	variables	of	interest.	Control	var-

iables	include	size,	growth	and	leverage.	SIC	and	year	are	indicators	to	control	for	industry	and	year	
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fixed	effects	respectively.	The	continuous	variables	within	the	regression	are	winsorized	at	the	1%	

and	99%	level	to	mitigate	the	effect	of	outliers.		

	

The	second	main	regressions	focus	on	specific	settings	where	executives	have	the	incentive	to	man-

age	earnings.	These	settings	are	clarified	in	section	3.3.2.	Moreover,	these	regressions	are	used	for	

part	2	of	the	real	earnings	management	analysis.	The	regressions	are	given	by:	
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	is	the	normal	level	of	cash	flows	from	operations,	.'89!"
"!"#$

	is	the	normal	level	of	production	costs,	

and	9EF(G.!"
"!"#$

	is	the	normal	level	of	discretionary	expenses.	CGV	is	the	corporate	governance	variable	

of	interest.	Control	variables	include	size,	growth	and	leverage.	The	interaction	coefficients	for	β3	in	

regression	(3.11),	β4	in	regression	(3.12),	and	β2	in	regression	(3.13)	capture	the	incremental	effect	

of	the	CGV	on	abnormal	real	activities,	given	that	the	firm	issues	new	finance	or	distribute	compen-

sation.	SIC	and	year	are	 indicators	 to	control	 for	 industry	and	year	 fixed	effects	respectively.	The	

continuous	variables	are	winsorized	at	the	1%	and	99%	level	to	mitigate	the	effect	of	outliers.	

	

The	third	regression	used	in	the	estimation	is	specified	to	focus	on	each	of	the	Nordic	countries	e.g.	

Denmark,	Norway,	Sweden	and	Finland.	The	regression	is	thereby	similar	to	the	three	above	stated	

regressions	(3.11),	(3.12)	and	(3.13)	including	a	country-specific	determinant	and	is	used	for	part	3	

of	the	real	earnings	management	analysis.	
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Chapter	4	-	Analysis	and	results	
 
	

This	chapter	begins	with	a	descriptive	analysis	where	an	exploratory	analysis	of	the	various	earnings	

management	metrics	and	several	statistic	tests	is	presented.	Then	the	main	analyses	are	presented.	

The	main	analyses	are	divided	into	two	chapters.	An	analysis	regarding	accrual	earnings	manage-

ment	and	an	analysis	regarding	real	earnings	management.	The	structure	of	 the	main	analyses	 is	

elaborated	further.	Lastly,	a	comparison	of	the	findings	from	the	accrual	and	real	earnings	manage-

ment	analyses	is	provided.			

	

4.1	Descriptive	analysis		
 
	

Descriptive	statistics	for	the	key	variables	used	in	the	estimation	of	discretionary	accruals	and	real	

abnormal	activities	as	total	revenue,	total	asset	and	total	receivables	is	presented	in	Table	5.	To	mit-

igate	the	effect	of	outliers	all	continuous	variables	are	winsorized	at	the	lower	and	upper	1%	level.	

Table	5	shows	that	the	average	of	total	assets,	revenue,	receivables	and	net	property,	plant	and	equip-

ment	is	significantly	larger	than	the	median	of	the	specific	variables.	Firms	like	Equinor,	AP	Møller,	

Novo	Nordisk	and	Volvo	increase	the	total	revenue	average	considerably.	The	same	applies	to	total	

assets	where	Equinor,	AP	Møller,	Volvo,	Nokia	and	Nordea	increase	the	average	considerably.	This	
trend	is	further	shown	in	research	by	Graham	et	al.	(2005)	and	Cohen	et	al.	(2008)	in	their	descriptive	

statistics	for	listed	firms,	although	these	researches	use	a	sample	of	US	firms	for	a	longer	time	period.	

It	appears	that	firms	in	the	sample	have	average	annual	revenue	growth	of	12.5%,	a	median	of	3.9%	

and	an	average	of	DKKm	781	in	revenue.	In	general,	there	has	been	a	strong	global	economic	growth	

in	the	last	couple	of	years,	including	the	Nordic	countries,	which	may	explain	the	high	growth	rate	in	

revenue.	The	standard	deviation	in	revenue	in	the	sample	is	DKKm	2,722,	which	is	smaller	than	the	
standard	deviation	of	USDm	7,556	presented	by	Cohen	et	al.	(2008).	Lower	volatility	related	to	rev-

enue	indicates	that	the	inventory	can	be	more	precisely	estimated	in	advance,	which	results	in	fewer	

estimation	errors	and	thereby	less	discretionary	accruals	(Dechow	and	Dichev,	2002).	The	average	

operating	cycle	of	the	firms	in	the	sample	is	approximately	331	days.	The	operating	cycle	is	relatively	

long	compared	to	other	studies	as	Dechow	and	Dichev	(2002)	and	Cohen	et	al.	(2008)	who	have	an	

average	operating	cycle	of	141	and	143	respectively.	The	operating	cycle	is	calculated	in	accordance	
with	Dechow	and	Dichev	(2002).	A	longer	operating	cycle	indicates	lower	quality	of	accruals	since	a	

longer	operating	cycle	causes	sample	firms	to	make	more	estimations	with	greater	uncertainty	that	

contributes	to	the	quality	of	accruals	to	decrease	(Dechow	and	Dichev,	2002).		
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Consistent	with	prior	studies,	total	accruals	scaled	by	lagged	total	assets	are	negative	(Godsell,	2017;	

Cohen	et	al.,	2008).	The	average	discretionary	accruals	are	0.00	as	expected	since	accruals	reverse	in	

a	timely	fashion.	The	average	abnormal	production	costs,	cash	flows	from	operations	and	discretion-

ary	expenses	are	0.00,	-0.00	and	-0.00,	respectively.		

	
Table	5:	Descriptive	statistics	
       
 count mean sd p25 median p75 
       
Firm specific variables       
TA_w 3289 985.961 2722.064 13.000 81.600 433.700 
TREV_w 3289 780.895 2046.302 9.330 74.500 399.100 
TREVgrowth 3289 0.125 0.514 -0.057 0.039 0.171 
TREC_w 3289 151.001 403.398 1.860 12.800 70.600 
EBITDA_w 3289 100.673 278.837 1.430 7.170 51.200 
EBIT_w 3289 71.726 200.661 1.250 5.560 35.500 
Operating_cycle 3179 330.539 2049.980 91.648 144.777 212.999 
NPPE_w 3289 214.363 680.241 0.350 5.750 68.500 
CFO_w 3289 83.168 230.435 1.280 6.410 40.200 
       
Corporate governance variable       
WIB 3289 0.216 0.146 0.125 0.214 0.333 
       
Specific setting       
Newfinance 3289 0.618 0.486 0.000 1.000 1.000 
       
Control variables       
LogTREV_w 3289 4.070 2.770 2.233 4.311 5.989 
TREVgrowth_w 3289 0.120 0.474 -0.057 0.039 0.171 
Leverage_w 3253 1.009 1.256 0.037 0.590 1.541 
       
Variables for accrual estimation       
One_ta_w 3289 0.135 0.399 0.002 0.013 0.085 
Term2_w 3289 0.050 0.245 -0.049 0.022 0.124 
Term3_w 3289 0.173 0.224 0.019 0.078 0.239 
Term4_w 3289 272.210 822.831 4.829 21.610 124.500 
TACC_CFA_TA 3289 -0.173 0.342 -0.187 -0.101 -0.051 
Resaccruals 3289 0.000 0.183 -0.036 0.016 0.071 
       
Variables for real earnings manage-
ment estimation 

      

Prod_ta_w 3289 0.673 0.620 0.211 0.541 0.965 
Cfo_ta_w 3289 0.167 0.230 0.051 0.101 0.187 
DISEXP_ta_w 3289 0.366 0.345 0.125 0.290 0.490 
Resprod 3289 0.000 0.231 -0.097 0.008 0.111 
Rescfo 3289 -0.000 0.182 -0.073 -0.014 0.038 
Resdis 3289 -0.000 0.250 -0.124 -0.019 0.060 
N 3289                                                                               

This	table	reports	the	summary	statistics	for	the	main	variables	used	in	this	research.	TACC_CFA_TA	is	measured	as	earnings	before	ex-

traordinary	expenses	minus	operating	cash	flows	and	is	scaled	by	lagged	total	assets.	One_ta	is	the	inverse	of	lagged	assets,	term2	is	the	

change	in	total	revenue	minus	the	change	in	total	receivables	and	is	scaled	by	total	lagged	assets.	Term3	is	net	property,	plant,	and	equip-

ment	scaled	by	lagged	total	assets.	Term4	is	lagged,	current	and	leaded	cash	flows	from	operations,	scaled	by	lagged	assets.	TREVgrowth	

is	the	natural	logarithm	of	total	revenue,	leverage	is	book	leverage,	defined	as	long-term	debt	plus	the	current	portion	of	long-term	debt,	

scaled	by	total	assets	and	TREVgrowth	is	revenue	growth,	defined	as	revenue	growth	from	year	t-1	to	year	t.	The	operating	cycle	is	calcu-

lated	as:	𝑂𝐶 = !"#$%!"#$!"#)/(
!"#)

∗ 360 + (+,)-+,)!"#)/(
$./0

∗ 360.	Res	stands	for	residuals.	All	variables	are	explained	in	Appendix	1.	
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The	table	below	shows	the	frequency	of	the	two-digit	industrial	classification	to	give	an	overview	of	

the	variety	of	industries	included	in	the	dataset.	Business	services	and	engineering	&	management	

services	represent	17.66%	and	12.36%	respectively	of	the	industries	in	the	dataset.	These	industries	

are	the	largest	in	the	sample.	Business	services	constitute	the	most	significant	share,	which	is	con-

sistent	with	the	fact	that	the	service	industry	constitute	an	increasing	share	of	the	world	GDP.	Fur-

thermore,	 the	 Nordics	 are	 predominantly	 characterised	 as	 service	 economies	 (Deloitte	 Insights,	

2018).		

	
Table	6:	Tabulation	of	two-digit	SIC	codes	

Industry	 	SIC	 	Freq.	 	Percent	 	Cum.	
Metal,	Mining	 	10	 171	 1.44	 1.44	
Oil	&	Gas	Extraction	 	13	 378	 3.18	 4.62	
General	Building	Contractors	 	15	 189	 1.59	 6.22	
Heavy	Construction	 	16	 81	 0.68	 6.90	
Special	Trade	Contractors	 	17	 72	 0.61	 7.51	
Food	&	Kindred	Products	 	20	 288	 2.43	 9.93	
Apparel	&	Other	Textile	Products	 	23	 72	 0.61	 10.54	
Lumber	&	Wood	Products	 	24	 90	 0.76	 11.30	
Furniture	&	Fixtures	 	25	 90	 0.76	 12.05	
Paper	&	Allied	Products	 	26	 162	 1.36	 13.42	
Printing	&	Publishing	 	27	 306	 2.58	 16.00	
Chemical	&	Allied	Products	 	28	 990	 8.34	 24.34	
Rubber	&	Miscellaneous	Plastics	Products	 	30	 72	 0.61	 24.94	
Stone,	Clay,	&	Glass	Products	 	32	 108	 0.91	 25.85	
Primary	Metal	Industries	 	33	 108	 0.91	 26.76	
Fabricated	Metal	Products	 	34	 180	 1.52	 28.28	
Industrial	Machinery	&	Equipment	 	35	 540	 4.55	 32.83	
Electronic	&	Other	Electric	Equipment	 	36	 675	 5.69	 38.51	
Transportation	Equipment	 	37	 234	 1.97	 40.49	
Instruments	&	Related	Products	 	38	 657	 5.53	 46.02	
Miscellaneous	Manufacturing	Industries	 	39	 117	 0.99	 47.01	
Wholesale	Trade	–	Durable	Goods	 	50	 603	 5.08	 52.08	
Wholesale	Trade	–	Nondurable	Goods	 	51	 315	 2.65	 54.74	
Furniture	&	Home	furnishing	Stores	 	57	 90	 0.76	 55.50	
Miscellaneous	Retail	 	59	 180	 1.52	 57.01	
Holding	&	Other	Investment	Offices	 	67	 1134	 9.55	 66.57	
Business	Services	 	73	 2097	 17.66	 84.23	
Amusement	&	Recreation	Services	 	79	 198	 1.67	 85.90	
Health	Services	 	80	 207	 1.74	 87.64	
Engineering	&	Management	Services	 	87	 1467	 12.36	 100.00	

This	table	shows	the	distribution	of	industrial	classification	codes.	In	general,	the	two-digit	SIC	codes	are	segmented	into	11	main	indus-

tries.	SIC	in	the	interval	1-10	classifies	Agriculture,	Forestry,	and	Fishing,	10-14	is	Mining,	15-17	is	Construction,	20-39	is	Manufacturing,	

40-49	is	Transportation	&	Public	Utilities,	50-51	is	Wholesale	Trade,	52-59	is	Retail	Trade,	60-67	is	Finance,	Insurance	&	Real	Estate,	70-

89	is	Services,	91-98	is	Public	Administration,	and	99	is	No	classifiable	Establishments.	In	the	dataset,	eight	observations	per	industry-year	

are	required	for	the	two-digit	SIC	codes	and	they	have	an	average	of	39	observations	within	each	industry-year.	
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Test	of	regression	assumptions	

To	test	the	validity	and	possible	biases	influencing	the	estimations	of	accrual	and	real	earnings	man-

agement	several	econometric	tests	are	provided.	These	tests	include	the	normal	distribution	of	re-

siduals,	multicollinearity,	autocorrelation	and	homoscedasticity	and	are	elaborated	in	the	following.				

Normal	distribution	of	residuals		

It	 is	 tested	whether	 the	residuals	 from	the	primary	accrual	earnings	management	model	and	 the	

three	real	earnings	management	components	follow	a	normal	distribution.	This	is	done	to	ensure	

valid	interpretations	of	the	regressions.	The	four	histograms	show	that	the	residuals	from	the	main	

regressions	all	follow	a	normal	distribution.	Since	the	residuals	are	normally	distributed	it	validates	

inferences	and	reduces	the	change	of	systematic	bias	in	the	results.	

		Total	accruals	 	 	 	 	 												Production	costs	

	

	

	

	

	

	

																	Cash	flows	from	operations	 	 	 	 						Discretionary	expenses	
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Multicollinearity	Inspection	

If	one	of	the	regressors	is	characterised	by	a	perfect	linear	combination	of	the	other	regressors,	then	

the	situation	of	perfect	multicollinearity	arises.	If	perfect	multicollinearity	is	present,	the	estimation	

of	the	coefficients	is	not	possible	(Stock	&	Watson,	2012).	Multicollinearity	is	further	critical	in	cases	

close	to	perfect	multicollinearity,	which	is	when	two	or	more	independent	variables	have	a	strong	

correlation.	Cases	where	strong	correlations	are	present	causes	instability	in	the	estimation	of	pa-

rameters	(Naimi,	Hamm,	Groen,	Skidmore,	and	Toxopeus,	2013).	A	correlation	matrix	is	shown	to	

verify	that	no	multicollinearity	occurs.	Table	7	confirms	that	no	multicollinearity	problems	are	ob-

served	between	the	independent	variables	used	in	the	estimation	of	accrual	earnings	management.			

Table	7:	Matrix	of	correlations	for	regressors	used	in	accrual	estimation	including	VIF		

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
		Variables	 VIF	 		(1)	 		(2)	 		(3)	 		(4)	 		(5)	 		(6)	 		(7)	 		(8)	 		(9)	 		(10)	 		(11)	 		(12)	

	
		
(1)	TACC_CFA_TA_w	

	 	
1.000	

	(2)	One_ta_w	 1.383	 -0.484	 1.000	
	(3)	Term2_w	 1.650	 -0.109	 0.038	 1.000	
	(4)	Term3_w	 1.262	 0.078	 -0.133	 -0.066	 1.000	
	(5)	Term4_w	 1.478	 0.032	 -0.115	 -0.046	 0.205	 1.000	
	(6)	LogTREV_w	 2.010	 0.385	 -0.477	 0.010	 0.235	 0.530	 1.000	
	(7)	TREVgrowth_w	 1.685	 -0.253	 0.110	 0.616	 -0.060	 -0.062	 -0.124	 1.000	
	(8)	Leverage_w	 1.198	 0.062	 -0.072	 0.052	 0.375	 0.058	 0.153	 0.090	 1.000	
	(9)	WIB	 1.130	 0.050	 -0.152	 0.009	 -0.045	 0.144	 0.234	 -0.059	 0.024	 1.000	
	(10)	FCEO	 1.022	 -0.008	 0.055	 -0.029	 -0.053	 -0.045	 -0.065	 -0.012	 -0.035	 0.086	 1.000	
	(11)	FCFO	 1.058	 -0.111	 0.149	 0.011	 -0.092	 -0.112	 -0.211	 0.033	 -0.046	 0.004	 0.068	 1.000	
	(12)	FCHAIR	 1.068	 -0.063	 0.153	 -0.005	 0.020	 -0.055	 -0.114	 0.003	 0.014	 0.140	 0.053	 0.054	 1.000	
	
Mean	VIF	

	
1.359	

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	
	

Table	7	shows	the	correlation	between	all	of	the	variables	used	in	accrual	earnings	management	estimations.	The	variance	inflation	factor	

is	further	included.		
	

The	variance	 inflation	 factor	 (VIF)	 is	additionally	added	 in	 the	correlation	matrix.	VIF	provides	a	

measure	of	multicollinearity	for	each	regressor,	where	variables	with	a	VIF	greater	than	ten	are	con-

sidered	causing	multicollinearity	(Naimi	et	al.,	2013).	The	absence	of	multicollinearity	is	confirmed	

by	adding	the	VIF	measurement.	Table	8	shows	VIF	for	each	regression	used	to	estimate	real	earnings	

management	and	finds	that	no	multicollinearity	is	present.	
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Table	8:	Variance	inflation	factor	for	real	earnings	management	
	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 PROD	(1)	 PROD	(1)	 CFO	(2)	 CFO	(2)	 DISEXP	(3)	 DISEXP	(3)	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	
			 VIF	 1/VIF	 VIF	 1/VIF	 VIF	 1/VIF	

	
	DeltaTREV_ta_w	 2.404	 .42	 2.374	 .42	 1.555	 .64	
	Trev_ta_w	 1.551	 .65	 1.498	 .67	 	 	
	LagTREV_ta_w	 	 	 	 	 1.166	 .86	
	One_ta_w	 1.333	 .75	 1.333	 .75	 1.331	 .75	
	LagdeltaTREV_ta_w	 1.105	 .91	 	 	 	 	
	TREVgrowth_w	 1.924	 .52	 1.922	 .52	 1.049	 .95	
	LogTREV_w	 1.559	 .64	 1.557	 .64	 1.555	 .64	
	Leverage_w	 1.088	 .92	 1.087	 .92	 1.089	 .92	
	WIB	 1.122	 .89	 1.122	 .89	 1.116	 .90	
	FCFO	 1.073	 .93	 1.071	 .93	 1.072	 .93	
	FCHAIR	 1.064	 .94	 1.064	 .94	 1.063	 .94	
	FCEO	 1.027	 .97	 1.027	 .97	 1.025	 .98	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	Mean	VIF	 1.386	 .	 1.405	 .	 1.163	 .	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	
In	Table	8,	(1)	is	the	production	costs	component,	(2)	is	the	cash	flows	from	operations	component	and	(3)	is	the	discretionary	ex-
penses	component	in	accordance	with	Roychowdhury	(2006).	The	table	shows	the	variance	inflation	factor	for	each	variable	within	
these	components,	control	variables	and	the	corporate	governance	variables	of	interest.	
	

Autocorrelation	and	homoscedasticity		

An	assumption	within	the	OLS	is	that	the	error	term	has	to	be	homoscedastic	and	serially	uncorre-

lated	for	an	efficient	estimation.	When	using	panel	data,	variables	are	typically	autocorrelated	(Stock	

and	Watson,	2015).	The	correlation	of	a	series	with	its	own	lagged	values	is	referred	to	as	autocorre-

lation	or	serial	correlation.	In	contrast,	homoscedasticity	is	present	when	the	error	term	is	the	same	

across	all	values	of	 the	 independent	variable	(Stock	and	Watson,	2015).	The	estimations	made	 in	

chapter	5	and	6	are	tested	for	homoscedasticity	and	autocorrelation.	Violations	of	this	assumption	

do	not	cause	bias	and	inconsistency	of	the	OLS	estimator.	However,	to	obtain	fully	robust	standard	

errors,	corrective	measures	must	be	taken.	Due	to	the	presence	of	heteroscedasticity	and	autocorre-

lation	in	several	regressions,	robust	standard	errors	are	included.	The	tests	applied	to	gain	insight	

into	the	presence	of	homoscedasticity	is	the	Breusch-Pagan	and	Cook-Weisberg	test.	When	using	the	

Breusch-Pagan	and	Cook-Weisberg	test	an	associated	p-value	<	0.05	provides	evidence	against	the	

null	hypothesis	and	thereby	reject	the	null	hypothesis	of	homoscedasticity.	The	test	related	to	auto-

correlation	is	the	Wooldridge	test	(Stata	manuals).	When	performing	a	Wooldridge	test	the	null	hy-

pothesis	 is	 that	no	autocorrelation	 is	present	and	an	associated	p-value	<	0.05	provides	evidence	

against	the	null	hypothesis	and	thereby	reject	the	null	hypothesis	of	no	autocorrelation.		
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Correlation	between	the	residuals	across	the	models	

A	correlation	matrix	showing	the	correlations	between	the	accrual	model	and	the	three	real	earnings	

management	components’	residuals	is	presented	in	Table	9.	The	correlations	are	calculated	by	Pear-

son’s	method	including	a	5%	significance	level.	Zang	(2012)	finds	a	substitution	effect	between	the	

two	types	of	earnings	management,	and	consequently,	a	negative	correlation	between	the	accrual	

and	real	earnings	management	proxies	is	expected.	The	matrix	shows	that	the	correlation	between	

discretionary	accruals	and	abnormal	cash	flows	as	well	as	discretionary	expenses	is	negatively	cor-

related.	However,	discretionary	accruals	and	abnormal	production	costs	are	positively	correlated.	

Even	though	it	is	not	the	scope	of	this	thesis	to	investigate	the	substitution	effect,	the	negative	corre-

lations	highlight	how	it	is	relevant	to	focus	on	both	types	of	earnings	management	approaches	to	get	

the	most	comprehensive	analysis	of	earnings	management.		

Table	9:	Correlation	matrix	for	the	two	types	of	earnings	management		

	 	 	 	 	
	 Res_Accrual	 Res_PROD	 Res_CFO	 Res_DISEXP	
	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	
Res_Accrual	 1.0000	 	 	 	
Res_PROD	 0.0239	 1.0000	 	 	
Res_CFO	 -0.9937**	 0.0249	 1.0000	 	
Res_DISEXP	 -0.4092**	 -0.5502	 0.3981**	 1.0000	
	
Table	9	shows	the	correlation	between	the	residuals	for	the	earnings	management	components.	**	p<0.05	
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4.2	Structure	of	the	analyses	
	
The	main	analyses	are	divided	into	two	chapters:	1)	an	accrual	earnings	management	analysis	and	

2)	a	real	earnings	management	analysis.	The	analyses	present	results	and	interpretations	of	the	find-

ings	from	the	earnings	management	estimations.	Lastly,	a	conclusion	and	comparison	of	the	two	main	

analyses	will	be	provided.	

	
The	two	chapters	focusing	on	accrual	and	real	earnings	management	are	further	divided	into	three	

analyses.	First,	an	analysis	of	how	an	increasing	share	of	women	on	the	board	of	directors	and	women	

in	top	management	are	associated	with	the	use	of	discretionary	accruals	and	real	abnormal	activity	

is	presented.	Second,	an	analysis	of	how	an	increasing	share	of	women	on	boards	of	directors	and	

women	in	top	management	are	associated	with	earnings	management	when	opportunistic	settings	

are	present,	is	provided.	Lastly,	a	subsample	analysis	focusing	on	each	Nordic	country,	i.e.	Denmark,	

Norway,	Sweden	and	Finland,	is	introduced.	The	subsample	analysis	is	performed	to	investigate	if	

similar	characteristics	and	trends	dominate	the	Nordic	countries	or	if	cross-country	differences	are	

present	when	opportunistic	settings	are	included.		

	
The	hypotheses	of	this	thesis	are	answered	based	on	part	2	of	the	analyses	where	opportunistic	set-

tings	are	included.	Robustness	tests	are	performed	to	test	the	validity	of	the	analyses’	results.	Interim	

conclusion	is	presented	during	the	analysis,	and	a	final	comparison	is	made	at	the	end	of	this	chapter.	

The	aim	of	the	comparison	is	to	examine	if	similar	behaviour	between	managers’	and	board	mem-

bers’	use	of	accrual	and	real	earnings	management	is	present.	
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Visualisation	of	the	structure	of	the	analysis	

	

	 	

 

Part	1:	Analysis	of	the	association	between	corporate	governance	varia-
bles	and	discretionary	accruals	without	opportunistic	settings	

Part	2:	Analysis	of	the	association	between	corporate	governance	varia-
bles	and	earnings	management	with	opportunistic	settings	

Part	3:	Subsample	analysis	based	on	part	2	where	each	Nordic	country	
is	investigated	

Part	1:	Analysis	of	the	association	between	corporate	governance	varia-
bles	and	real	abnormal	activities	without	opportunistic	settings	

Part	2:	Analysis	of	the	association	between	corporate	governance	varia-
bles	and	real	earnings	management	with	opportunistic	settings	

Part	3:	Subsample	analysis	based	on	part	2	where	each	Nordic	country	
is	investigated	

Accrual	earnings	management	analysis	

Real	earnings	management	analysis	

Robustness	tests	of	results	from	part	2	

Conclusion	of	accrual	earnings	management	analysis	

Robustness	tests	of	results	from	part	2	

Conclusion	of	real	earnings	management	analysis	

Final	conclusion	on	accrual	and	real	earnings	management	findings	
where	a	comparison	of	results	is	presented	

Answering	of	hypotheses	H1,	H2,	H3,	and	H4	

Answering	of	hypotheses	H5,	H6,	H7	and	H8	
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Chapter	5	-	Accrual	earnings	management	
	

Accrual	earnings	management	is	related	to	managers’	use	of	discretionary	accounting	methods	to	

manage	reported	earnings.	Discretionary	accruals	capture	distortions	induced	by	applications	of	the	

accounting	rules	and	occur	due	to	active	choices	made	by	managers	(Dechow	et	al.,	2010).	As	men-

tioned	in	section	2.2.4,	accrual	earnings	management	has	no	direct	effect	on	the	underlying	financial	

condition	of	the	firm	but	involves	a	shift	in	the	direction	of	the	reported	earnings.	This	influences	the	

accounting	presentation	of	the	financial	condition	of	a	firm,	but	since	accruals	reverse	in	a	timely	

fashion,	a	natural	 limitation	of	accrual	earnings	management	 is	unavoidable	 (Dechov	and	Dichev,	

2002).	The	accrual	earnings	management	analyses	seek	to	investigate	and	answer	hypothesis	H1,	H2,	

H3,	and	H4.		

	

5.1	Predicted	signs		
	

The	following	analyses	use	signed	residuals	to	examine	how	the	corporate	governance	variables	of	

interest	are	associated	with	accrual	earnings	management.	The	expectations	on	the	signed	residuals	

in	relation	to	the	hypotheses	stated	in	section	1.3	are	presented	in	Table	10.	It	is	expected	that	firms	

with	women	in	top	management	on	average	are	negatively	associated	with	the	use	of	earnings	man-

agement.	An	increase	in	the	number	of	women	on	boards	of	directors	is	additionally	anticipated	to	

be	negatively	associated	with	earnings	management.	These	expectations	build	on	research	stating	

that	women	are	less	risk-seeking	than	men	and	tend	to	adapt	to	more	conservative	accounting	poli-

cies	(Betz	et	al.,	1989;	Arun	et	al.,	2015).	Even	though	the	Nordic	countries	have	different	corporate	

governance	codes,	the	Nordic	countries	also	share	common	characteristics.	This	means	that	all	Nor-

dic	listed	firms	with	women	in	top	management	or	with	women	on	the	board	of	directors	are	ex-

pected	to	be	negatively	associated	with	earnings	management.	However,	the	results	are	anticipated	

to	be	more	pronounced	in	opportunistic	settings	where	firms	are	assumed	to	have	higher	incentives	

to	manage	earnings.	The	signs	for	the	real	activity	models	are	elaborated	further	in	the	analyses	of	

real	earnings	management.		 	
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Table	10:	Expectations	for	the	signed	residuals	
	
Variable	of	interest	

	
Expected	sign	of	discretionary	accrual	

	
Share	of	women	on	boards	of	directors	(WIB)																																																																							

	
-	

Female	CEO	(FCEO)	 -	
Female	FCO	(FCFO)	 -	
Female	Chairman	(FCHAIR)	 -	

	
	

WIB	is	a	continuous	variable	whereas	FCEO,	FCFO,	and	FCHAIR	are	 indicator	variables	taken	the	value	one	 if	 the	position	 is	held	by	a	

woman	and	zero	otherwise.	A	predicted	negative	sign	indicates	a	negative	correlation	between	the	variable	of	interest	and	discretionary	

accruals,	where	a	positive	sign	indicates	a	positive	correlation	between	the	variable	of	interest	and	discretionary	accruals.	These	expecta-

tions	are	applied	across	the	Nordic	countries,	and	when	an	opportunistic	setting	is	present.	In	part	2	and	3	of	the	analysis,	discretionary	

accruals	act	as	a	proxy	for	earnings	management.		

	

5.2	Part	1:	Estimation	of	discretionary	accruals	without	opportunistic	settings	
	

In	the	following,	several	regressions	are	performed	to	analyse	how	different	variables	of	interest	are	

associated	with	firms’	discretionary	accruals.	The	output	from	the	regressions	is	presented	and	in-

terpretations	of	the	results	are	provided.	First,	the	focus	is	on	the	association	between	a	firm’s	share	

of	women	on	boards	of	directors	and	discretionary	accruals.	Second,	the	association	between	firms	

with	women	in	top	management	and	discretionary	accruals	are	analysed.	The	results	are	interpreted	

based	on	three	significance	levels.	Results	that	are	significant	at	a	1%	significance	level	are	inter-

preted	as	highly	significant,	whereas	results	that	are	significant	at	a	5%	significance	level	are	inter-

preted	as	significant.	Lastly,	results	that	are	significant	at	a	10%	significance	level	are	interpreted	as	

marginally	significant	and	provide	weak	empirical	evidence.	This	is	applicable	for	both	the	accrual	

and	the	real	earnings	management	analysis.		

	

As	seen	in	Table	11,	the	results	provide	empirical	evidence	that	an	increase	in	the	share	of	women	

on	boards	of	directors	is	on	average	negatively	associated	with	discretionary	accruals.	The	results	

are	significant	at	a	5%	significance	level.	If	discretionary	accruals	are	used	as	a	proxy	for	earnings	

management,	it	can	be	stated	that	a	higher	distribution	of	women	on	boards	of	directors	is	negatively	

associated	with	earnings	management.	The	squared	term	of	WIB	is	included	in	the	first	regression	to	

emphasise	 the	 non-linearity	 of	 the	 variable.	 The	 variable	 is	 not	 significant,	 and	 the	 regression	 is	

therefore	performed	again	without	the	squared	term.	When	the	squared	term	of	WIB	is	 included,	

WIB	 is	marginally	significant.	 In	contrast,	when	 the	regression	 is	performed	without	 the	squared	

term,	WIB	is	significant	at	the	5%	significance	level.	Due	to	the	insignificance	of	the	squared	term	of	
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WIB,	the	variable	is	not	included	in	future	regressions.	Furthermore,	the	majority	of	the	control	var-

iables	and	terms	included	in	the	estimations	are	significant,	which	are	in	accordance	with	Godsell	

(2017).	This	is	applicable	for	all	the	estimations	presented	in	the	analysis.	The	adjusted	explanatory	

power	is	35%	indicating	that	the	independent	variables	explain	35%	of	the	variance	in	the	dependent	

variable.	There	are	no	significant	results	provided	for	WIB10,	WIB20,	WIB30	and	WIB40,	which	can	

be	seen	in	appendix	3.		

	
Table	11:	Accrual	estimation	with	the	variable	of	interest	being	WIB		
   
   
 WIB(1) WIB(2)    
 TACC_CFA_T~w TACC_CFA_T~w    
   
WIB -0.134*         -0.0572**             
 (0.066)        (0.046)              
   
WIBsq  0.162                           
 (0.253)                         
   
one_ta_w -0.220***      -0.220***           
 (0.000)              (0.000)             
   
term2_w  0.0397**  0.0395**           
 (0.026)         (0.027)             
   
term3_w  0.00562        0.00703             
 (0.795)        (0.744)         
   
term4_w -0.0000347***    -0.0000345*** 
       (0.000)         (0.000)          
   
logTREV_w  0.0242***        0.0238***            
 (0.000)        (0.000)          
   
TREVgrowth_w -0.0772***      -0.0772***       
 (0.000)         (0.000)            
   
leverage_w  0.000146        0.000123          
 (0.964)         (0.970)           

   
N  3253           3253            
R-sq  0.409            0.401          
adj. R-sq  0.350            0.350            
   
p-values in parentheses 
* p<0.1, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.001 
 
Table	11	shows	the	estimation	of	accruals	with	the	variable	of	interest	being	WIB.	WIB	is	a	continuous	variable	calculated	as	the	percentage	

of	women	on	boards	of	directors.	WIBsq	is	the	squared	term	of	WIB.	One_ta_w,	term2_w,	and	term3_w	are	all	terms	provided	by	the	mod-

ified	Jones	(1991)	model.	Term4_w	expands	the	model	following	McNichols	(2002)	where	lead,	lag,	and	current	cash	flows	are	incorporated	

suggested	by	Dechow	and	Dichev	(2002).	All	terms	and	control	variables	are	winsorized	at	the	lower	and	upper	1%	level	to	mitigate	the	

effect	of	outliers.	Control	variables	are	added	in	accordance	with	Godsell	(2017).	When	the	coefficients	from	the	results	in	the	above	anal-

yses	are	negative,	it	means	that	discretionary	accruals	on	average	are	lower	for	firms	with	the	variable	of	interest	being	investigated.		
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Table	12	shows	how	women	in	top	management	are	associated	with	discretionary	accruals.	The	re-

sults	do	not	provide	empirical	evidence	in	relation	to	firms	with	women	in	top	management.	Thus,	a	

female	CEO,	CFO,	or	Chairman	is	not	significantly	associated	with	the	level	of	discretionary	accruals.	

All	coefficients	are	negative,	which	indicates	a	tendency	where	discretionary	accruals	on	average	are	

lower	for	firms	with	women	in	top	management,	but	no	conclusions	can	be	made	due	to	the	insignif-

icance	of	the	variables.		

	
Table	12:	Accrual	estimation	with	variables	of	interest	being	FCEO,	FCFO	and	FCHAIR	
 
    
 FCEO(1) FCFO(2) FCHAIR(3)    
 TACC_CFA_T~w  TACC_CFA_T~w TACC_CFA_T~w    
    
    
1.FCEO -0.0104                                             
 (0.672)           
    
1.FCFO   -0.0139                           
  (0.299)                             
    
1.FCHAIR   -0.0000884       
   (0.996)      
       
one_ta_w  -0.274***       -0.443***      -0.249***      
 (0.000)            (0.000)           (0.000)            
    
term2_w  0.0490 -0.00759         0.0423       
 (0.109)       (0.820)        (0.141)         
    
term3_w  0.0147       (0.109)        0.00423                
 (0.631)       (0.009)      (0.869)         
    
term4_w -0.0000397***    -0.0000320***    -0.0000351*** 
     (0.000)         (0.000)        (0.000)        
    
logTREV_w   0.0239***        0.0188***      0.0223***     
 (0.000)        (0.000)         (0.000)        
    
TREVgrowth_w -0.0890***      -0.0795**     -0.0893***      
 (0.000)         (0.000)          (0.000)        
    
leverage_w -0.000761      0.00251        0.000881        
 (0.895)       (0.656)         (0.866)        
    
_cons -0.262***     -0.175***       -0.245***     
 (0.000)       (0.000)         (0.000)          
    
N  2714            2290             3015           
R-sq    0.419             0.431             0.408          
adj. R-sq      0.360               0.369             0.353           
    

p-values in parentheses 
* p<0.1, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.001 
Table	12	shows	the	estimation	on	total	accruals	when	the	variables	of	interest	are	women	holding	positions	as	either	CEO	(FCEO),	CFO	

(FCFO),	or	Chairman	(FCHAIR).	Terms	and	control	variables	are	defined	as	in	Table	11.	
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Sub	conclusion	of	part	1	

	

The	above	findings	suggest	the	share	of	women	on	boards	of	directors	are	associated	with	a	lower	

level	of	discretionary	accruals.	Furthermore,	the	analysis	shows	that	women	in	top	management	are	

not	significantly	associated	with	discretionary	accruals.	These	results	indicate	that	if	firms	in	the	Nor-

dic	countries	between	2011	to	2018	had	a	female	CEO,	CFO,	or	Chairman,	it	did	not	have	a	significant	

influence	on	the	use	of	discretionary	accruals.		

	

5.3	Opportunistic	settings	
	

The	analysis	in	part	1	estimated	how	women	on	boards	of	directors	and	women	in	top	management	

are	associated	with	discretionary	accruals.	Using	discretionary	accruals	as	a	proxy	for	earnings	man-

agement	is	an	assumption	with	several	inherent	challenges.	Accruals	reverse	over	time	why	positive	

discretionary	accruals	are	not	necessarily	an	indicator	of	earnings	management.	Instead,	it	can	be	an	

expression	of	the	natural	cycle	of	accruals	and	should	therefore	not	be	imputed	as	earnings	manage-

ment.	In	order	to	capture	earnings	management	more	accurately,	it	is	an	option	to	include	an	oppor-

tunistic	setting	in	the	estimations.	An	opportunistic	setting	is	 intended	to	set	an	event	where	it	 is	

expected	that	earnings	management	appear.	Examples	of	determinants	characterised	as	opportunis-

tic	settings	are	the	raise	of	new	capital,	management	compensation,	and	credit	ratings	(Godsell	et	al.,	

2017;	Healy,	1985;	Liu	et	al.,	2010;	Liu	et	al.,	2018).	In	part	2	and	3	of	the	analyses,	two	opportunistic	
settings	are	included	in	the	regressions.	The	first	opportunistic	setting	is	the	firms’	issuance	of	new	

finance,	which	include	both	debt	and	equity	issuance.	The	second	opportunistic	setting	is	related	to	

the	distribution	of	compensation	to	managers	such	as	bonuses.	The	definition	of	these	opportunistic	

settings	is	presented	in	section	3.3.2.	In	these	circumstances,	the	opportunistic	setting	captures	the	

level	of	discretionary	accruals	when	the	event	occurs.	The	focus	is	on	the	interaction	term	between	

the	corporate	governance	variable	of	interest	and	the	opportunistic	setting.	The	subsequent	analyses	

utilise	these	settings	to	see	if	the	results	deviate	from	the	results	presented	in	part	1	and	to	present	

findings	related	to	earnings	management.	Part	2	of	the	analysis	is	considered	the	primary	estimations	

to	answer	hypothesis	H1,	H2,	H3,	and	H4.	
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5.4	Part	2:	Estimation	of	discretionary	accruals	with	opportunistic	settings	
	

In	this	analysis	the	previously	presented	regressions	are	re-estimated	with	the	inclusion	of	the	op-

portunistic	settings	new	finance	and	compensation.	Prior	research	has	also	included	compensation	as	

an	opportunistic	setting	in	an	attempt	to	measure	earnings	management.	This	is	done	because	top	

managers’	private	gain	is	proven	to	be	a	primary	driver	of	earnings	management,	which	emphasises	

how	earnings	management	is	highly	associated	with	the	principal-agent	theory	(Healy	1995;	Cheng	

and	Warfield,	2005;	Jensen	and	Meckling,	1976).	Compensations	are	often	related	to	specific	target	

goals,	which	can	create	incentives	for	managers	to	manage	earnings	in	order	to	reach	these	defined	

targets.	The	opportunistic	setting	where	firms	distribute	compensation	is	included	in	the	estimation	

with	FCEO,	FCFO,	and	FCHAIR	as	the	variables	of	interest.	The	variable	compensation	is	leaded	since	

managers	are	expected	to	manage	earnings	the	year	before	compensation	is	distributed.	The	oppor-

tunistic	setting	new	finance	that	relates	to	the	issuance	of	new	debt	or	equity	is	included	as	firms	are	

expected	to	manage	earnings	upwards	to	influence	the	valuation	of	the	firm	and	to	receive	better	

evaluations	by	debtors	(El	Diri,	2018).	The	calculations	of	new	finance	are	performed	as	suggested	

by	Godsell	(2017).	Firms’	issuance	of	new	finance	as	an	opportunistic	setting	is	included	in	the	esti-

mations	with	WIB,	WIB10,	WIB20,	WIB30,	WIB40,	FCEO,	FCFO,	and	FCHAIR	as	the	variables	of	inter-

est.		

	

As	with	the	analysis	in	part	1,	the	relation	between	women	on	boards	of	directors	and	accrual	earn-

ings	management	is	presented	and	analysed	first	and	is	followed	by	the	presentation	of	the	associa-

tion	between	women	in	top	management	and	accrual	earnings	management.	The	findings	are	ana-

lysed,	and	the	regression	outputs	are	presented.	

	

The	results	in	Table	13	shows	a	negative	interaction	term	between	WIB	and	new	finance,	but	the	

interaction	term	is	not	significant.	Therefore,	it	cannot	be	concluded	that	a	general	increase	in	the	

share	of	women	on	boards	of	directors’	influence	accrual	earnings	management	when	new	finance	is	

issued.	No	significant	results	are	provided	for	WIB10,	WIB20	and	WIB30.	However,	the	interaction	

term	between	WIB40	 and	new	 finance	 is	 significant.	 This	means	 that	 firms	with	 at	 least	 40%	of	

women	on	boards	of	directors	are	associated	with	less	earnings	management.	The	Female	Quotient	

states	that	a	minimum	threshold	of	women	is	required	on	the	board	of	directors	before	the	culture	

of	the	board	and	business	operations	can	change	(Zalis,	2020).	This	is	supported	by	Adams	and	Fer-

reira	(2009)	and	Lakhal	(2015)	who	finds	that	a	minimum	threshold	of	women	is	required	to	ensure	
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that	the	women	will	act	and	speak	more	freely	and	perform	their	monitoring	roles	effectively.	This	

might	explain	why	only	WIB40	is	significant.		
	

Table	13:	Accrual	estimation	with	variables	of	interest	being	WIB,	WIB10,	WIB20,	WIB30	and	WIB40	
      
 WIB(1) WIB10(2) WIB20(3) WIB30(4) WIB40(5)     
 TACC_CFA_T~w TACC_CFA_T~w TACC_CFA_T~w TACC_CFA_T~w TACC_CFA_T~w     
       
WIB -0.0294                                                                             
 (0.420)                                                                                
      
1.WIB10  -0.0270*                                                                   
     (0.100)                                                                    
      
      
1.WIB20   -0.00502                                                  
   (0.625)                                               
      
      
1.WIB30     0.000708                                 
    (0.936)                               
      
      
1.WIB40      0.0115               
     (0.327)                    
      
      
1.newfinance  0.0281*        0.0141        0.0208*        0.0219**       0.0226**       
 (0.069)         (0.526)        (0.087)        (0.011)       (0.002)         
       
CGV##newfinance    -0.0465          0.00462       -0.0056       -0.0134      -0.0406**                                          
 (0.367)          (0.837)        (0.688)      (0.292)       (0.015)                           
      
one_ta_w -0.221***        -0.221***       -0.219***      -0.219***      -0.220***      
 (0.000)           (0.000)              (0.000)           (0.000)        (0.000)        
      
term2_w  0.0435           0.0430   0.0434         0.0434         0.0438        
 (0.108)             (0.112)       (0.110)            (0.109)        (0.106)         
      
term3_w   0.0110           0.0109         0.00984         0.0109          0.0120        
 (0.680)        (0.683)       (0.711)             (0.681)         (0.649)        
      
term4_w  -0.0000345***    -0.0000350*** -0.0000340***   -0.0000341*** -0.0000343***    
 (0.000)         (0.000)         (0.000)           (0.000)          (0.000)        
      
logTREV_w  0.0247***        0.0248***       0.0239***       0.0238***         0.0235***    
 (0.000)         (0.000)          (0.000)          (0.000)             (0.000)        
      
TREVgrowth_w -0.0778***      -0.0772***      -0.0771***       -0.0770***      -0.0773***       
 (0.000)         (0.000)         (0.000)          (0.000)          (0.000)    
      
leverage_w -0.00162        -0.00158        -0.00154        -0.00169        -0.00191      
 (0.766)        (0.771)        (0.777)        (0.757)         (0.726)       
      
_cons  -0.265***      -0.248***      -0.263***      -0.266***           -0.268***     
 (0.000)          (0.000)         (0.000)         (0.000)   (0.000)        
      
N  3254            3254         3254            3254              3254          
R-sq  0.403         0.403         0.402           0.403             0.403        
adj. R-sq  0.350           0.351            0.350           0.350           0.350            

 
p-values in parentheses 
* p<0.1, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.001 
This	table	shows	the	estimation	of	accruals	with	the	interaction	terms	between	the	variables	of	interest	WIB,	WIB10,	WIB20,	WIB30,	and	

WIB40	and	new	finance.	Terms	and	control	variables	are	defined	as	in	table	11.			
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When	examining	the	association	between	firms	with	women	in	top	management	and	accrual	earn-

ings	management,	several	results	are	provided.	The	results	in	Table	14	show	that	firms	with	a	female	

CEO	are	negatively	associated	to	earnings	management	when	the	firm	raises	new	finance.	The	results	

are	only	marginally	significant.	There	are	no	significant	results	for	firms	with	a	female	CFO	or	Chair-

man	when	new	finance	is	 issued.	However,	the	results	show	that	firms	with	a	female	CFO	are,	on	

average,	highly	significantly	associated	with	a	higher	level	of	discretionary	accruals	when	compen-

sation	is	distributed.	This	means	that	a	female	CFO	is	positively	associated	with	the	likely	use	of	earn-

ings	management	when	compensation	is	distributed.	This	finding	is	consistent	with	the	results	found	

by	Jiang	et	al.	(2010)	who	find	that	CFOs	incentives	are	more	influenced	by	compensations	than	CEOs.	

There	is	no	empirical	evidence	supporting	that	firms	with	a	female	CEO	or	Chairman	are	significantly	

associated	with	earnings	management	when	compensation	is	distributed.		
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Table	14:	Accrual	estimation	with	variables	of	interest	being	FCEO,	FCFO	and	FCHAIR	
       
 FCEO(1)  FCFO(2)              FCHAIR(3)                FCEO(4)              FCFO(5)              FCHAIR(6)    
 TACC_CFA_T~w     TACC_CFA_T~w     TACC_CFA_T~w    TACC_CFA_T~w     TACC_CFA_T~w     TACC_CFA_T~w    
       
       
1.FCEO               0.0365*                                                

(0.091)                                          
   -0.0310       

 (0.460)          
                                                                   

  

1.FCFO                              -0.0166                           
(0.366)                           

  -0.0605**                         
(0.004)       
                 

 

1.FCHAIR                                             0.000740           
(0.972)          

   0.00793         
(0.788)         
 

1.newfinance         0.0169**               
(0.031)                 

 0.0185**       
(0.020)                         

 0.0135*                               
(0.058)         
   

   

CGV##newfinance -0.0731*                
(0.069)                 

 0.00488              
(0.825)              

-0.00208                                                         
(0.947)        
                              

   

1.Compensation                                       -0.0234**        
(0.016)                      

-0.0313***  
(0.001)                    

-0.0189**       
(0.034)       
 

CGV## 
Compensation 

                                     0.0386                
(0.405)             

 0.0807***     
(0.001)                  

-0.0196     
(0.590)      
                             

one_ta_w            -0.274***            
(0.000)              

-0.446***           
(0.000)               

-0.249***       
(0.000)            

-0.276***       
(0.000)                   

-0.435***      
(0.000)                    

-0.251***    
(0.000)      
     

term2_w              0.0504*            
(0.097)                

-0.00422         
(0.899)                      

 0.0445        
(0.119)         

 0.0491            
(0.110)             

-0.00641              
(0.846)             

 0.0421       
(0.144)  
     

term3_w              0.0174           
(0.572)                 

-0.0619**               
(0.013)                

 0.00680        
(0.793)           

 0.0112       
(0.715)                     

-0.0689**         
(0.006)             

 0.000244       
(0.992)   
     

term4_w         -0.000039***     
(0.000)                

-0.000032*** 
(0.000)            

-0.000035***    
(0.000)         

-0.000039*** 
(0.000)             

-0.000031***    
(0.000)             

-0.000034*** 
(0.000)     
   

logTREV_w            0.0246***           
(0.000)               

 0.0198***            
(0.000)          

 0.0230***      
(0.000)          

 0.0249***           
(0.000)            

 0.0189***            
(0.000)          

 0.0232***    
(0.000)   
  

TREVgrowth_w       -0.0889***          
(0.000)              

-0.0794**            
(0.005)          

-0.0896***      
(0.000)          

-0.0893***     
(0.000)               

-0.0801**  
(0.005)                     

-0.0893*** 
(0.000)       
  

leverage_w       -0.00210            
(0.728)              

 0.000290      
(0.961)              

-0.000407       
(0.940)         

-0.000453      
(0.938)                      

 0.00321              
(0.564)            

 0.00123    
(0.815)        
 

_cons               -0.278***          
(0.000)               

-0.193***    
(0.000)                  

-0.258***      
(0.000)          

-0.252***     
(0.000)                     

-0.140***     
(0.000)                    

-0.238*** 
(0.000)      
   

       
N                 
R-sq               
adj. R-sq                             

 2714               
 0.421                       
 0.361                       

 2290             
 0.433               
 0.370                                   

 3015                 
 0.408               
 0.353                

 2714              
 0.421                 
 0.361                                    

 2290                
 0.437                
 0.375                                

 3015               
 0.409                
 0.354              

       
       

p-values in parentheses 
* p<0.1, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.001 
This	table	shows	the	estimation	on	accruals	with	the	variable	of	interest	being	FCEO,	FCFO,	and	FCHAIR	with	the	opportunistic	settings	

newfinance	and	compensation,	respectively.	Terms	and	control	variables	are	defined	as	in	Table	11.		
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Sub	conclusion	of	part	2	

	

The	findings	from	the	estimations	with	the	inclusion	of	opportunistic	settings	show	how	firms	with	

at	 least	40%	of	women	on	 the	board	of	directors	are	negatively	associated	with	accrual	earnings	

management.	This	result	indicates	how	diversity	on	boards	of	directors	can	challenge	the	groupthink	

that	characterises	the	old	boy’s	network	structure	(Edling	et	al.,	2012).	With	increased	gender	diver-

sity,	it	can	be	argued	that	higher	independence	exists	on	the	board	of	directors,	which	may	result	in	

increased	monitoring	and	hence	fewer	agency	problems	(El	Diri,	2018).	This	finding	supports	H1,	

which	state	that	women	on	boards	of	directors	are	negatively	associated	with	accrual	earnings	man-

agement,	on	the	condition	that	at	least	40%	of	the	board	is	represented	by	women.		

	

When	focusing	on	women	in	top	management	the	findings	are	more	mixed.	In	the	re-estimation,	the	

results	differ	depending	on	the	top	management	position	as	well	as	the	type	of	opportunistic	setting	

investigated.	Firms	with	a	female	CEO	are	negatively	associated	with	earnings	management	when	

new	finance	is	issued	at	a	10%	significance	level.	This	result	provides	weak	evidence	for	confirming	

H2,	which	state	that	female	CEOs	are	negatively	associated	with	earnings	management.	It	is	not	pos-

sible	to	conclude	on	the	association	between	firms	with	a	female	CFO	or	Chairman	and	earnings	man-

agement	when	new	finance	 is	 issued	as	 the	results	are	 insignificant.	 It	 is	 further	noteworthy	that	
firms	with	a	female	CFO	are	positively	associated	with	earnings	management	when	compensation	is	

distributed.	These	conflicting	results	emphasise	that	the	managing	of	earnings	arguably	depends	on	

the	opportunistic	setting	investigated	and	the	individual	underlying	incentives.	The	finding	indicates	

how	a	female	CFO	has	a	more	substantial	personal	incentive	to	manage	earnings	before	compensa-

tion	is	distributed	compared	to	a	female	CEO.	Based	on	these	results	H3,	which	state	that	female	CFOs	

are	negatively	associated	with	accrual	earnings	management,	cannot	be	confirmed.	There	are	no	sig-

nificant	results	provided	for	H4,	which	state	that	 female	Chairmen	are	negatively	associated	with	

accrual	earnings	management,	why	this	hypothesis	cannot	be	confirmed.	
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5.5	Part	3:	Subsample	analysis	with	opportunistic	settings	
	

A	subsample	analysis	is	performed	for	each	Nordic	country	to	analyse	if	cross-country	differences	

exist.	It	is	interesting	to	examine	if	each	Nordic	country	shows	the	same	tendencies	despite	the	vari-

ous	corporate	governance	codes	between	the	countries,	 including	Norway,	 that	has	gender	quota	

requirements	for	the	board	of	directors.	Table	15	provides	the	empirical	results	from	the	regressions	

for	each	Nordic	country	related	to	the	interaction	term	between	the	corporate	governance	variable	

of	interest	and	the	opportunistic	settings.	The	complete	output	for	each	regression	can	be	seen	in	

appendix	4.			

	

When	examining	each	Nordic	country	separately,	no	empirical	evidence	is	provided	for	the	share	of	

women	on	boards	of	directors	to	be	significantly	associated	with	accrual	earnings	management.	How-

ever,	some	significant	results	are	present	on	top	management	level.	Table	15	shows	how	the	interac-

tion	term	between	firms	with	a	female	CEO	and	new	finance	is	negatively	associated	with	earnings	

management,	which	is	applicable	for	both	Denmark,	Norway	and	Sweden.	The	results	are	significant	

at	the	5%	significance	level	for	Denmark	and	Norway,	whereas	the	result	is	only	marginally	signifi-

cant	for	Sweden.	This	finding	indicates	that	firms	with	a	female	CEO	within	these	three	countries,	on	

average,	are	negatively	associated	with	earnings	management	given	that	new	finance	is	raised.	There	
are	no	significant	results	provided	for	firms	with	a	female	CFO	to	be	associated	with	earnings	man-

agement	when	new	finance	is	issued.	Furthermore,	Finland	is	the	only	Nordic	country	where	signifi-

cant	results	are	present	in	relation	to	firms	with	a	female	Chairman.	The	results	show	that	Finnish	

firms	with	a	female	Chairman	are	marginally	significantly	associated	with	less	discretionary	accruals	

and	hence	earnings	management	when	new	finance	is	issued.	When	the	distribution	of	compensation	

is	included	in	the	estimations,	firms	in	Sweden	with	a	female	CFO	are	positively	associated	with	earn-

ings	management	at	a	5%	significance	level.	Contrarily,	firms	with	a	female	CFO	in	Denmark	are	neg-

atively	associated	with	earnings	management	at	a	5%	significance	level.	It	is	challenging	to	explain	

the	reasoning	behind	the	difference	between	these	two	countries	other	than	emphasising	that	man-

agers	have	different	incentives,	and	there	may	be	explanatory	variables	that	are	not	captured	in	the	

estimation.	
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Table	15:	Accrual	estimation	of	each	Nordic	country	with	all	variables	of	interest		
 Denmark (1) Norway (2)              Sweden (3)              Finland (4)    
 TACC_CFA_T~w     TACC_CFA_T~w     TACC_CFA_T~w     TACC_CFA_T~w  

     
WIB##newfinance            0.0191            

(0.807)                         
 0.0344           
(0.722)                            

-0.0380          
 (0.650)                        

 0.0480          
(0.478)          

      
WIB10##newfinance          0.00354                   

(0.844)           
 0.0635             
(0.176)           

-0.00202           
(0.958)           

 0.0413         
(0.362)        

       
WIB20##newfinance         0.00270           

(0.898)           
-0.00221         
(0.929)            

-0.00916          
(0.717)           

-0.00765         
(0.646)                

     
WIB30##newfinance          0.0343                     

(0.196)              
-0.0000208           
(0.993)           

-0.0178          
(0.393)                    

 0.00667                  
(0.594)           

     
WIB40##newfinance        -0.00479                

(0.915)                       
-0.0167            
(0.580)                      

-0.0367                 
(0.142)                 

-0.00504                      
(0.759)           
   

FCEO##newfinance           -0.201**                                       
(0.033)                       

-0.120*                   
(0.073)                         

-0.0979*           
(0.057)                     

-0.0532                 
(0.429)                 
      

FCFO##newfinance          -0.0335                 
(0.225)                          

-0.000109            
(0.998)                    

-0.00529               
(0.863)               

 0.00835                  
(0.723)                   
    

FCHAIR##newfinance           -0.0240                         
(0.246)                

 0.0107             
(0.745)                       

 0.0227              
(0.682)               

-0.0532*               
(0.063)                  
      

FCEO##Compensation          -0.0177                       
(0.904)                              

-0.00574              
(0.648)                                
 

 0.0242            
(0.657)                    

-0.0537                 
(0.261)            
   

FCFO##Compensation          -0.0783**              
(0.023)                

 0.0308               
(0.646)                      

 0.0872**       
(0.011)                    

-0.00106                   
(0.963)         
   

FCHAIR##Compensation        -0.0380                
(0.356)                        
 

 0.00237          
(0.950)          

-0.0471           
(0.442)                          

 0.0359            
(0.163)            
 

	
p-values	in	parentheses	
*	p<0.1,	**	p<0.05,	***	p<0.001	

This	table	shows	the	interaction	term	for	eleven	different	estimations,	including	the	opportunistic	setting	new	finance	or	compensation	

distribution.	The	complete	estimation	outputs	can	be	seen	in	appendix	4.		

	

Sub	conclusion	of	part	3	

	

It	can	be	concluded	from	the	results	from	the	subsample	analysis	that	no	empirical	evidence	is	pro-

vided	for	women	on	boards	of	directors	to	be	associated	with	accrual	earnings	management.	Results	

from	Denmark,	Norway,	and	Sweden	indicate	that	firms	with	a	female	CEO,	on	average,	are	negatively	

associated	with	accrual	earnings	management	when	new	finance	is	issued.	When	including	the	dis-

tribution	of	compensation,	the	results	are	mixed	when	focusing	on	firms	with	female	CFOs.	There	is	

no	empirical	evidence	at	the	5%	significance	level	for	firms	with	a	female	CEO	and	Chairman	to	be	

associated	with	accrual	earnings	management	when	compensation	is	distributed.		
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5.6	Robustness	tests	
	

Robustness	tests	are	performed	to	test	the	validity	of	the	results	from	part	2	of	the	analysis.	Both	

the	inclusion	of	a	performance	term	and	estimations	with	firm	fixed	effects	are	made,	which	are	

elaborated	and	presented	in	the	following.		

	

Lagged	ROA	

	

Dechow	et	al.	(2010)	argue	how	a	performance	term	should	be	included	in	cases	where	performance	

is	a	problem.	To	examine	if	the	results	are	influenced	by	performance,	the	models	from	part	2	includ-

ing	opportunistic	settings	are	re-estimated.	The	re-estimation	 includes	 lagged	ROA	 in	accordance	

with	Kothari	et	al.	(2005)	and	recent	research	(Ronen	&	Yaari,	2008).	ROA	is	defined	as	net	income	

divided	by	total	assets.	The	model	including	lagged	ROA	are	defined	as:		

	
𝑇𝐴#/
𝐴#/*$

= 𝑎N +
𝑎$1
𝐴#/*$

+ 𝐵$#
∆𝑅𝐸𝑉#/ − ∆𝑅𝐸𝐶#/

𝐴#/*$
+ 𝐵-#

𝑃𝑃𝐸#/
𝐴#/*$

+ 𝛽0#
𝐶𝐹#/*$
𝐴#/*$

+ 𝛽2#
𝐶𝐹#/
𝐴#/*$

+ 𝛽3#
𝐶𝐹#/1$
𝐴#/*$

+ 𝑅𝑂𝐴#/*$ + 𝜀#/										(5.1)	

	

The	purpose	of	this	analysis	is	to	test	the	robustness	of	the	results	presented	in	part	2	of	the	analysis	

by	including	a	performance	term.	Table	16	shows	how	the	inclusion	of	lagged	ROA	increases	the	ex-

planatory	and	adjusted	explanatory	power	considerably.	However,	the	sign	of	the	interaction	term	

and	the	degree	of	significance	are	of	more	interest	than	increased	explanatory	power	for	this	analysis.	

The	results	show	that	prior	conclusions	generally	remain	unchanged	both	in	relation	to	the	share	of	

women	on	boards	of	directors	and	women	in	top	management.	An	exception	is	related	to	the	variable	

WIB.	WIB	was	not	significant	when	only	an	opportunistic	setting	was	included.	When	lagged	ROA	is	

additionally	included	the	variable	becomes	marginally	significant.	Thus,	when	including	lagged	ROA	
in	the	estimation	the	share	of	women	on	boards	of	directors	is	negatively	associated	with	accrual	

earnings	management	independent	of	the	particular	share	of	women.	This	result	supports	the	con-

firmation	of	H1	as	stated	in	part	2	of	the	analysis.	WIB40	is	as	in	part	2	of	the	analysis	significant.	

When	 focusing	 on	 top	 management	 the	 findings	 from	 part	 2	 remain	 unchanged,	 however	 with	

changes	in	the	significance	levels.	The	interaction	term	between	FCEO	and	new	finance	with	the	ad-

dition	of	lagged	ROA	is	significant	at	the	5%	significance	level.	The	interaction	term	between	FCFO	

and	compensation	distribution	is	now	marginally	significant.	Despite	the	change	in	significance	level,	
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the	results	are	the	same.	Thus,	including	lagged	ROA	supports	previous	results	and	has	no	consider-

able	influence	in	prior	conclusions	made.		

	
Table	16:	Accrual	estimation	including	ROA,	new	finance	and	all	variables	of	interest		
      

 TACC_CFA_T_w Firm fixed  
effects 

Industry 
and year 
fixed  

effects 

N R-sq. Adj. 

      

      
WIB##newfinance                                      -0.0749*         NO            YES          3254           0.556         
 (0.094)             

 
    

WIB10##newfinance                                    -0.0148             NO              YES          3254          0.556         
 (0.458)             

 
    

WIB20##newfinance                                        -0.0123              NO               YES          3254            0.555           
 (0.311)              

 
    

WIB30##newfinance                                         -0.0169               NO               YES         3254          0.555           
 (0.108)                 

 
    

WIB40##newfinance                              
 

-0.0411**             
(0.002)              

  

NO               YES           3254         0.556           

FCEO##newfinance                                       
 

-0.0586**           
(0.031)                

 

NO              YES         2714            0.582         

FCFO##newfinance                                     
 

0.00545 
(0.770) 

 

NO               YES         2290            0.608         

FCHAIR##newfinance                                   
 

-0.00805   
(0.755) 

 

NO                YES         3015           0.577         

FCEO##Compensation                                    
 

0.0251 
(0.425) 

 

NO                YES         2714         0.581           

FCFO##Compensation                                   
 

0.0343* 
(0.072)          

 

NO             YES        2290           0.608          

FCHAIR##Compensation                                  
 

-0.0162           
(0.554)          

NO              YES          3015         0.576              

      
p-values	in	parentheses	
*	p<0.1,	**	p<0.05,	***	p<0.001	

This	table	shows	the	interaction	term	for	eleven	different	estimations,	including	the	opportunistic	setting	new	finance	or	compensation	

distribution.	Lagged	ROA	is	included	in	the	estimations	to	test	for	performance.	Appendix	5	shows	the	full	regression	output	where	it	is	

shown	how	lagged	ROA	is	highly	significant.		
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Fixed	effects	

	

Controlling	for	firm	fixed	effects	is	another	way	to	test	the	robustness	of	the	results.	Performing	a	

fixed	effects	regression	is	a	method	for	controlling	for	omitted	variables	in	panel	data	when	the	omit-

ted	variables	vary	across	entities	but	do	not	change	over	time	(Stock	and	Watson,	2015).	Firm	fixed	

effects	thereby	eliminate	observations	that	are	firm-invariant	and	often	lower	the	statistical	signifi-

cance	since	fewer	observations	are	included	in	the	analysis.	When	controlling	for	firm	fixed	effects	

industry	fixed	effects	are	excluded	as	they	are	captured	within	firm	fixed	effects.	Time	fixed	effects	

are	still	included	in	the	regressions	to	capture	if	omitted	variables	are	either	constant	over	time	but	

vary	across	entities	or	are	constant	across	entities	but	vary	over	 time	(Stock	and	Watson,	2015).	

When	controlling	for	firm	fixed	effects,	the	level	of	discretionary	accruals	is	observed	for	the	period	

but	excludes	the	firm	characteristics	that	are	constant.	The	purpose	is	to	secure	that	it	is	only	the	

abnormal	level	of	accruals	that	are	in	focus.	The	analysis	including	firm	fixed	effects	confirms	most	

previous	results	from	part	2	and	the	results	are	showed	in	Table	17.	WIB40	is	still	significant	at	the	

5%	significance	level,	and	the	interaction	term	between	FCEO	and	new	finance	is	marginally	signifi-

cant.	The	interaction	term	between	FCFO	and	compensation	is	not	significant	when	the	estimation	

includes	firm	fixed	effects.	Despite	the	insignificance,	the	result	has	been	significant	throughout	the	

analyses	and	when	controlling	for	performance.	Thus,	the	finding	is	included	in	the	conclusion	but	is	

interpreted	with	caution.		
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Table	17:	Accrual	estimation	with	firm	fixed	effect	included	
      

 TACC_CFA_T~w Firm fixed 
effects 

Year fixed 
effect 

N R-sq 
  Adj. 

      

      
WIB##newfinance                             -0.0473               

(0.310)         
YES               YES            3253          0.181  

0.116 
 

WIB10##newfinane                                 
 

-0.0191       
(0.389)        

YES               YES               3253             0.176 
0.211 

      
WIB20##newfinance                             -0.0077        

(0.505)        
YES            YES            3253             0.171 

0.204 
      
WIB30##newfinance                              
 

-0.0141 
(0.165) 

YES            YES            3253              0.171 
0.203 

      
WIB40##newfinance                              -0.0243**    

(0.039) 
 

YES            YES              3253          0.180 
0.116 

FCEO##newfinance                                      -0.0482*     
(0.085) 

 

YES             YES              2714          0.205 
0.187 

FCFO##newfinance                              0.00431 
(0.826) 

 

YES            YES              2290           0.244  
0.256 

FCHAIR##newfinance                              -0.0393       
(0.137) 

 

YES               YES              3015          0.199 
-0.095 

FCEO##Compensation                              0.0521       
(0.320) 

 

YES           YES              2714           0.206   
0.186 

FCFO##Compensation                           0.00279      
(0.896) 

 

YES               YES             2290            0.245  
0.254 

FCHAIR##Compensation                            -0.0414      
(0.143) 

YES              YES              3015            0.198 
0.177 

      
p-values	in	parentheses	
*	p<0.1,	**	p<0.05,	***	p<0.001	

This	table	shows	the	interaction	term	for	eleven	different	estimations,	including	the	opportunistic	setting	new	finance	or	compensation	

distribution.	The	estimations	can	be	seen	in	appendix	6.		
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5.7	Conclusion	for	the	accrual	earnings	management	analysis	
	

The	analysis	shows	that	firms	with	at	least	40%	of	women	on	boards	of	directors	are	negatively	as-

sociated	with	accrual	earnings	management.	The	finding	is	consistent	for	both	the	analyses	with	the	

opportunistic	setting	and	with	the	robustness	tests,	cf.	Table	13,	Table	16,	and	Table	17.	The	finding	

indicates	 that	women	 tend	 to	 adapt	 to	more	 conservative	 accounting	policies	 and	 thus	 use	 a	 re-

strained	approach	to	earnings	management	(Arun	et	al.,	2015;	Krishman	and	Parsons,	2008).	This	is	

the	most	significant	finding	across	the	different	estimations.	According	to	Kogut	and	Walker	(2001),	

women	buy-in	on	already	given	structures	when	entering	a	board	because	of	the	robustness	of	the	

small	world.	The	statement	can	be	interpreted	as	it	requires	several	women	on	the	board	of	directors	

to	change	an	existing	structure.	This	can	explain	why	a	minimum	of	40%	of	women	is	necessary	to	

influence	the	likely	use	of	accrual	earnings	management	significantly.	This	interpretation	is	further	

supported	by	Lakhal	(2015)	and	Adams	and	Ferreira	(2009),	as	they	argue	that	a	minimum	threshold	

of	women	is	required	to	ensure	that	the	women	will	act	and	speak	more	freely	on	the	board	of	direc-

tors.	The	finding	that	firms	with	at	 least	40%	of	women	on	the	board	of	directors	are	on	average	

negatively	associated	with	accrual	earnings	management	is	interesting	in	relation	to	the	topic	of	gen-

der	quotas.	This	thesis	does	not	seek	to	analyse	or	discuss	whether	gender	quotas	are	optimal.	How-

ever,	if	the	desire	is	to	be	associated	with	a	lower	level	of	discretionary	accruals,	and	hence	earnings	

management,	it	can	be	argued	that	it	is	preferable	to	have	at	least	40%	of	women	on	the	board	of	

directors.	Additionally,	the	results	show	how	a	diverse	board	of	directors	can	potentially	align	incen-

tives	between	managers	and	stakeholders.	If	incentives	are	aligned,	it	can	provide	a	structure	that	

forces	management	to	internalise	the	welfare	of	the	stakeholders	and	thus	mitigate	agency	problems.	

Hence,	it	is	reasonable	to	argue	that	the	focus	on	increasing	diversity	on	boards	of	directors	is	valid	

regarding	 accrual	 earnings	 management	 (Huber	 and	 O’Rourke,	 2017).	 The	 findings	 support	 H1,	

which	state	that	women	on	boards	of	directors	are	negatively	associated	with	accrual	earnings	man-

agement,	on	the	condition	that	at	least	40%	of	the	board	is	represented	by	women.		

	

When	focusing	on	women	in	top	management,	the	results	show	how	firms	with	a	female	CEO	are	

negatively	 associated	with	 discretionary	 accruals	 and	 hence	 earnings	management	when	new	 fi-

nance	is	issued.	This	is	additionally	highlighted	by	the	subsample	analysis	for	Denmark,	Norway	and	

Sweden	respectively.	There	are	no	significant	results	at	the	5%	significance	level	that	shows	an	asso-

ciation	between	firms	with	a	female	CFO	or	Chairman	and	accrual	earnings	management	when	new	

finance	is	issued.	Contrarily,	the	results	show	that	firms	with	a	female	CFO	are	positively	associated	

with	the	likely	use	of	accrual	earnings	management	before	the	firms’	distribution	of	compensation,	
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which	is	consistent	with	the	results	provided	by	Jiang	et	al.	(2010).	This	finding	could	indicate	that	

female	CFOs	are	utility	maximisers	and	act	in	their	own	best	interest	when	compensation	is	distrib-

uted.	There	are	no	significant	results	provided	for	firms	with	a	female	CEO	or	Chairman	to	be	associ-

ated	with	accrual	earnings	management	when	compensation	 is	distributed.	The	 findings	with	the	

opportunistic	settings	emphasise	that	the	results	depend	on	the	opportunistic	determinants	and	the	

related	personal	incentive	to	manage	earnings.	Based	on	the	findings	presented	through	the	analyses,	

H2	is	confirmed	whilst	H3	is	rejected.	The	analyses	did	not	provide	empirical	evidence	to	confirm	nor	

reject	H4.	

	

Lastly,	 a	 subsample	analysis	was	provided	 focusing	on	 the	differences	and	similarities	across	 the	

Nordic	countries.	The	results	indicate	that	Denmark	is	the	only	country	where	firms	with	a	female	

CEO	or	CFO	are	both	negatively	and	significantly	associated	with	accrual	earnings	management	when	

new	finance	is	issued,	and	compensation	is	distributed	respectively.	In	Sweden	and	Norway,	firms	

with	 female	 CEOs	 are	 also,	 on	 average,	 negatively	 associated	with	 accrual	 earnings	management	

when	new	finance	is	issued.	However,	the	results	are	only	marginally	significant.	Furthermore,	fe-

male	CFOs	in	Swedish	firms	are	positively	associated	with	accrual	earnings	management	when	com-

pensation	is	distributed	in	the	following	period.	When	focusing	on	Finland,	weak	evidence	is	pro-

vided	for	a	female	Chairmen	to	be	negatively	associated	with	accrual	earnings	management,	when	

new	finance	is	issued.	However,	there	are	no	significant	results	at	the	5%	significance	level.	It	is	in-

teresting	to	notice	that	Norway,	as	the	only	country	with	gender	quotas,	does	not	provide	significant	

results	 in	 relation	 to	an	association	between	women	on	boards	of	directors	and	accrual	earnings	

management.	One	explanation	can	be	that	the	acceleration	of	gender	equality	on	boards	in	Norwe-

gian	 firms	 has	 forced	women	 to	 buy-in	 on	 already	 given	 structures	 as	mentioned	 by	 Kogut	 and	

Walker	(2001).	This	assumption	is	based	on	the	structure	of	a	board	being	historically	rooted,	which	

makes	the	structure	robust	when	it	is	exposed	to	external	pressure.	It	takes	time	to	change	a	strong	

and	robust	network	since	it	must	be	done	by	extension	of	its	historical	structure	(Kogut	and	Walker,	

2001).	Thus,	the	acceleration	of	gender	equality	might	prevent	women	from	impacting	the	board	in	

relation	to	accrual	earnings	management.		
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Chapter	6	-	Real	earnings	management	
	
As	mentioned	in	the	literature	review	in	section	2.2.4,	accrual	earnings	management	is	not	the	only	

way	to	manipulate	earnings.	Executives	have	incentives	to	manipulate	operational	activities	that	af-

fect	 the	 cash	 flows	 of	 the	 firm.	 This	 is	 referred	 to	 as	 real	 earnings	management.	 Roychowdhury	

(2006)	defines	real	activities	manipulation	as	actions	that	deviate	from	regular	practices	to	mislead	

at	least	some	stakeholders	to	believe	that	certain	earnings	thresholds	have	been	met	in	the	ordinary	

course	of	operations.	Real	activities	manipulation	can	be	related	to	a	reduction	in	discretionary	ex-

penditures,	price	discounts	offerings	or	building	up	excess	inventory	to	lower	COGS	(Roychowdhury,	

2006).	Roychowdhury	(2006)	finds	that	these	actions	do	not	necessarily	increase	the	value	of	a	firm	

despite	meeting	reporting	thresholds,	but	it	can	potentially	reduce	the	firm’s	value.	This	finding	is	

further	supported	by	Graham	et	al.	 (2005).	Real	activities	can	potentially	reduce	 firm	value	since	

actions	taken	in	one	period	can	have	a	negative	effect	on	cash	flows	in	future	periods	(Roychowdhury,	

2006).	An	example	of	an	adverse	effect	is	when	firms	build	up	inventory,	they	generate	excess	inven-

tory	that	must	be	sold	in	future	periods,	which	causes	inventory	holding	costs	on	the	firm.	Another	

example	 is	 that	price	discounts	 can	 lead	customers	 to	expect	 similar	discounts	 in	 future	periods,	

which	can	influence	the	customers’	buying	behaviour.	Looking	at	a	long-term	perspective,	real	activ-

ities	manipulation	can	impose	costs	on	the	firm.	Research	finds	that	financial	executives	are	more	

willing	to	manipulate	earnings	through	real	activities	than	through	discretionary	accruals	(Roychow-

dhury,	2006;	Graham	et	al.,	2005).		

	

Roychowdhury	(2006)	investigates	real	activities	manipulation	by	focusing	on	production	costs,	cash	

flows	 from	operations	 and	discretionary	 expenses.	Production	 costs	 are	 expressed	as	 the	 sum	of	

COGS	and	change	in	inventory	during	the	period.	Cash	flows	from	operations	are	all	the	transactions	

related	to	the	firm’s	operation	and	is	stated	in	the	cash	flow	statement.	Discretionary	expenses	are	

the	sum	of	R&D	expenses,	advertising	expenses	and	SG&A	expenses.	Roychowdhury	(2006)	finds	that	

firms	manage	their	earnings	to	improve	margins	by	overproducing,	reduce	discretionary	expenses,	

and	increase	the	sales	volume	by	offering	price	discounts.	As	mentioned	earlier	in	the	methodology	

section,	the	interpretation	of	the	residuals’	signs	differs	across	the	three	components	from	the	model.	

For	the	production	costs	component	real	earnings	management	is	indicated	by	positive	residuals.	It	

is	assumed	that	firms	increase	their	production	levels	to	spread	fixed	costs	over	a	larger	number	of	

units	to	show	higher	profit	margins	(Srivastava,	2019).	Within	the	component	for	cash	flows	from	

operations,	real	earnings	management	 is	 indicated	by	negative	residuals	because	of	the	price	dis-

counts	or	lenient	credit	terms,	which	leads	to	lower	profit	margins	but	higher	sales	volume.	Lastly,	
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the	discretionary	expenses	component	characterises	cuts	in	expenses	that	do	not	generate	immedi-

ate	revenues,	and	real	earnings	management	is	indicated	by	negative	residuals.	This	thesis	uses	the	

Roychowdhury	model	(2006)	to	investigate	if	real	earnings	management	is	associated	with	women	

in	top	management	and	the	share	of	women	on	the	board	of	directors	in	Nordic	listed	firms.		

	
Table	18:	Expectations	for	the	signed	residuals	of	real	earnings	management	components	
	
	
Variable	of	interest	

	
Production	costs	

	
Cash	flows	from	
operations	

	
Discretionary		
expenses	

	 	 	 	
	
Share	of	women	on	boards	of	directors	(WIB)																																																																																		

	
-	

	
+	

	
+	

Female	CEO	(FCEO)	 -	 +	 +	
Female	FCO	(FCFO)	 -	 +	 +	
Female	Chairman	(FCHAIR)	 -	 +	 +	
	 	 	 	

WIB	is	a	continuous	variable	whereas	FCEO,	FCFO,	and	FCHAIR	are	 indicator	variables	taken	the	value	one	 if	 the	position	 is	held	by	a	

woman	and	zero	otherwise.	A	predicted	positive	sign	indicates	abnormal	production	costs	if	the	focus	is	on	the	production	costs	compo-

nent.	A	negative	sign	in	the	cash	flows	from	operations	and	discretionary	expenses	components	indicate	real	abnormal	operations	related	

to	cash	flows	from	operations	and	discretionary	expenses.		

	

Outline	of	the	analysis		

	

As	with	 the	analysis	of	accrual	earnings	management,	 this	analysis	 is	divided	 into	 three	separate	

analyses.	First,	an	analysis	with	a	focus	on	the	association	between	real	abnormal	activities	and	the	

share	of	women	on	the	board	of	directors	and	women	in	top	management	is	provided.	Second,	an	

analysis	 with	 the	 focus	 on	 the	 association	 between	 real	 earnings	management	 and	 the	 share	 of	

women	on	boards	of	directors	and	women	in	top	management	 including	opportunistic	settings	 is	

provided.	Lastly,	a	subsample	analysis	of	each	Nordic	country	is	presented	to	analyse	similarities	and	

differences	between	the	countries	when	opportunistic	settings	are	included.	Opposite	to	the	analysis	

of	accrual	earnings	management	that	focuses	solely	on	one	component,	investigating	real	earnings	

management	requires	three	components	since	this	thesis	uses	a	one-step	approach	to	examine	three	

financial	items	in	accordance	with	Roychowdhury	(2006).	Results	from	all	three	components	are	in-

terpreted	 during	 each	 analysis,	 and	 selected	 regressions	 are	 presented	 throughout	 the	 analysis,	

whereas	other	regressions	are	attached	in	the	appendix.	The	real	earnings	management	analysis	seek	

to	investigate	and	answer	hypothesis	H5,	H6,	H7	and	H8.		
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6.1	Part	1:	Estimation	of	real	abnormal	activities	without	opportunistic	settings	
	

As	with	the	accrual	earnings	management	analyses,	the	association	between	women	on	boards	of	

directors	and	real	abnormal	activities	is	investigated	first.	Then	the	association	between	women	in	

top	management	and	real	abnormal	activities	are	investigated	and	analysed	subsequently.	Results	

from	each	of	the	three	real	activity	components	are	presented.		

	

Table	19	provides	 the	 significant	and	marginally	 significant	 results	 for	all	 three	 real	 components	

where	an	association	between	women	on	boards	of	directors	and	real	abnormal	activities	is	detected.	

Focusing	on	the	discretionary	expenses	component,	the	results	provide	weak	evidence	that	an	in-

creasing	share	of	women	on	boards	of	directors	is	positively	associated	with	abnormal	decreases	in	

discretionary	expenses.	This	finding	is	further	supported	when	focusing	on	the	production	costs	com-

ponent.	The	results	from	the	production	costs	component	provide	empirical	evidence	that	an	increas-

ing	share	of	women	on	the	board	of	directors	is	positively	and	significantly	associated	with	abnormal	

productions	costs.	The	share	of	women	on	boards	of	directors	show	significant	results	for	the	pro-

duction	costs	component	for	both	WIB10,	WIB20	and	WIB30.	Contrarily,	the	results	from	the	cash	

flows	from	operation	component	show	that	an	increasing	share	of	women	on	boards	of	directors	is	

negatively	associated	with	abnormal	decreases	in	cash	flows	from	operations.	The	result	is,	however,	

only	marginally	significant.		

	

If	real	abnormal	activities	are	used	as	a	proxy	for	earnings	management,	it	can	be	stated	that	real	

earnings	management	in	relation	to	abnormal	production	costs	and	abnormal	decreases	in	discre-

tionary	expenses	are	positively	associated	with	a	higher	share	of	women	on	boards	of	directors.	Con-

trarily,	 the	results	provide	weak	evidence	that	real	earnings	management	 in	relation	to	abnormal	

decreases	in	cash	flows	from	operations	is	negatively	associated	with	an	increasing	share	of	women	

on	boards	of	directors.		It	must	be	emphasised	how	the	results	related	to	discretionary	expenses	and	

cash	 flows	 from	operations	are	only	marginally	significant.	When	comparing	 the	results	 from	the	

three	different	components,	real	abnormal	activities	are	more	pronounced	in	relation	to	abnormal	

production	costs.		
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Table	19:	Real	estimation	with	the	variable	of	interest	being	WIB	
	
       
 WIB(1) WIB(2) WIB(3) WIB10(4) WIB20(5) WIB30(6)    
 cfo_ta_w  DISEXP_ta_w prod_ta_w prod_ta_w  prod_ta_w   prod_ta_w    
       
       
WIB  0.0535*       -0.0811*         0.112**                                                         
  (0.091)          (0.059)       (0.004)                   
          
1.WIB10                                      0.0289*                                        
    (0.052)                                          
       
1.WIB20                                              0.0248**                    
     (0.021)                          
       
1.WIB30                                                                 0.0237**        
      (0.024)                                                
         
one_ta_w  0.233***      0.255***       0.0339       0.0344        0.0325          0.0318         
 (0.000)       (0.000)       (0.322)       (0.316)        (0.342)        (0.353)            
       
trev_ta_w -0.00806        0.755***       0.754***        0.755***      0.755***       
 (0.404)       (0.000)        (0.000)         (0.000)       (0.000)          
       
deltaTREV_~w   0.0245        -0.101**      -0.0998**      -0.100**      -0.100**       
 (0.391)        (0.008)      (0.009)       (0.008)        (0.009)         
       
logTREV_w  -0.0184***    -0.0271***     -0.0128***     -0.0119***     -0.0119***      -0.0116***     
 (0.000)        (0.000)       (0.000)       (0.000)       (0.000)       (0.000)         
       
TREVgrowth_w   0.0566*      0.103***      -0.0123      -0.0135        -0.0132       -0.0136         
 (0.011)       (0.000)        (0.498)        (0.457)       (0.468)        (0.454)         
       
leverage_w -0.00130        0.000325       0.0165**      0.0163**        0.0165**        0.0166**      
 (0.788)       (0.951)       (0.004)       (0.005)        (0.005)        (0.004)         
       
lagTREV_ta_w   0.164***                                                                         
  (0.000)                                                                             
       
lagdeltaTR~w    -0.0243      -0.0253       -0.0266        -0.0261         
   (0.404)        (0.384)       (0.365)           (0.373)         
       
_cons  0.252***       0.136***        0.143***       0.137***       0.145***       0.157***      
 (0.000)       (0.000)       (0.001)  (0.001)           (0.000)        (0.000)        
       
        
N  3254          3254           3254            3254           3254                3254         
R-sq  0.393          0.519                0.862          0.862          0.862           0.862        
adj. R-sq  0.341           0.478            0.850          0.850          0.850          0.850     
       

p-values in parentheses 
* p<0.1, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.001 
Table	19	shows	the	significant	and	marginally	significant	results	from	the	estimations	of	cash	flows	from	operations,	discretionary	ex-

penses	and	productions	costs	with	the	variables	of	interest	being	WIB,	WIB10,	WIB20	and	WIB30.	One_ta_w,	trev_ta_w,	deltaTREV_ta_w,	

lagTREV_ta_w	and	 lagdeltaTREV_ta_w	are	all	 terms	provided	by	 the	Roychowdhury	model	 (2006).	All	 terms	and	control	variables	are	

winsorized	at	the	lower	and	upper	1%	level	to	mitigate	the	effect	from	outliers.	Control	variables	are	added	in	accordance	with	Godsell	

(2017).	The	insignificant	results	related	to	the	association	between	the	share	of	women	on	boards	and	real	abnormal	activities	are	attached	

in	appendix	7.		
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Focusing	on	the	association	between	women	in	top	management	and	real	abnormal	activities,	signif-

icant	empirical	evidence	is	provided	in	relation	to	the	production	costs	component.	Table	20	shows	

that	firms	with	a	female	CEO	on	average	are	positively	associated	with	abnormal	production	costs.	

The	results	are	significant	at	the	1%	significance	level.	There	are	no	significant	results,	and	hence	

empirical	evidence	provided	for	firms	with	a	female	CFO	or	Chairman.	Additionally,	no	significant	

results	are	provided	for	the	management	level	in	the	estimations	for	cash	flows	from	operations	and	

discretionary	expenses.	Thus,	no	conclusions	can	be	made	in	relation	to	these	two	components.	The	

results	for	firms	with	a	female	CFO	and	Chairman	are	attached	in	appendix	7.		

	
Table	20:	Real	estimation	with	the	variable	of	interest	being	FCEO	
    
    
 FCEO(1)      FCEO(2) FCEO(3)    
 prod_ta_w    DISEXP_ta_w cfo_ta_w    
    
    
1.FCEO  0.0963***              0.0139        0.00817        
 (0.000)       (0.705)      (0.745)       
    
one_ta_w  0.0241           0.299***      0.292***     
 (0.635)          (0.000)        (0.000)        
    
trev_ta_w  0.733***        0.000357       
 (0.000)                       (0.974)        
    
deltaTREV_~w -0.0338                0.00533          
 (0.392)               (0.870)            
    
lagdeltaTR~w -0.0138                                          
 (0.621)                                           
    
lagTREV_ta_w  0.179***                           
  (0.000)                           
    
logTREV_w -0.0112***   -0.0316***     -0.0182***    
 (0.001)     (0.000)       (0.000)          
    
TREVgrowth_w -0.0350      0.107***           0.0695**    
 (0.113)     (0.000)      (0.008)       
    
leverage_w   0.0183**     0.000302     -0.000178       
 (0.003)    (0.959)     (0.974)       
    
_cons  0.163***      0.150***      0.266***    
 (0.000)       (0.000)       (0.000)      

   
    
N   2714          2714            2714        
adj. R-sq    0.860         0.469      0.349         

  
p-values in parentheses 
* p<0.1, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.001 
This	table	shows	the	estimation	of	all	three	real	activity	components	with	the	variable	of	interests	being	FCEO.	Terms	and	control	variables	

are	defined	as	in	Table	19.		
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Sub	conclusion	of	part	1	

	

The	results	from	part	1	of	the	analysis	provide	mixed	results	depending	on	the	real	component	of	

interest.	The	results	show	that	the	share	of	women	on	boards	of	directors	is	positively	associated	

with	abnormal	production	costs.	Weak	evidence	is	further	provided	in	relation	to	the	share	of	women	

on	 boards	 of	 directors	 being	 positively	 associated	with	 abnormal	 decreases	 in	 discretionary	 ex-

penses.	Contrarily,	in	the	cash	flows	from	operations	component,	the	share	of	women	on	boards	of	

directors	is	negatively	associated	with	abnormal	decreases	in	cash	flows	from	operations.	Significant	

results	are	provided	for	both	WIB,	WIB10,	WIB20,	and	WIB30	in	relation	to	the	production	costs	

component,	why	these	results	indicate	that	firms	with	women	on	boards	of	directors	are	likely	to	

have	abnormal	production	costs.		

	

Focusing	on	women	in	top	management,	empirical	evidence	is	only	provided	for	the	production	costs	

component	where	firms	with	a	female	CEO,	on	average,	are	significantly	and	positively	associated	

with	abnormal	production	costs.	This	 finding	is	contrary	to	the	expectations	of	this	thesis,	as	 it	 is	

expected	that	a	female	CEO	is	negatively	associated	with	real	abnormal	activities.	Due	to	the	insignif-

icance	of	results	regarding	the	other	management	positions	as	well	as	the	other	components,	no	fur-

ther	conclusions	can	be	made.		

	
6.2	Opportunistic	settings	
	

As	it	was	stated	in	the	accrual	earnings	management	analysis,	it	is	a	strong	assumption	to	use	the	

results	from	part	1	as	proxies	for	earnings	management.	Real	abnormal	activities	as	presented	from	

the	three	components	are	not	necessarily	an	indicator	of	earnings	management	but	can	be	an	expres-

sion	of	 the	 increase	 in	demand,	 changed	 consumer	behaviour	or	 reflect	 strategic	 changes.	 It	 can,	

therefore,	be	useful	to	include	an	opportunistic	setting	where	earnings	management	is	expected	to	

happen.	As	 in	the	accrual	earnings	management	analysis	 in	section	5.3,	 the	variables	new	finance,	

indicating	if	debt	or	equity	has	been	issued,	and	compensation,	indicating	if	compensation	has	been	

distributed	in	the	following	period,	have	been	included.	Previous	studies	have	proven	that	such	var-

iables	provide	an	incentive	to	manage	earnings	in	order	to	embellish	the	firm’s	performance,	which	

can	lead	to	personal	financial	benefits	as	well	(Healy,	1985).	This	thesis	seeks	to	investigate	how	the	

variables	of	interest	interact	with	the	opportunistic	determinants	mentioned	above,	and	the	results	

are	outlined	in	part	2	and	3.	The	hypothesis	regarding	real	earnings	management	is	answered	based	

on	the	results	from	part	2,	where	the	opportunistic	settings	are	included.		
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6.3	Part	2:	Estimation	of	real	abnormal	activities	with	opportunistic	settings	
	

When	focusing	on	women	on	boards	of	directors	it	applies	for	all	three	real	activity	components	that	

the	association	between	real	earnings	management	and	women	on	boards	of	directors	are	negative	

when	new	finance	is	issued.	The	results	show	that	if	the	board	of	directors	are	represented	by	at	least	

40%	of	women,	there	is	a	negative	association	with	real	abnormal	activities	and	hence	earnings	man-

agement.	For	the	production	costs	estimations	and	the	discretionary	expenses	estimations	both	WIB,	

WIB20,	WIB30	and	WIB40	are	significant.	In	contrast,	only	WIB40	is	significant	when	focusing	on	

abnormal	cash	flows	from	operations.	These	results	can	be	seen	in	Table	21.	The	finding	indicates	

that	having	a	particular	share	of	women	on	boards	of	directors	is	negatively	associated	with	the	likely	

use	of	real	earnings	management.	The	finding	is	applicable	across	all	three	components	in	settings	

where	real	activity	manipulation	 is	expected.	The	results	 from	WIB10,	WIB20	and	WIB30	are	at-

tached	in	appendix	8.		
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Table	21:	Real	estimation	with	WIB	and	WIB40	as	the	variables	of	interest	
       
 WIB(1) WIB40(2) WIB(3) WIB40(4) WIB(5) WIB40(6)                  
 prod_ta_w prod_ta_w cfo_ta_w cfo_ta_w DISEXP_ta_w DISEXP_ta_w     
       
       
WIB  0.232***            0.0338       -0.213***                           
  (0.000)               (0.347)            (0.000)                     
       
1.WIB40   0.0702**      -0.0130      -0.0757***     
  (0.002)       (0.261)         (0.000)        
       
1.newfinance  0.0975***       0.0649***     -0.0237      -0.0211** -0.0173      0.0170                    
 (0.000)      (0.000)       (0.119)      (0.004)    (0.399)      (0.123)               
       
WIB##newfinance -0.192**        0.0323        0.206**                        
 (0.007)         (0.528)       (0.003)                          
       
WIB40##newfinance  -0.0823**      0.0388**      0.0940***      
  (0.003)       (0.020)            (0.000)        
       
one_ta_w  0.0299       0.0293      0.234***      0.233***  0.257***      0.258***           
 (0.388)      (0.395)        (0.000)     (0.000)     (0.000)       (0.000)                  
       
trev_ta_w  0.759***      0.757*** -0.00928     -0.00958            
 (0.000)        (0.000)      (0.331)     (0.314)          
        
deltaTREV_~w -0.0926**     -0.0913**      0.0224       0.0223           
 (0.015)      (0.016)      (0.434)      (0.433)          
       
lagdeltaTR~w -0.0213      -0.0226                                                 
 (0.461)           (0.436)            
       
logTREV_w -0.0105*** -0.00834**    -0.0191***    -0.0180***     -0.0256***    -0.0272***          
 (0.001)        (0.005)     (0.000)      (0.000)       (0.000)      (0.000)             
       
lagTREV_ta_w                                                   0.166***     0.168***        
     (0.000)     (0.000)     
                 
TREVgrowth_w -0.0154      -0.0162      0.0573**     0.0568**       0.105***     0.105***            
 (0.393)          (0.368)     (0.010)      (0.010)      (0.000)     (0.000)           
       
leverage_w  0.0121**   0.0118**      0.00003      0.000219      -0.00217    -0.00173             
 (0.039)      (0.046)    (0.995)     (0.965)     (0.687)      (0.749)               
       
_cons  0.0712       0.106**      0.271***      0.274***      0.138***      0.105***         
 (0.115)      (0.016)          (0.000)       (0.000)      (0.000)       (0.000)            
       
N  3254         3254        3254          3254              3254         3254         
adj. R-sq  0.852        0.852         0.342        0.342              0.481        0.481                
       

p-values in parentheses 
* p<0.1, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.001 
This	table	shows	the	estimation	from	all	three	real	activity	components	with	the	interaction	term	between	WIB	and	new	finance	as	well	as	

WIB40	and	new	finance.	Terms	and	control	variables	are	defined	as	in	Table	19.	Complete	regression	outputs	for	WIB10,	WIB20	and	WIB30	

is	attached	in	appendix	8.	
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Table	22	illustrates	that	the	interaction	between	firms	with	a	female	CEO	and	the	variable	new	finance	

is	significant	for	all	three	real	activity	components.	The	results	show	that	firms	with	a	female	CEO,	on	

average,	 are	negatively	associated	with	 real	abnormal	activities	and	hence	earnings	management	

when	new	finance	is	issued.	This	is	a	notable	different	result	compared	to	the	results	presented	in	

part	1.	In	part	1,	there	is	only	a	significant	result	for	firms	with	a	female	CEO	in	the	production	costs	

estimation,	and	the	association	 is	positive.	This	contrast	between	part	1	and	part	2	 indicates	that	

there	is	a	substantial	difference	in	estimating	real	earnings	management	with	or	without	opportun-

istic	settings.	Due	to	the	uncertainties	related	to	the	estimation	without	the	inclusion	of	opportunistic	

settings,	this	thesis	relies	on	the	results	presented	in	part	2.	The	robustness	of	the	results	is	tested	

later	in	the	analysis.	When	focusing	on	the	distribution	of	compensation,	the	results	show	that	there	

is	a	highly	significant	and	positive	association	between	a	female	CFO	and	abnormal	decreases	in	cash	

flows	from	operations.	This	suggests	that	firms	with	a	female	CFO	are	positively	associated	with	real	

earnings	management	when	compensation	is	distributed	in	the	following	period.	There	are	no	other	

significant	results	provided	in	relation	to	women	in	top	management	positions	and	the	interaction	

with	opportunistic	settings.	The	significant	results	are	provided	in	Table	22,	whereas	insignificant	

results	are	attached	in	appendix	8.		
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Table	22:	Real	estimation	with	the	variable	of	interest	being	FCEO	and	FCFO	
 
     
 FCEO(1)      FCEO(2)         FCEO(3)      FCFO(4)           
 prod_ta_w    DISEXP_ta_w cfo_ta_w  cfo_ta_w    
     
     
1.FCEO  0.177*** -0.110**      -0.0410                             
 (0.000)  (0.007)        (0.177)                            
     
1.newfinance  0.0627***   0.0176       -0.0165                           
 (0.000) (0.136)        (0.061)                            
     
FCEO##newfinance -0.127**  0.194***        0.0769**                       
 (0.010) (0.000)       (0.039)              
             
1.FCFO     0.0599**          
     (0.005)      
     
1.Compensation                                                               0.0327***    
    (0.000)       
     
FCFO##Compensation      -0.0834*** 
    (0.001)         
     
one_ta_w  0.0246        0.298***       0.291***      0.453***    
 (0.630)       (0.000)        (0.000)       (0.000)        
     
trev_ta_w  0.736***   -0.0000132     0.00790         
 (0.000)    (0.999)      (0.460)        
     
deltaTREV_~w -0.0305                  0.00446      0.0475         
 (0.437)                  (0.840)      (0.161)         
     
lagdeltaTR~w -0.0132                                                                    
 (0.634)                                                                     
     
logTREV_w -0.00829*     -0.0305***     -0.0189***     -0.0138***      
 (0.013)       (0.000)       (0.000)        (0.000)         
     
TREVgrowth_w -0.0349         0.109***       0.0694***      0.0598*       
 (0.110)      (0.000)        (0.000)       (0.036)        
     
leverage_w  0.0131*      -0.00215        0.000959      -0.000508        
 (0.037)       (0.644)       (0.782)       (0.924)         
     
lagTREV_ta_w    0.184***                                    
  (0.000)                                      
     
_cons  0.108*       0.131  0.280***       0.178***      
 (0.026)      (0.176)  (0.000)       (0.000)         
     
     
N  2714          2714          2714            2290           
R-sq  0.875         0.521          0.410         0.429        
adj. R-sq  0.862        0.473         0.350        0.367           
     

p-values in parentheses 
* p<0.1, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.001 
This	table	shows	the	interaction	term	between	FCEO	and	new	finance	for	the	production	costs-,	cash	flows	from	operations	and	discretion-

ary	expenses	components	as	well	as	the	interaction	term	between	FCFO	and	compensation	for	the	cash	flows	from	operations	component.	

Terms	and	control	variables	are	defined	as	in	Table	19.		
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Sub	conclusion	of	part	2	

	

The	 findings	 from	part	 1	 indicate	 the	 level	 of	 real	 abnormal	 activities	 for	 the	 three	 components,	

where	part	2	and	3	are	intended	to	capture	real	earnings	management	better	by	including	opportun-

istic	settings	where	manipulation	of	earnings	is	expected	to	occur.	The	results	from	part	2	indicate	

that	women	on	the	board	of	directors	are	negatively	associated	with	abnormal	production	costs	and	

abnormal	decreases	 in	discretionary	expenses	when	new	 finance	 is	 issued.	Specifically,	having	at	

least	40%	of	women	on	the	board	of	directors	is	negatively	associated	with	real	earnings	manage-

ment	given	the	opportunistic	setting	of	firm’s	issuance	of	new	finance.	This	result	is	consistent	and	

applicable	to	all	three	real	activity	components.	Thus,	it	can	be	concluded	that	if	Nordic	listed	firms’	

boards	of	directors	are	represented	by	at	least	40%	of	women,	it	contributes	to	less	real	earnings	

management.	These	findings	suggest,	as	with	the	discretionary	accrual	estimations,	that	when	a	cer-

tain	threshold	of	women	on	boards	of	directors	are	present,	they	do	not	buy	into	already	given	struc-

tures	as	argued	by	Kogut	and	Walker	(2001).	Instead,	women	tend	to	adapt	to	more	conservative	

accounting	policies	and	are	therefore	less	likely	to	manipulate	earnings	(Arun	et	al.,	2015).	This	con-

firms	H5,	which	state	that	women	on	boards	of	directors	are	negatively	associated	with	real	earnings	

management,	on	the	condition	that	at	least	40%	of	the	board	is	represented	by	women.	

	

When	focusing	on	women	in	top	management	and	the	hypotheses	H6,	H7,	and	H8,	the	results	are	

mixed.	The	results	show	how	firms	with	a	female	CEO,	on	average,	are	negatively	associated	with	real	

earnings	management	when	new	finance	is	issued.	This	finding	support	how	women	are	risk	averse	

in	their	strategic	decision-making	and	less	likely	to	perform	unethical	behaviour	(Betz,	1989).	Con-

trarily,	firms	with	a	female	CFO	are	positively	associated	with	real	earnings	management	when	com-

pensation	is	distributed	in	the	following	year.	The	result	related	to	firms	with	female	CEOs	is	sub-

stantial	and	applicable	to	all	three	real	activity	components.	This	finding	confirms	H6,	which	states	

that	firms	with	a	female	CEO	are	negatively	associated	with	real	earnings	management.	However,	the	

interaction	between	a	female	CFO	and	compensation	is	only	significant	in	relation	to	the	cash	flows	

from	operation	component.	This	suggests,	that	if	firms	with	a	female	CFO	are	engaged	in	real	earnings	

management,	it	is	done	by	manipulating	the	cash	flows	from	operations.	This	could	be	related	to	price	

discounts	or	lenient	credit	terms.	The	results	provided	for	firms	with	a	female	CFO	indicate	that	H7	

cannot	 be	 confirmed.	No	 significant	 and	 substantial	 results	 are	 provided	 for	 firms	with	 a	 female	

Chairman,	why	no	conclusion	or	confirmation	can	be	made	for	H8.		
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6.4	Part	3:	Subsample	analysis	with	opportunistic	settings	
	

This	section	analyses	the	tendencies	 for	each	Nordic	country	when	an	opportunistic	setting	 is	 in-

cluded.	Each	of	 the	 real	 earnings	management	 components	 is	 examined,	 and	 the	 results	 are	pre-

sented.		

	

First,	the	focus	is	on	the	production	costs	component,	where	results	are	presented	in	Table	23.	In	

Sweden	and	Finland,	the	representation	of	at	least	40%	of	women	on	boards	of	directors	is	significant	

and	negatively	associated	with	abnormal	production	costs	when	new	finance	is	issued.	Thus,	firms	

with	a	board	that	consists	of	at	least	40%	of	women	are	related	to	less	real	earnings	management.	

Contrarily,	there	are	no	significant	results	provided	for	Norwegian	and	Danish	firms	in	relation	to	

women	on	boards	of	directors’	association	with	real	earnings	management.		

	

Focusing	on	top	management	level,	Denmark,	Sweden	and	Finland	all	show	the	same	tendency	in	

relation	to	a	female	CEO	in	an	opportunistic	setting.	In	Denmark,	a	female	CEO	is	negatively	associ-

ated	with	abnormal	production	costs	when	compensation	is	distributed	in	the	following	year.	In	Swe-

den	and	Finland,	a	female	CEO	is	negatively	associated	with	abnormal	production	costs	when	new	

finance	is	issued.	Despite	the	different	opportunistic	settings,	the	results	indicate	that	firms	with	a	

female	CEO	in	the	respective	countries	are	associated	with	a	lower	level	of	abnormal	production	costs	

and	hence	less	real	earnings	management	in	settings	where	earnings	management	is	expected.	There	

are	no	significant	results	presented	for	firms	having	a	female	CFO.	The	only	significant	results	in	re-

lation	to	firms	with	a	female	Chairman	are	seen	in	Swedish	firms	where	a	female	Chairman	is	nega-

tively	associated	with	real	earnings	management	when	new	finance	is	issued.	There	are	no	significant	

results	provided	on	top	management	level	in	Norway.	Thereby,	it	can	be	concluded	that	the	only	sub-

stantial	result	on	management	level	for	the	production	costs	component	is	related	to	firms	with	a	

female	CEO.	Female	CEOs	are	negatively	associated	with	abnormal	production	costs,	hence	earnings	

management,	in	an	opportunistic	setting.	The	results	are	shown	in	Table	23.	
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Table	23:	Production	costs	estimation	for	each	Nordic	country	with	all	variables	of	interest	
 Denmark(1) Norway(2)              Sweden(3)              Finland(4)    
 Prod_ta_w Prod_ta_w Prod_ta_w Prod_ta_w 

     
WIB##newfinance  0.00980                                                   

(0.949) 
-0.114                                                    
(0.404) 
 

-0.107                                                    
(0.259) 
 

-0.353**                                                                
(0.015) 
 

WIB40##newfinance -0.0775                                                    
(0.539) 

-0.0606                                                 
(0.111) 
 

-0.0659**                                                   
(0.036) 
 

-0.139**                                                                 
(0.007) 
 

FCEO##newfinance  0.00414                                                   
(0.962) 

 0.159                                                    
(0.142) 
 

-0.101*                                                     
(0.088) 
 

-0.329**                                                                   
(0.003) 
 

FCFO##newfinance -0.00822                                                  
(0.796) 
 

 0.035                                                     
(0.716) 
 

 0.0298                                                   
(0.433) 
 

 0.0622                                                                   
(0.322) 
 

FCHAIR##newfinance  0.00476                                                
(0.902) 
 

-0.0186                                                  
(0.659) 
 

-0.113**                                                  
(0.043) 
 

 0.168 
(0.221) 

FCEO##Compensation -0.311**                                              
(0.040) 
 

 0.354 
(0.185)                                                        
 

 0.0661                                                    
(0.266) 
 

 0.0397 
(0.657) 

FCFO##Compensation -0.00669                                            
(0.785) 
 

-0.200                                    
(0.670) 
 

 0.0319                                  
(0.442) 
 

-0.130 
(0.306) 

FCHAIR##Compensation  0.00382 
(0.986)                                           

-0.0767                                                   
(0.204) 
 

 0.0244                                   
(0.645) 
 

 0.0887 
(0.263) 

	
p-values	in	parentheses	
*	p<0.1,	**	p<0.05,	***	p<0.001	

This	table	shows	the	interaction	term	for	eight	different	estimations,	including	the	opportunistic	setting	new	finance	and	distribution	of	

compensation.	The	interaction	between	WIB10,	WIB20	and	WIB30	and	new	finance	can	be	seen	in	appendix	9.		

	

Second,	results	are	provided	for	the	cash	flows	from	operations	component,	which	can	be	seen	in	

Table	24.	The	estimations	for	cash	flows	from	operations	show	no	significant	results	when	examining	

the	association	between	women	on	boards	of	directors	and	real	earnings	management.		

	

However,	focusing	on	women	in	top	management,	a	similarity	between	Denmark,	Norway,	Sweden	

and	Finland	is	presented	in	relation	to	firms	with	a	female	CEO.	Firms	with	a	female	CEO	are	nega-

tively	associated	with	abnormal	decreases	in	cash	flows	from	operations	on	a	10%	significance	level	

when	new	finance	is	issued	in	Denmark,	Norway	and	Sweden.	In	Finland,	firms	with	a	female	CEO	

are	negatively	associated	with	abnormal	decreases	in	cash	flows	from	operations	when	compensa-

tion	is	distributed.	This	suggests	that	firms	with	a	female	CEO	are	negatively	associated	with	abnor-

mal	decreases	in	cash	flows	from	operations	and	hence	real	earnings	management.	When	focusing	

on	firms	with	a	female	CFO,	the	results	are	mixed.	In	Danish	and	Norwegian	firms,	a	female	CFO	is	

negatively	associated	with	real	earnings	management	when	compensation	is	distributed.	Contrarily,	

female	CFOs	in	Swedish	firms	are	positively	associated	with	real	earnings	management	when	com-

pensation	 is	distributed.	There	are	no	significant	results	provided	 for	Finnish	 firms	 in	relation	 to	

having	a	female	CFO.	However,	in	Finnish	firms,	a	female	Chairman	is	negatively	associated	with	real	
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earnings	management	when	new	finance	is	issued.	There	are	no	significant	results	provided	for	firms	

with	a	female	Chairman	in	Denmark,	Norway	and	Sweden.	Despite	mixed	results,	it	can	be	argued	

that	women	holding	management	positions	in	the	estimation	for	cash	flows	from	operations	have	a	

negative	influence	on	real	earnings	management	–	expect	for	female	CFOs	in	Swedish	firms	when	

compensation	is	distributed.		

	

Table	24:	Cash	flows	from	operations	estimation	for	each	Nordic	country	with	all	variables	of	interest	
 Denmark(1) Norway(2)              Sweden(3)              Finland(4)    
 Cfo_ta_ Cfo_ta_ Cfo_ta_ Cfo_ta_ 

     
WIB##newfinance -0.0572           

(0.496)           
-0.0209           
(0.823)           

 0.0304          
(0.709)          

-0.0662 
(0.331) 

WIB40##newfinance  0.00475           
(0.921)           

 0.0184            
(0.531)            

 0.0353          
(0.156)          

-0.00256 
(0.883) 

FCEO##newfinance  0.175* 
(0.068)            

 0.126* 
(0.062)           

 0.0972* 
(0.057)           

 0.0474 
(0.461) 

FCFO##newfinance  0.0316            
(0.294)           

 0.0109             
(0.755)            

 0.0127           
(0.676)           

-0.00937 
(0.692) 

FCHAIR##newfinance  0.0273           
(0.147)            

-0.0114          
(0.742)           

-0.0208          
(0.712)            

 0.0545* 
(0.061) 

FCEO##Compensation -0.00246          
(0.986)           

 0.153           
(0.321)            

-0.0212           
(0.696)           

 0.0792** 
(0.036) 

FCFO##Compensation  0.0832**           
(0.018)           

 0.173* 
(0.057)          

-0.0804** 
(0.019)          

 0.000794 
(0.972) 

FCHAIR##Compensation  0.0365           
(0.249)           

 0.0101            
(0.796)          

 0.0349           
(0.572)            

-0.0363 
(0.164) 

	
p-values	in	parentheses	
*	p<0.1,	**	p<0.05,	***	p<0.001	

This	table	shows	the	interaction	term	for	eight	different	estimations,	including	the	opportunistic	setting	new	finance	and	distribution	of	

compensation.	The	interaction	between	WIB10,	WIB20	and	WIB30	and	new	finance	can	be	seen	in	appendix	9.		

	

Lastly,	results	are	provided	for	the	discretionary	expenses	component	in	table	25.	In	Sweden,	Norway	

and	Finland	a	certain	share	of	women	on	the	boards	of	directors	is	proven	to	be	negatively	associated	

with	real	earnings	management.	A	share	of	at	least	40%	of	women	on	the	boards	of	directors	is	neg-

atively	associated	with	abnormal	decreases	in	discretionary	expenses	when	new	finance	is	issued.	

No	significant	results	are	provided	for	Denmark.		

	

Regarding	women	in	top	management,	empirical	evidence	shows	that	the	interaction	between	a	fe-

male	CEO	and	issuance	of	new	finance	is	negatively	associated	with	earnings	management	in	Sweden	

and	Finland.	Thus,	firms	with	a	female	CEO	in	Sweden	and	Finland	are	negatively	associated	with	real	

earnings	management.	This	is	applicable	for	all	three	real	activity	components.	In	Denmark	a	female	
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CEO	 is	 negatively	 associated	with	 real	 earnings	management	when	 compensation	 is	 distributed.	

There	are	no	significant	results	for	Norwegian	firms	with	a	female	CEO.	When	focusing	on	the	influ-

ence	of	firms	with	female	CFOs	and	Chairmen,	the	results	are	more	mixed.	In	Norway	and	Sweden,	a	

female	CFO	is	positively	associated	with	real	earnings	management	when	new	finance	and	compen-

sation	is	distributed	respectively.	Contrarily,	a	female	CFO	is	negatively	associated	with	real	earnings	

management	when	compensation	is	distributed	in	Finland.	There	are	no	significant	results	for	Den-

mark.	In	relation	to	firms	that	have	a	female	Chairman,	the	results	for	Norway	show	a	marginally	

significant	and	positive	association	between	firms	with	a	female	Chairman	and	real	earnings	man-

agement	when	new	finance	is	issued.	In	Sweden,	the	association	is	negative,	and	the	result	is	signifi-

cant	at	the	5%	significance	level.	There	are	no	significant	results	for	Denmark	and	Finland	for	firms	

with	a	female	Chairman.	The	results	can	be	seen	in	table	25.		

	
Table	25:	Discretionary	expenses	estimation	for	each	Nordic	country	with	all	variables	of	interest	
 Denmark(1) Norway(2)              Sweden(3)              Finland(4)    
 Disexp_ta_ Disexp_ta_ Disexp_ta_ Disexp_ta_ 

     
WIB##newfinance            0.191             

(0.247)            
 0.0465         
(0.694)          

 0.101           
(0.267)            

 0.0887          
(0.503)            

WIB40##newfinance          0.134            
(0.255)            

 0.0483*          
(0.095)            

 0.0705**          
(0.027)           

 0.0716*  
(0.094)            

FCEO##newfinance          0.154            
(0.236)           

-0.0312            
(0.440)            

 0.189**           
(0.008)           

 0.362**            
(0.016)             

FCFO##newfinance -0.0363            
(0.289)            

-0.119**          
(0.017)           

 0.0438           
(0.193)           

-0.0544            
(0.369)            

FCHAIR##newfinance -0.0371          
(0.179)            

-0.0570*           
(0.053)           

 0.190**         
(0.001)           

-0.204            
(0.213)            

FCEO##Compensation         0.412**          
(0.011)           

-0.0526           
(0.485)          

-0.127            
(0.101)           

 0.0717           
(0.551)            

FCFO##Compensation        -0.0476            
(0.120)           

-0.00233        
(0.975)           

-0.0762**         
(0.023)           

 0.162**            
(0.006)             

FCHAIR##Compensation      -0.0574            
(0.287)           

 0.0382            
(0.518)           

 0.146*           
(0.086)           

-0.117           
(0.170)            

p-values	in	parentheses	
*	p<0.1,	**	p<0.05,	***	p<0.001	

This	table	shows	the	interaction	term	for	eight	different	estimations,	 including	the	opportunistic	setting	new	finance	or	distribution	of	

compensation.	The	interaction	between	WIB10,	WIB20	and	WIB30	and	new	finance	can	be	seen	in	appendix	9.		
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Sub	conclusion	of	part	3	

	

The	results	show	that	firms	with	at	least	40%	of	women	on	their	boards	of	directors	are	negatively	

associated	with	abnormal	production	costs	in	Sweden	and	Finland.	In	addition,	firms	with	at	least	

40%	of	women	represented	on	their	boards	of	directors	are	further	negatively	associated	with	ab-

normal	decreases	in	discretionary	expenses	in	Norway,	Sweden	and	Finland.	This	suggests	that	if	a	

certain	threshold	of	women	on	boards	of	directors	 is	present,	women	are	on	average	related	to	a	

lower	level	of	real	earnings	management.	However,	no	conclusion	can	be	made	for	Denmark	since	no	

significant	results	are	provided.	Moreover,	no	significant	results	are	provided	for	real	earnings	man-

agement	in	relation	to	the	cash	flows	from	operations	component.	Thus,	women	on	boards	of	direc-

tors’	association	with	abnormal	decreases	in	discretionary	expenses	and	abnormal	production	costs	

are	most	pronounced.		

	

When	focusing	on	women	in	top	management	there	is	an	overall	tendency	across	the	four	Nordic	

countries.	The	four	countries	are	mostly	showing	a	negative	association	between	women	in	top	man-

agement	and	real	earnings	management.	Though,	the	only	variable	of	interest	showing	a	positive	and	

significant	association	between	women	in	top	management	and	real	earnings	management	is	female	

CFOs	in	Sweden	and	Norway.	These	findings	are	consistent	with	the	findings	from	Jiang	et	al.	(2010),	

who	suggest	that	CFOs	are	more	 likely	to	manipulate	earnings	than	CEOs.	Overall,	 there	 is	strong	

evidence	suggesting	that	firms	with	a	female	CEO	in	each	Nordic	country	are	negatively	associated	

with	real	earnings	management	when	new	finance	is	issued.	This	finding	is	consistent	in	both	part	2	

and	3	of	the	analyses	but	not	analysis	1.	Moreover,	the	finding	supports	that	women	are	less	likely	to	

engage	in	unethical	behaviour	to	gain	financial	rewards	and	demonstrate	greater	risk	aversion	(Pow-

ell	and	Ansic,	1997	and	Betz	et	al.,	1989	and	Arun	et	al.	2015).	
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6.5	Robustness	tests	
	

Fixed	effects	

	

Several	robustness	tests	were	performed	in	regard	to	the	estimations	of	accrual	earnings	manage-

ment.	The	performance	term	is	only	included	in	discretionary	accrual	models,	why	it	is	not	of	interest	

in	relation	to	real	earnings	management	estimations	(Kothari,	2005).	This	section	therefore	focuses	

on	re-estimations	of	the	results	found	in	part	2	of	the	analysis	including	firm	fixed	effects.	The	defi-

nition	and	reason	to	use	firm	fixed	effects	are	explained	in	section	5.6.	Time	fixed	effects	are,	as	with	

discretionary	accruals,	included	to	capture	if	omitted	variables	are	either	constant	over	time	but	vary	

across	entities	or	are	constant	across	entities	but	vary	over	time	(Stock	and	Watson,	2015).		

	

The	analysis,	including	firm	fixed	effects,	mainly	confirms	previous	results	as	seen	in	table	26,	which	

shows	the	interaction	term	for	each	estimation.	However,	exceptions	are	identified	in	the	component	

regarding	discretionary	expenses.	The	result	in	part	2	found	that	a	share	of	at	least	40%	of	women	

on	boards	of	directors	is	negatively	associated	with	all	three	real	abnormal	activities	when	new	fi-

nance	is	issued.	Furthermore,	the	results	from	part	2	show	that	a	female	CEO	is	negatively	associated	

with	all	three	real	abnormal	activities	when	new	finance	is	issued.	When	firm	fixed	effects	are	in-

cluded	in	the	regressions,	no	significant	results	are	provided	for	the	component	regarding	discretion-

ary	expenses.	This	 indicates	 the	 importance	of	 interpreting	 the	 results	 regarding	 this	 component	

with	caution.		Nevertheless,	since	marginally	significant	and	significant	results	are	provided	for	the	

two	other	real	components	in	relation	to	a	share	of	40%	of	women	on	boards	of	directors	and	firms	

with	a	female	CEO,	no	considerable	influence	of	conclusions	will	be	made.	When	including	firm	fixed	

effects,	the	result	regarding	firms	with	a	female	CFO	are	marginally	significant	and	negatively	asso-

ciated	with	abnormal	decreases	in	cash	flows	from	operations,	when	compensation	is	distributed.	

This	result	 is	highly	significant	 in	part	2	of	 the	analysis.	The	complete	regression	output	 for	each	

specific	estimation	is	attached	in	appendix	10.		
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Table	26:	Real	estimation	including	firm	fixed	effects,	new	finance	and	all	variables	of	interest		
      

 PROD_w         DISEXP_w        CFO_w          Firm fixed    
effects 

Year fixed  
effect 

      

      
WIB##newfinance  0.0279                     

(0.582)                                 
                  

 0.0219                    
(0.650)                                        

 0.0287                  
(0.481)                             

YES                     YES                                

WIB10##newfinance  0.0339                     -0.0006                 -0.0007             YES                      YES                           
 (0.113)                       (0.976)                  (0.965)                        
             
WIB20##newfinance  0.0175                    0.0013                -0.0013                     YES                       YES                         
 (0.155)                    (0.907)                    (0.887)                       
          
WIB30##newfinance  0.0010                      0.0013                   0.0033                   YES                      YES                         
 (0.916)                     (0.886)                  (0.717)                          
      
WIB40##newfinance -0.0223**                 

(0.044)                               
         

 0.00496              
(0.652)                                  

 0.0180*                     
(0.097)          

YES                        YES                         

FCEO##newfinance -0.0323**                
(0.047)                                                                                 
         

-0.0053                   
(0.876)                                                
                                         

 0.0442*  
(0.087)                                                                         

YES                        YES                           

FCFO##newfinance  0.00917                
(0.613)                                               
             

-0.0233             
(0.136)                                           

 0.0015                    
(0.915)                                                 

YES                         YES                        

FCHAIR##newfinance  0.0277                    
(0.271)                          
             

-0.0064                   
(0.746)                           

 0.0439*                    
(0.090)                                  

YES                          YES                          

FCEO##Compensation -0.0332                     
(0.212)                                                                                         
              

-0.0680             
(0.428)                                                                                  

-0.0498                    
(0.318)                                                                                    

YES                          YES                      

FCFO##Compensation  0.0098                     
(0.719)                                                       
          

-0.0017                 
(0.936)                            
                    

-0.0078*            
(0.064)                                                          

YES                        YES                      

FCHAIR##Compensation  0.0115                      
(0.668)                       
                  

 0.0500                   
(0.298)                            

 0.0393                   
(0.185)                    

YES                          YES                        

p-values	in	parentheses	
*	p<0.1,	**	p<0.05,	***	p<0.001	

This	table	shows	the	interaction	term	for	eight	different	estimations	for	the	production	costs-,	discretionary	expenses-,	and	cash	flows	

from	operations	component,	including	the	opportunistic	setting	new	finance	and	compensation.	The	estimations	can	be	seen	in	appendix	

10.		
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6.6	Conclusion	for	the	real	earnings	management	analysis	
	

The	results	from	the	analyses	show	that	across	all	three	real	components,	firms	with	at	least	40%	of	

women	represented	on	their	boards	of	directors	are	negatively	associated	with	real	earnings	man-

agement.	This	finding	is	consistent	with	the	results	presented	in	the	accrual	earnings	management	

analysis.	It	emphasises	that	the	share	of	women	on	boards	of	directors	is	associated	with	the	likely	

use	of	earnings	management.	Moreover,	the	finding	indicates	that	for	women	to	influence	the	deci-

sion-making	 in	 relation	 to	 earnings	management,	 on	 the	 board	 of	 directors,	 there	 is	 a	minimum	

threshold	of	women	that	must	be	reached.	Based	on	this,	it	can	be	concluded	that	evidence	is	pro-

vided	to	confirm	H5,	on	the	condition	that	the	board	is	represented	of	at	least	40%	of	women.		

	

When	focusing	on	women	in	top	management,	 the	results	show	that	 firms	with	a	 female	CEO	are	

negatively	associated	with	real	earnings	management	when	new	finance	 is	 issued.	This	 finding	 is	

consistent	for	all	three	real	components.	There	are	no	significant	results	for	firms	with	a	female	CFO	

or	Chairman	when	new	finance	is	 issued.	When	focusing	on	the	distribution	of	compensation,	the	

results	show	that	there	is	a	significant	and	positive	association	between	a	female	CFO	and	abnormal	

decreases	in	cash	flows	from	operations.	This	finding	suggests	that	firms	with	a	female	CFO	are	pos-

itively	associated	with	real	earnings	management	when	compensation	is	distributed	in	the	following	

period.	There	are	no	significant	results	for	firms	with	a	female	CEO	or	Chairman	when	compensation	

is	distributed.	These	findings	are	consistent	with	the	findings	presented	in	the	accrual	earnings	man-

agement	analysis.	For	both	real-	and	accrual	earnings	management,	the	results	indicate,	that	female	

CEOs	are	more	risk	averse	in	relation	to	manipulating	earnings.	Contrarily,	the	findings	indicate	that	

female	CFOs	have	incentives	to	manage	earnings	when	compensation	is	distributed	in	the	following	

period.	Based	on	these	findings	H6	is	confirmed,	which	states	that	firms	with	a	female	CEO	are	nega-

tively	associated	with	real	earnings	management.	Evidence	is	not	provided	to	confirm	either	H7	or	

H8.		

	

The	results	for	real	earnings	management	are	not	consistent	throughout	part	1	and	part	2.	In	part	1,	

the	result	shows	that	the	share	of	women	on	boards	of	directors	is	positively	associated	with	abnor-

mal	production	costs	and	abnormal	decreases	in	discretionary	expenses.	Part	1	further	shows	that	a	

female	CEO	is	positively	associated	with	abnormal	production	costs.	It	must	be	highlighted	that	this	

thesis	relies	on	the	results	presented	in	part	2	because	of	the	uncertainties	related	to	the	estimation	

of	earnings	management	without	the	inclusion	of	opportunistic	settings.		
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Lastly,	focusing	on	each	Nordic	country	individually,	the	results	are	overall	consistent	with	the	find-

ings	mentioned	above.	The	results	for	Norway,	Sweden	and	Finland	show	that	firms	with	at	least	40%	

of	women	represented	on	their	boards	of	directors	are	negatively	associated	with	real	earnings	man-

agement.	 There	 are	 no	 significant	 results	 for	 Denmark	 in	 relation	 to	 the	 influence	 of	women	 on	

boards	of	directors.	The	analysis	finds	an	overall	tendency	for	women	to	be	negatively	associated	

with	real	earnings	management	for	the	selected	top	management	positions	in	the	Nordic	countries,	

except	for	female	CFOs	in	Norway	and	Sweden.		
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Chapter	7	-	Comparison	of	the	accrual-	and	real	earnings	management	analyses	
	
The	scope	of	this	thesis	is	to	examine	the	associations	between	earnings	management	and	women	on	

boards	of	directors	and	women	in	top	management.	These	associations	have	been	examined	for	both	

accrual	earnings	management	and	real	earnings	management.	The	two	types	of	earnings	manage-

ment	capture	different	behaviours.	Accrual	manipulation	is	performed	with	discretionary	accounting	

methods,	and	real	manipulation	is	performed	through	operational	activities	that	influence	the	cash	

flows	of	the	firm.	Accrual	earnings	management	is	performed	at	year-end	when	the	financial	state-

ment	is	to	be	compiled.	However,	there	is	a	risk	entailed	by	only	relying	on	accrual	manipulation.	The	

shortfall	between	the	desired	threshold	and	the	unmanipulated	earnings	can	exceed	the	amount	it	is	

possible	to	manipulate	(Roychowdhury,	2006).	Real	manipulation	cannot	be	performed	at	year-end,	

why	it	would	not	be	possible	to	use	real	manipulation	as	a	supplement	in	that	case.	Real	earnings	

manipulation	happens	through	the	operation	of	the	firm,	which	has	the	advantage	for	practitioners	

of	being	difficult	for	auditors	or	regulators	to	control.	Real	earnings	management	is	typically	carried	

out	over	a	longer	time	period	than	accrual	manipulation,	and	real	earnings	manipulation	can	reduce	

firm	 value	 in	 the	 long	 term	 (Roychowdhury,	 2006).	 It	 is	 interesting	 to	 investigate	 if	 the	 two	 ap-

proaches	provide	similar	or	different	results	in	relation	to	the	behaviour	of	women	on	boards	of	di-

rectors	and	women	in	top	management.		

	

Throughout	 the	analyses	 two	 findings	recur	and	stand	out	when	the	estimations	 take	place	 in	an	

opportunistic	setting.	The	first	important	result	is	that	firms	with	women	representing	at	least	40%	

of	the	board	of	directors	are	negatively	associated	with	earnings	management.	This	is	applicable	for	

both	accrual	earnings	management	and	real	earnings	management.	As	mentioned	in	the	previous	

sections,	this	finding	suggests	that	a	minimum	threshold	of	women	is	required	for	women	to	be	as-

sociated	with	the	likely	use	of	earnings	management	because	lower	shares	of	women	on	the	board	of	

directors	is	not	significantly	associated	with	earnings	management.	Nordic	boards	have	historically	

been	represented	by	an	old	boy’s	network	where	a	social	elite	have	created	a	very	homogenous	en-

vironment	with	strongly	shared	norms	(Edlings	et	al.,	2012).	Thus,	when	women	enter	this	network,	

it	is	expected	that	they	buy	into	established	structures	and	behaviours	with	a	high	level	of	robustness	

(Kogut	and	Walker,	2001).	However,	the	results	show	that	the	impact	of	women	on	the	board	of	di-

rectors	becomes	pronounced	when	a	certain	threshold	is	reached	in	agreement	with	Kramer	et	al.	

(2006).	It	can	be	argued	that	when	a	certain	threshold	is	met,	it	ensures	that	women	are	more	likely	

to	 speak	 and	 act	 freely	 as	 well	 as	 perform	 their	 monitoring	 roles	 more	 effectively	 (Adams	 and	
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Ferreira,	2009	and	Lakhal,	2015).	This	effective	monitoring	role	includes	that	the	board	of	directors	

can	detect	 earnings	management	 practices	more	 successfully.	 Gender	 diversity	 on	 the	 board	 can	

thereby	enhance	the	independence	of	the	board	and	thus	reduce	agency	problems.	This	highlights	

some	of	the	dynamics	that	can	be	seen	on	a	diverse	board	where	multiple	perspectives	are	presented	

(Nielsen	and	Huse,	2010).	This	thesis’	findings	contribute	to	the	debate	regarding	gender	diversity	

on	boards	of	directors	and	the	association	with	accounting	discretion	and	real	earnings	management.	

The	findings	further	support	how	an	optimal	board	structure	in	relation	to	gender	diversity	can	be	

made	if	the	purpose	is	to	decrease	the	likely	use	of	earnings	management.		

	

The	other	substantial	finding	is	related	to	firms	with	a	female	CEO.	The	analyses	provide	empirical	

evidence	of	how	firms	with	a	female	CEO	are	negatively	associated	with	earnings	management	when	

opportunistic	settings	are	present.	This	conclusion	is	both	applicable	for	accrual	earnings	manage-

ment	and	all	 three	real	activity	earnings	management	components.	The	negative	association	indi-

cates	that	the	behaviour	of	female	CEOs	is	characterised	by	more	risk	aversion,	conservatism	and	

less	managerial	opportunism	than	male	CEOs,	as	suggested	by	Peni	and	Vähämaa	(2010).	The	finding	

support	that	women	are	less	likely	to	perform	unethical	behaviour	such	as	earnings	management,	

which	is	relevant	in	relation	to	financial	reporting	and	useful	knowledge	for	stakeholders.	If	a	CEO	

manages	earnings,	 it	 inherently	contributes	to	a	 future	 increase	 in	the	expectations	of	the	perfor-

mance	of	the	firm	and	the	CEO’s	performance.	It	would	lead	to	higher	benchmark	targets	that	would	

be	expected	to	cause	more	aggressive	earnings	management	behaviour	in	future	periods	(Chu	et	al.,	

2019).	With	the	assumption	of	women	being	more	risk-averse	and	conservative	in	their	leadership,	

the	prospect	of	higher	benchmark	targets	in	future	periods	could	be	a	possible	explanation	of	why	

firms	with	female	CEOs	engage	in	less	earnings	management	than	their	male	counterparts.	Female	

CEOs	may	try	to	avoid	setting	targets	that	will	be	challenging	to	obtain.	If	a	CEO	does	not	meet	or	beat	

benchmarks,	there	is	a	risk	and	concern	related	to	getting	a	negative	reputation	or	even	worse	losing	

their	job.	The	negative	association	between	firms	with	female	CEOs	and	earnings	management	sup-

port	the	studies	that	find	women	more	likely	than	men	to	exhibit	ethical	behaviour	in	workplaces	

even	when	they	can	benefit	personally	from	unethical	behaviour	(Krishnan	and	Parsons,	2007).		

	

Moreover,	the	analyses	show	a	tendency	for	firms	with	a	female	CFO	to	be	positively	associated	with	

earnings	management	when	compensation	is	distributed	in	the	following	year.	This	is	both	applica-

ble	for	the	accrual	earnings	management	analysis	as	well	as	for	the	cash	flows	from	operations	com-

ponent	analysis.	 It	 is	noteworthy	 that	a	 female	CFO	 is	more	prone	 to	manipulate	earnings	 than	a	
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female	CEO.	The	reasoning	behind	these	findings	is	challenging	to	explain.	Research	shows	that	CFOs	

have	more	influence	than	CEOs	in	regard	to	earnings	management	decisions	and	that	the	magnitude	

of	accruals	and	the	likelihood	of	beating	analysts’	forecast	are	more	sensitive	to	CFO	equity	incentives	

than	to	CEO	equity	incentives	(Jiang	et	al.,	2010).	However,	when	focusing	on	the	influence	of	gender,	

research	find	that	female	CFOs	have	lower	discretionary	accruals	and	are	more	conservative	in	finan-

cial	reporting	as	suggested	by	Barua	et	al.	(2010)	and	Peni	and	Vähämaa	(2010).	Surprisingly,	the	

findings	of	this	thesis	do	not	support	the	findings	suggested	by	previous	literature	that	focus	on	the	

association	between	female	CFOs	and	earnings	management.	Contrarily,	this	thesis	finds	that	firms	

with	a	female	CFO	are	positively	associated	with	accrual	earnings	management	when	compensation	

is	distributed.	Furthermore,	the	findings	related	to	real	earnings	management	show	that	female	CFOs	

are	willing	to	temporarily	manage	cash	flows	from	operations	to	meet	short-term	earnings	targets,	

which	their	compensation	might	rely	on.	This	finding	support	that	female	CFOs	are	willing	to	change	

their	firms’	operating	policies	to	meet	a	specific	financial	reporting	target	at	the	expense	of	long-run	

value	creation	in	agreement	with	Graham	et	al.	(2005).	Research	states	the	importance	of	disclosing	

compensation	to	CFOs	in	the	financial	statement	in	order	to	inform	stakeholders.	The	behaviour	of	

the	CFO	is	essential	to	stakeholders	as	the	CFO	is	mainly	responsible	for	the	fair	presentation	of	the	

financial	information	(Jiang	et	al.,	2010).	However,	the	findings	from	the	accrual	earnings	manage-

ment	analysis	are	not	robust	when	 firm	fixed	effects	are	 included,	why	they	are	 interpreted	with	

caution.		

	

The	different	behaviours	related	to	top	managers	can	also	be	interpreted	in	relation	to	the	different	

responsibilities	of	the	managers.	A	CEO	is	the	main	responsible	person	for	the	daily	management	and	

the	performance	of	the	firm.	Thereby,	a	CEO	is	accountable	for	the	firm’s	external	reputation	and	

optimally,	a	CEO	should	work	with	a	 long-term	business	plan	with	the	aim	to	develop	the	perfor-

mance	of	the	firm	positively.	The	CFO	is	responsible	for	the	financial	activities	of	the	firm	and	has	an	

essential	responsibility	for	the	presentation	of	the	firm's	financial	information	to	its	stakeholders.	In	

virtue	of	her	work,	it	can	be	argued	that	the	CFO	is	more	informed	about	the	possible	ways	of	how	to	

manipulate	earnings	compared	to	a	CEO.	The	difference	in	responsibilities	can	serve	as	a	possible	

explanation	for	the	different	incentives	that	drive	a	female	CEO	and	CFO.	This	indicate	the	importance	

of	aligning	the	incentives	of	top	managers	with	the	welfare	of	the	stakeholders.			

	

No	substantial	results	were	provided	in	relation	to	firms	having	a	female	Chairman.	However,	the	

results	 from	 part	 3	 of	 the	 real	 earnings	management	 analysis	 indicate	 how	 firms	with	 a	 female	
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Chairman	in	Swedish	firms	are	significantly	and	negatively	associated	with	real	earnings	manage-

ment.	This	 feebly	supports	the	 finding	of	Lakhal	et	al.	 (2015),	who	find	that	 female	Chairmen	are	

more	likely	to	detect	earnings	management.	Due	to	this	thesis’	lack	of	significant	and	substantial	re-

sults	in	regard	to	female	Chairmen,	no	conclusion	is	made.	

	

Denmark	and	Finland	are	the	only	countries	that	show	a	negative	association	between	women	and	

earnings	 management	 across	 all	 components	 and	models	 regardless	 of	 whether	 the	 focus	 is	 on	

women	on	boards	of	directors	or	women	in	top	management.	The	findings	for	Norway	and	Sweden	

are	broadly	consistent	with	the	negative	association	between	earnings	management	and	women	on	

boards	of	directors	and	in	top	management,	except	for	firms	with	female	CFOs.	These	findings	apply	

to	both	accrual	earnings	management	and	real	earnings	management	when	opportunistic	settings	

are	included.	It	can	be	concluded	that	several	similarities	are	present	in	the	Nordic	countries.	The	

similarities	are	specifically	noticeable	in	relation	to	the	effect	on	having	a	certain	threshold	of	women	

on	boards	of	directors	and	a	female	CEO	in	relation	to	earnings	management.		

	

Gender	diversity	in	top	management	and	on	boards	of	directors	is	a	very	current	and	highly	debated	

subject	in	all	Nordic	countries.	However,	the	strategies	and	actions	to	increase	gender	diversity	are	

approached	differently.	Norway	is	the	only	country	with	gender	quotas	implemented,	whereas	Den-

mark,	Sweden	and	Finland	have	implemented	corporate	governance	codes	and	recommendations.	

The	predominantly	negative	association	between	women	and	earnings	management	 suggest	 that	

women	in	top	management	and	on	boards	of	directors	reduce	the	likely	use	of	earnings	management	

in	Nordic	listed	firms.	These	findings	contribute	to	the	societal	debate	in	relation	to	gender	equality	

in	top	management	and	on	boards.	The	findings	support	that	the	Nordic	countries’	initiatives	towards	

increasing	the	share	of	women	on	boards	of	directors	is	justified	in	relation	to	earnings	management.	

When	a	minimum	threshold	of	women	is	met	it	can	influence	the	historical	board	structures,	which	

are	characterised	by	a	homogenous	corporate	culture.	The	findings	suggest	that	more	gender	diver-

sity	on	boards	of	directors	and	in	top	management	is	beneficial	for	Nordic	listed	firms	in	relation	to	

limit	earnings	management	practices.	This	thesis	does	not	state	an	opinion	or	recommend	certain	

actions	in	relation	to	how	the	goal	of	gender	diversity	can	be	achieved,	as	it	is	not	the	scope	of	this	

thesis	and	each	individual	country	must	decide	for	themselves.		
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Chapter	8	-	Discussion		
	
The	discussion	is	divided	into	three	parts.	First,	a	discussion	of	and	reflections	related	to	this	thesis’	

data,	 limitations	 and	 findings	 are	 provided.	 Second,	 the	 earnings	management	models’	 ability	 to	

measure	earnings	management	is	discussed	regarding	how	well	discretionary	accrual-models	distin-

guish	between	nondiscretionary	accruals	 and	discretionary	accruals.	 Further,	 it	 is	discussed	how	

well	the	approach	suggested	by	Roychowdhury	(2006)	captures	real	earnings	management.	At	last,	

the	qualitative	characteristics	described	in	chapter	2	of	the	conceptual	framework	of	IASB	are	dis-

cussed	in	relation	to	earnings	management.	It	is	debated	how	valid	financial	statements	will	be	if	all	

flexibility	and	discretion	were	eliminated	in	the	reporting.	Additionally,	it	is	discussed	if	such	an	ad-

justment	would	be	beneficial	to	the	stakeholders	of	the	firm.	

	

8.1	Reflections	on	data,	limitations	and	findings	
	
First,	the	validity	of	the	data	and	data	processing	is	discussed.	As	elaborated	in	the	methodology	sec-

tion,	the	quality	of	the	data	on	board	members	and	top	management	was	verified	in	several	ways.	

Despite	the	high	focus	on	validating	the	credibility	of	the	data,	it	 is	challenging	to	assess	to	which	

extent	errors	and	omissions	might	be	present.	Table	4	shows	that	the	percentages	of	the	gender	dis-

tribution	on	the	board	of	directors	for	each	Nordic	country	is	lower	compared	to	other	analyses	of	

the	gender	distribution	on	boards	of	directors	for	listed	firms	(Deloitte	2016;	Axcel	Future	2016).		

Specifically,	Norwegian	firms	were	expected	to	have	at	least	40%	of	women	on	their	boards	of	direc-

tors	due	to	the	country’s	implementation	of	gender	quotas	requiring	that	40%	of	each	gender	must	

be	represented	on	the	board.	However,	the	share	of	women	on	boards	of	directors	are	divided	into	

variables	with	a	dispersion	of	10%,	which	makes	it	possible	to	include	firms	correctly	despite	a	pos-

sible	small	margin	of	error.	Nevertheless,	Norway	shows	the	highest	share	of	women	on	the	board	of	

directors,	which	is	consistent	with	their	implementation	of	gender	quotas.	It	would	have	been	advan-

tageous	if	data	was	available	from	multiple	databases	as	it	could	increase	the	validity	of	the	corporate	

governance	data.	The	financial	data	is	compared	with	data	from	other	databases,	and	samples	from	

annual	reports	are	further	made.	This	increases	the	credibility	of	the	financial	data.			

	

The	analyses	provide	evidence	related	to	how	a	certain	threshold	of	women	on	boards	of	directors	

must	be	met	before	women	are	significantly	associated	with	earnings	management.	Based	on	the	

analyses,	the	threshold	is	a	minimum	share	of	40%	of	women	represented	on	the	board	of	directors.	

As	previously	stated,	the	scope	of	this	thesis	is	not	to	determine	how	to	increase	the	share	of	women	
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on	the	board	of	directors	most	efficiently.	However,	some	reflections	are	outlined.	It	must	be	empha-

sised	that	gender	quotas	potentially	can	cause	unqualified	women	to	enter	the	board	of	directors.	If	

the	demand	for	qualified	women	with	the	necessary	knowledge	and	experience	to	take	up	leading	

positions	exceeds	the	supply,	it	can	be	challenging	to	reach	the	regulatory	requirements	(Dansk	In-

dustri	2017).	If	firms	are	forced	to	employ	women	into	positions	it	could	be	argued	that	the	likelihood	

for	 them	 to	 buy	 into	 already	 established	 networks	 and	 conduct	 increases,	 which	 could	 prevent	

women	from	influencing	the	decision-making	and	culture	on	the	boards	(Kogut	and	Walker,	2001).	

This	could	specifically	be	pronounced	in	industries	where	women	are	severely	underrepresented	in	

the	workforce	and	ownership,	why	it	could	be	expected	that	they	would	be	more	prone	to	imitate	or	

follow	the	same	beliefs	as	the	male	board	members.	However,	if	the	minimum	threshold	of	women	

on	the	board	of	directors	is	met,	the	findings	of	this	thesis	suggest	that	firms	are	associated	with	less	

earnings	management	practices.	

	

The	scope	of	this	thesis	is	to	investigate	the	association	between	women	on	boards	of	directors	and	

in	top	management	in	relation	to	earnings	management	in	Nordic	listed	firms.	It	is	interesting	to	dis-

cuss	if	it	is	too	simplified	to	examine	the	behavioural	aspect	of	performing	earnings	management	by	

only	focusing	on	gender.	Nielsen	and	Huse	(2010)	find	that	women	on	boards	influence	the	board’s	

decision-making	significantly	because	women’s	values	differ	from	their	male	colleagues'	values.	Fur-

ther,	the	researchers	find	that	the	more	the	women's	values	differ,	the	higher	is	their	influence	on	the	

decision-making	 of	 the	 board.	 Although	 research	 has	 examined	 gender	 diversity	 thoroughly	 and	

identified	several	patterns,	it	can	be	discussed	if	it	is	accurate	and	fair	to	conclude	that	decision-mak-

ing	only	relates	to	characteristics	in	terms	of	gender.	Furthermore,	it	can	be	questioned	if	values	al-

ways	differ	because	of	gender	and	if	it	is	accurate	to	characterise	males	and	females	as	two	stereo-

types.	This	reflection	further	highlights	the	implications	of	prejudices	and	generalisations	in	terms	of	

gender	stereotypes.	Even	though	several	theories	state	that	women	are	more	conservative	and	less	

risk-taking	 regarding	 financial	 decisions,	 it	 must	 be	 assumed	 that	 there	 is	 a	 difference	 between	

women	as	well	as	there	is	a	difference	between	men.	This	thesis	finds	that	female	top	managers	can	

be	both	negatively	and	positively	associated	with	earnings	management,	depending	on	the	manage-

ment	position	and	the	setting.	Hence,	other	influential	factors	than	gender	affect	the	firms’	decision-

making	and	thereby	earnings	management.	Including	other	characteristics	that	describes	top	man-

agers	could	bring	value	and	depth	to	the	analysis	and	mitigate	the	concern	about	the	risk	of	omitted	

variable	biases.	It	would	be	interesting	to	investigate	other	demographic	aspects	such	as	age,	tenure,	

educational-	and	geographical	background	in	order	to	differentiate	between	women	and	get	a	more	
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comprehensive	view	of	the	decision-makers.	This	would	contribute	to	a	more	comprehensive	analy-

sis	that	would	make	it	possible	to	investigate	other	patterns	and	structures.			

	

Another	limitation	of	this	thesis	is	related	to	the	opportunistic	settings	included	in	the	estimations.	

It	was	decided	to	include	the	distribution	of	compensation	and	issuance	of	new	finance	as	opportun-

istic	settings.	However,	it	can	be	discussed	if	the	calculation	of	these	variables	is	too	simplified.	First	

of	all,	the	variable	indicating	if	compensation	is	distributed	in	the	following	year	is	an	indicator	vari-

able.	That	means	that	the	variable	only	indicates	whether	compensation	is	distributed	or	not.	It	does	

not	show	what	kind	of	compensation	is	distributed	or	the	size	of	the	compensation.	Knowing	the	kind	

and	the	size	of	the	compensation	would	indisputable	have	contributed	with	a	better	foundation	for	

making	conclusions	in	relation	to	the	managers'	incentives	to	manage	earnings.	Moreover,	the	varia-

ble	indicating	the	issuance	of	new	finance	was	calculated	based	on	Godsell’s	(2017)	approach.	This	

approach	is	based	on	an	approximation	where	errors	can	occur.	As	mentioned	earlier,	a	threshold	in	

the	calculation	was	included	to	minimise	the	risk	of	errors.	

	

The	opportunistic	settings	were	investigated	in	order	to	detect	earnings	management	better,	and	the	

findings	showed	that	top	managers	were	affected	by	different	opportunistic	settings.	Before	the	anal-

ysis	it	was	expected	that	the	distribution	of	compensation	would	be	the	most	significant	incentive	to	

manage	earnings.	This	was	assumed	because	compensations	are	directly	related	to	the	wealth	of	top	

managers	and	based	on	agent	theory	each	individual	is	expected	to	be	utility	maximisers.	The	CEOs	

reputation	is	linked	to	the	performance	of	the	firm.	The	rise	of	new	finance	was	expected	to	be	an	

essential	 incentive	for	CEOs	to	manage	earnings	in	order	to	receive	better	valuations	by	potential	

stockholders	and	creditors.	In	relation	to	agent	theory	and	the	assumption	of	individuals	being	utility	

maximisers	regardless	of	gender,	it	could	be	expected	that	top	management	would	have	incentives	

to	exhibit	short-termism	or	managerial	myopia	in	these	settings.	These	concepts	refer	to	when	man-

agers	 cut	 long-term	 investments	 in	order	 to	meet	or	beat	 internal	or	external	 short-term	perfor-

mance	targets	(Chen	et	al.,	2015).	This	thesis	finds	that	firms	with	a	female	CEO	are	negatively	asso-

ciated	with	earnings	management	and	are	thereby	not	associated	with	short-termism	when	either	

new	finance	or	compensation	is	issued.		

	

Contrarily,	evidence	is	provided	in	relation	to	how	firms	with	a	female	CFO	are	positively	associated	

with	earnings	management	when	compensation	is	distributed.	Thus,	the	finding	supports	that	CFOs	

have	more	influence	than	CEOs	in	regard	to	earnings	management	decisions	and	the	likelihood	of	
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beating	analysts’	forecast	are	more	sensitive	to	CFO	equity	incentives	than	to	CEO	equity	incentives	

(Jiang	et	al.,	2010).	It	is	relevant	to	take	the	relationship	between	a	CEO	and	CFO	into	considerations.	

Florackis	and	Sainani	(2018)	investigate	the	relationship	between	CEOs	and	CFOs	in	relation	to	earn-

ings	management.	The	study	find	that	CEOs	are	likely	to	use	their	power	to	pressure	their	CFOs	to	

manipulate	earnings	when	they	have	incentives	to	do	so	(Florackis	and	Sainani,	2018).	This	interac-

tion	between	a	CEO	and	CFO	is	not	within	the	scope	of	this	thesis,	but	the	power	structure	between	

these	two	managers	is	indeed	interesting.	The	role	of	social	ties	can	possibly	affect	earnings	manage-

ment	both	in	relation	to	the	power	structure	within	top	management	but	also	in	relation	to	the	po-

tential	lack	of	monitoring	if	strong	ties	are	present	between	top	management	and	the	board	of	direc-

tors.		

	

8.2	Accrual	and	real	models’	ability	to	capture	earnings	management	
	

A	concern	in	the	accrual	earnings	management	literature	is	whether	researchers	can	rely	on	the	mod-

els’	 ability	 to	distinguish	nondiscretionary	 accruals	 from	discretionary	 accruals	 and	 thus	 capture	

earnings	management	(Jackson,	2018;	Ball,	2013).	Limited	knowledge	is	available	about	the	deter-

minants	of	nondiscretionary	accruals.	It	is	challenging	to	distinguish	between	manipulated	discre-

tionary	accruals	and	non-manipulated	discretionary	accruals.	Hence,	it	must	be	emphasised	how	dis-

cretionary	accruals	are	a	noisy	proxy	for	earnings	management	when	estimated	with	different	econ-

ometric	models.		

	

Several	concerns	are	raised	related	to	accrual	models'	ability	to	capture	earnings	management.	One	

of	these	concerns	is	the	possibility	that	discretionary	accruals	are	classified	as	manipulative	during	

economic	shocks,	as	such	events	cause	practices	to	deviate	from	regular	practices	(Ball,	2013).	This	

can	make	 innocent	behaviour	 look	 like	earnings	management	and	contribute	 to	 the	models	over-

identifying	accounting	discretion.	Jackson	(2018)	further	raises	a	concern	related	to	how	the	estima-

tion	of	discretionary	accruals	includes	a	cross-section	by	industry	and	year.	This	means	that	the	av-

erage	of	earnings	management	for	a	specific	industry	in	a	specific	year	is	built	into	the	expectation.	

Thus,	accounting	decisions	of	peer	firms	influence	discretionary	accruals	estimations	for	a	specific	

firm.	Critique	also	highlights	that	discretionary	accruals	measures	are	unable	to	provide	plausible	

detection	of	earnings	management	and	how	it	is	misleading	that	researchers	claim	that	they	can	de-

tect	earnings	management	when	auditors	are	not	able	to	do	so	(Ball,	2013;	Jackson,	2018).		
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It	can	be	discussed	if	it	is	adequate	to	rely	on	accrual	models	if	they	provide	noisy	proxies	for	earnings	

management.	However,	despite	criticism,	the	models	are	still	widely	used	in	the	literature	since	the	

models	 are	 the	 best	 available	 tools	 to	 determine	 earnings	management.	 Additionally,	 several	 re-

searchers	argue	for	the	eligibility	of	accrual	earnings	management	models	and	provide	arguments	

against	several	critique	points	of	the	models	(Godsell,	2017;	McNichols	and	Stubben,	2018).	Recent	

developments	in	the	literature	further	try	to	increase	the	researcher's	ability	to	distinguish	nondis-

cretionary	accruals	from	discretionary	accruals	(Larson	et	al.,	2018).	One	way	to	optimise	the	models	

of	discretionary	accruals	is	to	include	more	firm-specific	control	variables	to	estimate	nondiscretion-

ary	accruals	and	discretionary	accruals.	

	

It	is	obvious	that	the	choice	of	the	econometric	model	and	the	choice	of	determinants	included	in	the	

model	have	a	significant	impact	on	the	results	and	the	ability	to	distinguish	nondiscretionary	accruals	

from	discretionary	accruals.	Consequently,	reflections	and	discussions	of	how	well	the	model	cap-

tures	earnings	management	are	relevant	to	look	upon.			

	

In	part	1	of	the	analysis,	the	firm's	discretionary	accruals	were	analysed	when	no	opportunistic	set-

ting	was	included.	Due	to	the	risk	of	noisy	proxies	in	the	estimations	and	in	the	attempt	of	optimising	

the	model	and	accommodate	some	of	the	criticism	and	limitations	mentioned	above,	it	was	decided	

not	to	base	the	findings	of	this	thesis	on	part	1.	Instead,	opportunistic	settings	were	included	in	order	

to	minimise	such	noise.	It	can	be	argued	that	determinants	related	to	settings	where	earnings	man-

agement	is	expected	to	happen	can	increase	the	validity	of	the	model's	ability	to	capture	earnings	

management.	Opportunistic	settings	were	intended	to	eliminate	misclassifications	of	discretionary	

accruals.	Despite	the	inclusion	of	an	opportunistic	setting,	it	can	be	discussed	if	discretionary	accruals	

work	as	a	complete	and	appropriate	proxy	for	earnings	management.	Concerns	are	raised	against	

how	earnings	management	is	incorrectly	expected	and	interpreted	when	opportunistic	settings	are	

included	in	the	estimations.	Armstrong	et	al.	(2016)	focus	on	IPOs	and	SEOs	and	question	whether	

firms	manage	earnings	before	equity	issuance.	These	firms	receive	an	inflow	of	funds,	which	are	put	

towards	working	capital	accruals.	This	inflow	will	increase	accruals	in	discretionary	models	despite	

that	the	equity	issuance	is	not	related	to	managerial	manipulation	(Armstrong	et	al.,	2016).		

	

The	findings	presented	by	Armstrong	et	al.	(2016)	emphasise	that	discretionary	accruals	are	not	al-

ways	equal	to	earnings	management,	and	results	should	be	handled	with	caution.	When	estimating	

the	 association	 between	 a	 female	 CEO	 and	 earnings	 management,	 a	 negative	 and	 significant	
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coefficient	means	that	discretionary	accruals,	on	average,	are	negatively	associated	with	firms	having	

a	female	CEO.	Whether	this	negative	association	correctly	captures	if	a	female	CEO	tends	to	minimise	

earnings	management	is	challenging	to	conclude.	As	accruals	reverse	in	a	timely	fashion,	negative	

and	positive	signs	related	to	discretionary	accruals	can	be	an	expression	of	the	natural	cycle	of	ac-

cruals.	As	mentioned	in	previous	sections,	this	implies	that	there	is	a	natural	limit	for	manipulating	

earnings	as	discretionary	accruals	cannot	be	forced	into	one	direction	in	eternity.	A	negative	coeffi-

cient	can	thereby	be	an	expression	of	reversing	accruals	as	much	as	it	can	express	manipulation	of	

earnings.	This	challenge	is	accommodated	by	including	firm	fixed	effects	as	a	robustness	test.	

	

This	thesis	uses	the	modified	Jones	(1991)	model	including	a	cash	flow	term	as	suggested	by	Dechow	

and	Dichev	(2002)	and	McNichols	(2002)	to	assess	the	extent	to	which	each	firm's	accruals	differ	

from	the	expected	level.	The	expected	level	is	based	on	indicators	of	operating	activities.	These	oper-

ating	activities	consist	of	the	change	in	revenue	deducted	the	change	in	receivables,	property,	plant	

and	equipment,	total	assets	and	cash	flows.	The	econometric	model	is	essential	to	the	interpretation	

of	the	results	and	the	conclusions	stated	in	the	analysis.	If	the	model	is	not	a	fair	indicator	of	the	use	

of	earnings	management	then	the	conclusions	made	in	the	analysis	will	not	be	valid.	High	methodo-

logical	dependence	is	therefore	present,	and	it	is	critical	to	emphasise	the	strengths	and	weaknesses	

of	the	model	used	for	the	estimations.	Dechow	et	al.	(1995)	compare	several	different	models’	ability	

to	measure	discretionary	accruals	and	find	that	the	modified	Jones	(1991)	model	provides	the	most	

powerful	test	of	earnings	management.	The	model	has	subsequently	been	widely	used	in	the	litera-

ture	both	with	and	without	adjustments.	Examples	of	adjustments	are	the	inclusion	of	current,	lagged	

and	leaded	cash	flows	as	well	as	ROA	(Kothari	et	al.,	2005;	McNichols,	2002).		

	

Albeit	this	thesis	examines	how	earnings	management	happens	through	discretionary	accruals,	re-

cent	literature	has	emphasised	a	need	for	specifications	of	the	proxy.	Stubben	(2010)	criticises	dis-

cretionary	accruals	models	for	not	providing	specific	information	on	how	the	firm	manages	its	earn-

ings.	An	example	is	that	the	measure	does	not	distinguish	between	discretionary	increases	in	revenue	

or	decreases	in	expenses.	Thus,	various	studies	have	developed	models	of	specific	accruals	(McNich-

ols	and	Stubben,	2018).	These	specific	accruals	should	preferable	be	common	across	industries	and	

represent	 a	 large	 portion	 of	 the	 earnings	 discretion	 available	 for	 firms	 (McNichols	 and	 Stubben,	

2018).	These	recommendations	can	be	challenging	to	obtain	for	specific	accruals,	why	aggregate	ac-

crual	models	are	the	most	recognised	in	the	field.		
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Although	research	has	made	considerable	progress	in	measuring	accrual	earnings	management,	real	

earnings	management	models	remain	rudimentary	(Srivastava,	2019;	Siriviriyakul,	2015).	Real	earn-

ings	management	as	a	subject	is	not	investigated	to	the	same	extent	as	accrual	earnings	management.	

Roychowdhury	(2006)	 is	one	of	 the	most	recognised	researchers	within	the	field	of	real	earnings	

management,	but	the	model	of	his	is	also	facing	criticism	and	limitations.	One	criticism	is	the	use	of	

revenue	as	the	sole	driver	to	estimate	earnings	management	(Srivasta,	2019).	Firms	make	costs	de-

cisions	according	to	their	competitive	strategy,	and	a	firm's	plan	for	its	future	market	share	or	reve-

nue	must	be	a	significant	determinant	of	its	investment	policy.	Thus,	a	real	activity	model	based	solely	

on	past	revenues	might	be	misspecified	due	to	the	exclusion	of	significant	determinants	of	planned	

investments	(Srivastava,	2019).	Another	limitation	is	related	to	how	an	industry-year	regression	im-

plicitly	assumes	that	observations	in	each	industry	and	year	behave	similarly.	This	assumption	might	

be	violated	because	firms	systematically	differentiate	themselves	from	the	rest	of	the	industry.	Sri-

vasta	(2019)	argues	how	firms	that	pursue	distinct	competitive	strategies	also	display	different	costs	

patterns	 than	 their	 competitors.	 If	 this	 strategy	 of	 distinction	 is	 not	 included	 in	 the	model,	 a	 re-

searcher	 can	misinterpret	 a	 costs	difference	 stemming	 from	a	 firm’s	 competitive	 strategy	 as	 real	

earnings	management.		

	

As	with	 the	estimation	of	 accrual	earnings	management,	 the	ability	of	 the	Roychowdhury	 (2006)	

model	to	capture	real	earnings	management	is	debatable.	The	model	must	capture	the	difference	in	

abnormal	production	costs	in	relation	to	manipulation	and	increased	demand,	which	is	challenging	

for	the	model	to	capture	in	real	life.	Moreover,	consistent	with	accrual	earnings	management,	there	

is	a	natural	limit	for	manipulating	earnings.	It	is	not	possible	to	increase	production	costs	and	build	

op	inventory	in	eternity.	The	inventory	produced	must	be	sold	at	some	point	in	order	to	avoid	im-

pairment	or	depreciation	and	obtain	a	cash	flow.	This	means	that	the	sign	of	the	coefficients	is	not	

necessarily	an	indicator	of	real	manipulation	but	can	also	be	an	indicator	of	operating	activities	that	

reverse	in	line	with	normal	operations.	

	

This	thesis	seeks	to	find	an	appropriate	interaction	between	having	confidence	in	the	models	while	

at	the	same	time	trying	to	cope	with	the	limitations	of	the	models.	Both	accrual	and	real	earnings	

management	models	include	uncertainty.	Consequently,	the	results	of	the	models	should,	in	general,	

be	interpreted	with	caution.	
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8.3	Qualitative	characteristics	by	IASB	and	earnings	management	
	

With	earnings	management	as	the	turning	point	of	this	thesis	and	with	the	acknowledgement	of	ma-

nipulation	of	earnings	being	an	unethical	practice,	it	is	essential	to	discuss	the	consequences	of	elim-

inating	the	possibilities	to	manage	earnings.	Hence,	this	discussion	reflects	on	why	IFRS	apparently	

allow	for	earnings	management	and	if	financial	reporting	without	any	risk	of	manipulation	would	

provide	a	faithful	representation	and	relevant	information	to	the	users.	This	section	focus	on	accrual	

earnings	management	as	accrual	manipulation	is	based	on	statutory	accounting	methods	and	regu-

lations,	whereas	real	earnings	management	is	based	on	abnormal	operational	activities.		

	

The	Conceptual	Framework	for	Financial	Reporting	issued	by	IASB4	(2018)	describes	the	concepts	

for	general	purpose	financial	reporting.	The	purpose	of	the	conceptual	framework	is	to	assist	prepar-

ers	to	develop	consistent	accounting	policies	and	to	help	parties	understand	and	interpret	the	IFRS	

standards	(IASB	Conceptual	Framework).	Among	other	things	the	conceptual	framework	describes	

which	qualitative	characteristics	that	are	valid	in	regard	to	providing	useful	financial	information.		

	

Of	more	 general	 qualitative	 characteristics	 can	 comparability,	 verifiability,	 timeliness	 and	under-

standability	be	mentioned.	These	characteristics	enhance	the	usefulness	of	the	information	provided	

in	the	financial	reporting.	Comparability	for	users	is	to	identify	and	understand	similarities	in,	and	

differences	 among,	 items	 over	 time	 and	 across	 firms.	 Verifiability	means	 that	 independent	 users	

would	reach	a	consensus	that	a	particular	depiction	is	faithfully	represented.	Timeliness	covers	that	

the	information	is	available	for	the	user	 in	time	to	influence	their	decision,	and	understandability	

means	 that	 the	 information	 is	presented,	 classified	and	characterised	clearly	and	concisely	 (IASB	

Conceptual	Framework,	2018).		

	

Most	 importantly,	 there	are	two	fundamental	characteristics	of	 financial	 information	to	be	useful.	

These	characteristics	are	relevance	and	faithful	representation.	Relevant	financial	information	is	in-

formation	that	can	influence	the	decisions	made	by	users	or	make	a	difference	in	the	decision-mak-

ing.	An	aspect	of	relevance	is	materiality.	Financial	 information	is	material	 if	the	decision	is	 influ-

enced	by	omitting,	obscuring	or	misstating	 the	 information	 (IASB	Conceptual	Framework,	2018).	

When	it	comes	to	a	faithful	representation,	financial	information	is	only	useful	if	it	is	not	only	repre-

senting	a	relevant	phenomenon	but	is	also	faithfully	representing	the	substance	of	the	phenomenon.	

 
4	International	Accounting	Standards	Board	
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To	have	an	entirely	faithful	representation	the	depiction	would	be	complete,	neutral	and	free	from	

error.	Perfection	is	not	achievable,	but	it	is	the	board’s	responsibility	to	maximise	these	three	quali-

ties	 to	 the	widest	 extent	 possible	 (IASB	Conceptual	 Framework,	 2018).	 The	 three	 characteristics	

mentioned	above	is	however	especially	relevant	when	discussing	the	consequences	of	eliminating	

the	possibilities	for	earnings	management.	

	

A	complete	representation	includes	all	necessary	explanations	and	descriptions	for	a	user	to	under-

stand	the	phenomenon.	A	neutral	representation	means	a	representation	of	the	financial	information	

without	bias.	This	means	that	no	manipulation,	consideration	about	the	representation	or	similar	

have	occurred.	Neutrality	must	be	seen	in	relation	to	prudence.	Prudence	includes	that	income	is	not	

overstated	and	expenses	are	not	understated	(IASB	Conceptual	Framework,	2018).	Lastly,	and	per-

haps	most	importantly,	it	is	mentioned	in	the	conceptual	framework	that	free	from	error	does	not	

necessarily	mean	that	the	representation	is	accurate	in	all	aspects.	It	means	that	the	process	to	pro-

duce	the	financial	information	has	been	with	no	errors	and	that	no	omissions	in	the	description	of	

the	phenomenon	have	occurred.	It	is	emphasized	that	a	faithful	representation	is	not	necessarily	a	

representation	without	estimates	and	uncertainties:	

	

“The	use	of	reasonable	estimates	is	an	essential	part	of	the	preparation	of	financial	information	and	

does	not	undermine	the	usefulness	of	the	information	if	the	estimates	are	clearly	and	accurately	de-

scribed	and	explained.	Even	a	high	level	of	measurement	uncertainty	does	not	necessarily	prevent	

such	an	estimate	from	providing	useful	information”	(IASB	Conceptual	Framework,	2018,	paragraph	

2.19).	

	

It	is	further	described	how	a	trade-off	of	the	characteristics	sometimes	is	necessary	in	order	to	pro-

vide	useful	information	to	the	user:	

	

“In	some	cases,	a	trade-off	between	the	fundamental	qualitative	characteristics	may	need	to	be	made	

in	order	to	meet	the	objective	of	financial	reporting,	which	is	to	provide	useful	information	about	

economic	phenomena.	For	example,	the	most	relevant	information	about	a	phenomenon	may	be	a	

highly	uncertain	estimate	(…)	 In	some	such	cases,	 the	most	useful	 information	may	be	 the	highly	

uncertain	estimate,	accompanied	by	a	description	of	the	estimate	and	an	explanation	of	the	uncer-

tainties	that	affect	it.”	(IASB	Conceptual	Framework,	2018,	paragraph	2.22).	
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If	every	possibility	to	manage	earnings	were	to	be	eliminated	from	the	general	accounting	policies	

and	methods,	it	would	mean	that	no	estimations	based	on	the	slightest	uncertainty	would	be	reported	

in	the	financial	statement.	It	can	be	argued	that	eliminating	substantial	estimates	from	the	financial	

statement	would	reduce	the	relevance	of	the	information	and	thereby	provide	a	less	faithful	picture	

of	the	firm’s	financial	situation.	IFRS	allows	for	including	highly	uncertain	estimates	if	the	estimates	

contribute	with	relevant	information.	Relevance	is	a	fundamental	quality	criterion	and	is	considered	

more	important	than	verifiability,	why	judgements	can	be	necessary	to	provide	useful	information.	

	

The	cash	flow	statement	is	an	example	of	a	financial	statement	that	is	difficult	to	manipulate	since	

the	timing	of	cash	flows	is	determined	objectively.	For	that	reason,	it	is	reasonable	to	discuss	why	a	

financial	statement	cannot	consist	of	cash	flow	statement	only.	A	cash	flow	statement	states	and	ag-

gregate	all	the	cash	inflows	and	all	the	cash	outflows	divided	into	operations,	investment	and	financ-

ing.	Even	profitable	firms	can	find	it	challenging	to	manage	their	cash	flows	properly,	which	is	also	

the	reason	why	a	cash	flow	statement	is	an	essential	tool	for	analysts	and	investors.	However,	the	

cash	flow	statement	is	a	useful	supplement	to	the	income	statement	since	it	verifies	if	earnings	con-

vert	into	cash	flows.	The	cash	flow	statement	focuses	on	cash	accounting,	whereas	an	income	state-

ment	is	based	on	accrual	accounting.	The	accrual	accounting	method	allows	for	the	income	statement	

to	include	uncertain	estimates	and	judgements	in	the	effort	to	provide	relevant	information	to	the	

users.	As	it	is	stated	in	the	Conceptual	Framework,	relevant	information	is	a	fundamental	criterion	

for	the	usefulness	of	the	financial	information,	where	the	verifiability	is	supplementary.	This	suggests	

that	the	income	statement	is	necessary	for	the	financial	statement,	and	that	the	cash	flow	statement	

cannot	stand	alone.	The	primary	purpose	of	the	income	statement	is	to	provide	details	of	business	

activities	and	the	profitability	of	the	firm.	Overall,	 the	income	statement	contributes	with	insights	

regarding	the	firm’s	operations,	the	efficiency	of	the	management,	the	profitable	and	non-profitable	

areas,	and	how	the	firm	is	performing	when	compared	with	industry	peers.	These	same	insights	are	

not	provided	with	a	cash	 flow	statement	and	 it	can	be	argued	that	 the	accruals	contribute	with	a	

broader	perspective	in	relation	to	the	value	creation	within	the	firm.		

	

Accrual	accounting	and	the	discretions	that	 follow	are	a	necessity	 in	 financial	reporting	as	 judge-

ments	 and	 estimates	 contributes	 with	 relevance	 and	 faithful	 representation	when	 appropriately	

used.	The	risk	of	unethical	behaviour	and	manipulation	is	a	disadvantage	that	must	be	treated	seri-

ously	and	must	be	reduced	to	the	extent	possible.	However,	 the	IFRS	 indicate	that	the	benefits	of	
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accruals	weights	heavier	in	relation	to	the	usefulness	of	the	financial	information	and	thereby	the	

user’s	ability	to	predict	the	firm’s	future	development.	
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Chapter	9	-	Conclusion	
	
This	thesis	investigates	the	association	between	women	and	earnings	management.	The	research	is	

based	on	data	from	Nordic	listed	firms	from	2011	to	2018,	and	the	purpose	is	to	examine	how	women	

on	boards	of	directors	and	women	in	top	management	are	associated	with	earnings	management.	

Earnings	management	has	been	extensively	studied	throughout	the	last	couple	of	decades	with	the	

aim	to	empirically	detect	the	incentives	behind	why	and	how	managers	manipulate	earnings	and	the	

consequences	of	this	behaviour.	However,	the	focus	on	if	women	on	the	board	of	directors	and	in	top	

management	positions	are	associated	with	earnings	management	has	been	limited	investigated	in	

the	Nordic.	Gender	diversity	is	a	highly	debated	topic	both	on	the	corporate	and	political	agenda	as	

well	as	in	a	global	perspective.	Different	solutions	to	increase	gender	diversity	are	proposed	includ-

ing	gender	quotas,	corporate	governance	recommendations	and	codes.	The	purpose	of	this	thesis	is	

to	contribute	to	this	debate	by	examining	the	association	between	the	share	of	women	on	boards	of	

directors	and	women	in	top	management	in	relation	to	earnings	management.		

	

Earnings	management	is	distinguished	between	two	types;	1)	accrual	earnings	management	where	

managers	use	discretionary	accounting	to	manage	reported	earnings,	and	2)	real	earnings	manage-

ment	where	managers	manipulate	operational	activities	that	affect	the	cash	flows	of	the	firm.	Accrual	

and	real	earnings	management	capture	different	behaviours,	why	this	thesis	analyses	both	types	in	

order	to	get	a	comprehensive	perspective	on	earnings	management	practises	and	to	get	the	most	

adequate	basis	 for	drawing	conclusions.	The	research	 is	based	on	a	quantitative	approach	where	

econometric	modelling	is	used.	The	modified	Jones	(1991)	model	is	used	to	estimate	discretionary	

accruals	 including	a	cash	flow	term	as	suggested	by	existing	 literature.	The	estimation	of	 the	real	

abnormal	activities	is	performed	in	accordance	with	Roychowdhury	(2006)	and	cover	abnormal	pro-

duction	costs,	discretionary	expenses	and	cash	 flows	 from	operations.	Discretionary	accruals	and	

real	abnormal	activities	as	defined	by	the	modified	Jones	(1991)	model	and	Roychowdhury	(2006)	

respectively,	can	be	noisy	proxies	for	earnings	management,	as	the	estimations	can	be	subject	to	sev-

eral	factors	that	are	not	necessarily	an	indicator	of	manipulation.	It	is	possible	that	fluctuations	are	

caused	by	changes	in	demand,	societal	changes	or	strategic	opportunities.	To	better	capture	earnings	

management,	the	conclusions	of	this	thesis	are	based	on	estimations,	where	opportunistic	settings	

are	included.	An	opportunistic	setting	is	intended	to	set	an	event	where	it	is	expected	that	earnings	

management	appear.	The	opportunistic	settings	included	in	this	thesis	is	the	issuance	of	new	finance	

and	distribution	of	compensation.	
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The	findings	of	this	thesis	provide	evidence	that	there	is	a	negative	association	between	earnings	

management	and	women	on	boards	of	directors	when	the	board	is	represented	by	at	least	40%	of	

women.	This	is	applicable	to	both	real	and	accrual	earnings	management.	The	finding	suggests	that	

a	minimum	threshold	of	women	is	required	for	women	to	have	an	influence	on	the	likely	use	of	earn-

ings	management	because	lower	shares	of	women	on	the	board	of	directors	are	not	significantly	as-

sociated	with	earnings	management.	Furthermore,	the	results	show	that	firms	with	a	female	CEO	are	

negatively	associated	with	accrual	and	real	earnings	management	when	new	finance	is	issued.	Con-

trarily,	firms	with	a	female	CFO	are	positively	associated	with	accrual	earnings	management	and	ab-

normal	decreases	in	cash	flows	from	operations	when	compensation	is	distributed.	There	are	no	sub-

stantial	results	provided	 in	relation	to	 firms	with	a	 female	Chairman.	The	conflicting	results	 for	a	

female	CEO	and	CFO	clarify	that	the	position	in	top	management,	as	well	as	the	opportunistic	setting	

is	important	when	analysing	this	topic.	However,	it	must	be	emphasised	how	the	results	from	the	

accrual	estimation	related	to	female	CFOs	are	not	robust	when	including	firm	fixed	effect,	why	the	

finding	should	be	interpreted	with	caution.	

	

Additionally,	when	focusing	on	each	Nordic	country,	there	is	a	clear	tendency	that	women	are	nega-

tively	associated	with	accrual	and	real	earnings	management.	However,	with	the	exception	of	female	

CFOs	in	Norwegian	and	Swedish	firms.	 It	 is	noteworthy	that	no	empirical	evidence	is	provided	in	

relation	to	Norwegian	listed	firms	and	women	on	boards	of	directors.	This	is	interesting	as	Norway	

is	the	only	country	that	has	implemented	gender	quotas,	requiring	that	each	gender	must	be	repre-

sented	by	at	least	40%	on	the	board	of	directors.	The	lack	of	significant	results	suggests	that	women	

on	the	board	of	directors	in	Norwegian	firms	are	not	significantly	associated	with	the	likely	use	of	

earnings	management.		

	

The	limitations	of	the	models	are	further	discussed,	and	it	must	be	emphasised	that	discretionary	

accruals	and	real	abnormal	activities,	as	proxies	for	earnings	management,	must	be	interpreted	with	

caution.	Both	accruals	and	real	activities	reverse	over	time	why	the	sign	of	a	coefficient	can	be	an	

expression	of	reversing	accruals	and	real	activities	as	much	as	it	can	express	manipulation	of	earn-

ings.	This	limitation	is	accommodated	by	including	firm	fixed	effects	as	a	robustness	test.	Lastly,	for	

future	research,	it	would	be	interesting	to	include	more	explanatory	variables	in	the	estimations	to	

provide	a	more	comprehensive	analysis.	Focusing	on	other	variables	that	can	influence	the	behaviour	

of	female	decision-makers	would	contribute	to	a	more	extensive	research.		
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This	thesis	contributes	to	the	literature	of	earnings	management	by	examining	a	relevant	societal	

topic	where	limited	research	is	present.	The	findings	indicate	that	the	Nordic	countries’	initiatives	

towards	more	women	on	the	board	of	directors	and	in	top	management	arguably	will	have	an	influ-

ence	on	the	possible	use	of	earnings	management.	The	results	of	this	thesis	advocate	that	firms	with	

a	share	of	at	least	40%	of	women	on	the	board	of	directors	or	female	CEOs	are	negatively	associated	

with	earnings	management	and	hence	less	likely	to	use	earnings	management,	when	new	finance	is	

issued.	Contrarily,	firms	with	a	female	CFO	are	positively	associated	with	accrual	earnings	manage-

ment	and	abnormal	decreases	in	cash	flows	from	operations,	when	compensation	is	distributed	in	

the	following	period.	These	results	are	relevant	in	relation	to	a	firm’s	financial	reporting	and	useful	

knowledge	for	stakeholders.		
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Chapter	10	-	Future	research	
	
	
Research	related	to	the	association	between	earnings	management	and	corporate	governance	is	a	

narrowly	investigated	area.	When	focusing	specifically	on	research	related	to	gender	and	the	impact	

of	women	in	relation	to	earnings	management	in	the	Nordic,	the	research	field	is	even	more	limited.	

There	are	several	possible	explanations	for	this	deficiency	in	the	literature.	Data	on	women	on	boards	

of	directors	and	in	top	management	is	not	easily	accessible,	and	several	databases	showed	to	be	de-

ficient	in	relation	to	this	topic.	The	interest	for	ESG	has	increased	in	recent	years,	why	it	can	be	argued	

that	the	motives	for	collecting	and	storing	ESG	related	data	have	been	limited.	This	thesis	has	con-

tributed	to	this	field	of	research	with	interesting	findings.	However,	proposals	for	further	research	

are	presented	in	this	section.		

	

This	thesis	emphasises	how	firms	with	women	on	the	board	of	directors	and	in	top	management	are	

associated	with	earnings	management.	The	findings	presented	are	provided	by	focusing	solely	on	

gender	as	an	explanatory	variable.	As	discussed	in	section	8.1,	it	may	be	too	simplified	only	to	exam-

ine	the	gender	of	the	executive.	Stereotypes	exist,	but	it	is	fair	to	state	that	not	all	women,	as	well	as	

men,	share	the	same	characteristics	and	incentives.	If	ESG	continue	to	be	a	popular	topic	it	is	expected	

that	more	data	is	available	in	the	future.	If	more	extensive	data	regarding	board	members	and	top	

managers	becomes	available,	it	would	be	relevant	to	obtain	more	explanatory	variables	in	the	esti-

mations	in	order	to	provide	a	more	comprehensive	examination.	Additional	characteristics	that	may	

affect	the	likely	use	of	earnings	management	could	be	the	age,	tenure	or	education	of	board	members	

and	top	managers.	In	relation	to	the	estimations	focusing	on	the	board	of	directors	it	could	be	inter-

esting	to	include	and	examine	variables	as	board	size,	board	independence	and	if	the	board	member	

serves	on	other	boards.	It	would	be	possible	to	provide	a	more	comprehensive	analysis	of	what	char-

acterises	the	determinants	of	earnings	management.		

	

It	could	further	be	interesting	to	expand	the	research	field	with	a	qualitative	study	focusing	on	inter-

views	with	several	board	members	and	top	managers.	It	would	be	interesting	to	examine	if	different	

values,	methods	or	specific	accounting	items	are	preferred	related	to	the	gender	of	the	board	member	

or	top	managers.	Moreover,	this	approach	would	permit	researchers	to	focus	more	extensively	on	

the	incentives	behind	the	performance	of	earnings	management.	
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It	is	highly	relevant	and	of	great	interest	for	analysts,	regulators,	researchers,	and	investors	to	un-

derstand	the	extent	to	which	earnings	are	manipulated.	Moreover,	it	is	relevant	to	understand	the	

factors	influencing	earnings	management	(Stubben,	2010).	This	thesis	specifies	that	gender	is	one	

factor	of	 influence.	More	intensive	research	on	gender	diversity	on	boards	of	directors	and	in	top	

management	will	contribute	to	more	knowledge	on	what	characterises	the	practitioners	of	earnings	

management.	Furthermore,	it	will	contribute	to	the	debate	on	gender	diversity	including	different	

perspectives	on	opportunities	and	obstacles	regarding	corporate	governance	codes	and	practices.	
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Appendix	1	-	Definition	of	variables	used	in	Stata	

 
Abbreviation	in	Stata	 Variable	from	CapitalIQ	
CASHE	 Cash	and	Equivalents	
ST	 Short	Term	Investments	
INV	 Inventory	
TREC	 Total	Receivables	
NPPE	 Net	Property	Plant	&	Equipment	
TCA	 Total	Current	Assets	
TA	 Total	Assets	
TCD	 Total	Current	Debt	
TCL	 Total	Current	Liabilites	
TREV	 Total	Revenue	
COGS	 Cost	of	Goods	Sold	
DEPA	 Depreciation	&	Amortisation	
IBEI	 Income	Before	Extraordinary	Items	
SGA	 SG&A	Exp.		
RD	 R&D	Exp.		
EI	 Extraordinary	Items	
NCD		 Net	Cash	From	Discountineued	Ops.	
EBITDA	 EBITDA	
EBIT	 EBIT	
CFO	 Cash	from	Operations	
	
Other	variables	used	from	CapitalIQ	
	
Security/Exchange	Ticker	-	to	get	a	unique	id	for	each	firm	

Market	Capitalization	-	to	secure	that	the	firm	has	been	listed	in	the	given	period	

Company	Name	-	to	get	the	name	of	the	company	

Geographic	Location	-	to	sort	that	only	Nordic	countries	are	included	
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Variables	of	interest	
	
Variable	 Definition	

WIB	 Continuous	variable	related	to	women	on	board	of	directors	

WIB10	 Indicator	variable	taking	the	value	one	if	the	board	is	represented	of	at	least	10%	of	women	

WIB20	 Indicator	variable	taking	the	value	one	if	the	board	is	represented	of	at	least	20%	of	women	

WIB30	 Indicator	variable	taking	the	value	one	if	the	board	is	represented	of	at	least	30%	of	women	

WIB40	 Indicator	variable	taking	the	value	one	if	the	board	is	represented	of	at	least	40%	of	women	

FCEO	 Indicator	variable	taking	the	value	one	if	the	CEO	is	a	woman	

FCFO	 Indicator	variable	taking	the	value	one	if	the	CFO	is	a	woman	

FCHAIR	 Indicator	variable	taking	the	value	one	if	the	Chairman	is	a	woman	

	
Variables	used	in	descriptive	statistics	
	
Variable	 Definition	

TREVgrowth	 Revenue	growth	defined	as	revenue	growth	from	t-1	to	t	

Operating	cycle	 ((𝑇𝑅𝐸𝑉 − 𝑇𝑅𝐸𝐶%&')/2)/𝑇𝑅𝐸𝑉) ∗ 360 + ((𝐼𝑁𝑉 + 𝐼𝑁𝑉%&')/2)/𝐶𝑂𝐺𝑆	

logTREV	 Natural	logarithm	of	total	revenue	

Leverage	 Book	leverage	defined	as	long-term	debt	+	current	long-term	debt	

one_ta	 The	inverse	of	lagged	assets	1/lag_TA	

term2	 Change	in	total	revenue	minus	the	change	in	total	receivables	scaled	
by	lagged	assets		

term3	 Net	property,	plant,	and	equipment	scaled	by	lagged	assets	

term4	 Lagged,	current	and	leaded	cash	flow	from	operations	

TACC_CFA_TA	 Total	accruals	defined	by	the	cash	flow	method,	thus	IBEI	-	CFO	

resaccruals	 Residuals	from	accrual	estimation	

prod_ta	 Production	component	as	suggested	by	Roychowdhury	(2006)	

cfo_ta	 Cash	flow	from	operation	component	as	suggested	by	Roychow-
dhury	(2006)	

disexp_ta	 Discretionary	expenses	component	as	suggested	by	Roychowdhury	
(2006)	

resprod	 Residuals	from	production	cost	component	

rescfo	 Residuals	from	cash	flow	from	operation	component	

resdis	 Residuals	from	discretionary	expenses	component	
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Appendix	2	–	Stata	programming	script	
	
The	Stata	programming	script	including	all	regressions	and	codes	is	attached	separately	as	
a	do-file.	
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Appendix	3	–	Accrual	part	1	
	
Accrual	estimation	for	part	1	of	the	analysis	with	the	variables	of	interest	being	WIB10,	WIB20,	
WIB30	and	WIB40	
---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                      (1)             (2)             (3)             (4)    
             TACC_CFA_T~w    TACC_CFA_T~w    TACC_CFA_T~w    TACC_CFA_T~w    
---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
1.WIB10           -0.0234*                                                    
                  (0.065)           
                                          
1.WIB20                          -0.00861                                    
                                  (0.316)                                    
 
1.WIB30                                          -0.00674                    
                                                  (0.347)                    
 
1.WIB40                                                           -0.0123    
                                                                  (0.192)    
 
one_ta_w           -0.221***       -0.219***       -0.219***       -0.219*** 
                  (0.000)         (0.000)         (0.000)         (0.000)    
 
term2_w            0.0401          0.0403          0.0402          0.0404    
                  (0.142)         (0.140)         (0.142)         (0.139)    
 
term3_w           0.00790         0.00652         0.00727         0.00804    
                  (0.765)         (0.805)         (0.784)         (0.761)    
 
term4_w        -0.0000350***   -0.0000341***   -0.0000340***   -0.0000344*** 
                  (0.000)         (0.000)         (0.000)         (0.000)    
 
logTREV_w          0.0239***       0.0230***       0.0228***       0.0227*** 
                  (0.000)         (0.000)         (0.000)         (0.000)    
 
TREVgrowth_w      -0.0769***      -0.0765***      -0.0764***      -0.0766*** 
                  (0.000)         (0.000)         (0.000)         (0.000)    
 
leverage1_w      0.000119       0.0000999       0.0000209      -0.0000820    
                  (0.982)         (0.985)         (0.997)         (0.987)    
 
_cons              -0.234***       -0.243***       -0.248***       -0.249*** 
                  (0.000)         (0.000)         (0.000)         (0.000)    
---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
N                    3254            3254            3254            3254    
adj. R-sq           0.350           0.349           0.349           0.349    
---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
p-values in parentheses 
* p<0.1, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.001 
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Appendix	4	–	Accrual	part	3	
	
Subsample	accrual	earnings	management	estimation	for	part	3	of	the	analysis,	including	the	interac-
tion	term	between	WIB	and	new	finance	
	
-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                Denmark(1)      Norway(2)        Sweden(3)      Finland(4)    
             TACC_CFA_T~w    TACC_CFA_T~w    TACC_CFA_T~w    TACC_CFA_T~w    
 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
WIB                -0.186**       -0.0900         -0.0720           0.101*    
                  (0.013)         (0.249)         (0.265)         (0.051)    
 
1.newfinance      0.00808         0.00958          0.0304         0.00633    
                  (0.541)         (0.737)         (0.289)         (0.744)    
 
WIB##newfinance    0.0191          0.0344         -0.0380          0.0480    
                  (0.807)         (0.722)         (0.650)         (0.478)    
 
one_ta_w           -0.853***       -1.717***       -0.199***     -1.223*** 
                  (0.000)         (0.000)         (0.000)         (0.000)    
 
term2_w           -0.0270         -0.0104          0.0592*        -0.0260    
                  (0.731)         (0.830)         (0.097)         (0.618)    
 
term3_w            -0.116**       -0.0679        -0.00819         -0.0277    
                  (0.006)         (0.252)         (0.853)         (0.230)    
 
term4_w        -0.0000346***   -0.0000155**    -0.0000276***  -0.0000174**  
                  (0.000)         (0.014)         (0.000)         (0.006)    
 
logTREV_w        -0.00311         0.00458          0.0296***     -0.00851    
                  (0.690)         (0.363)         (0.000)         (0.102)    
 
TREVgrowth_w     -0.00204         -0.0355         -0.0724**        0.0216    
                  (0.965)         (0.302)         (0.003)         (0.687)    
 
leverage1_w        0.0191**        0.0109        -0.00142        -0.00628    
                  (0.002)         (0.162)         (0.872)         (0.316)    
 
_cons              -0.130**        -0.106**        -0.296***     -0.0925**   
                  (0.038)         (0.041)         (0.000)         (0.040)    
---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
N                     436             451            1836             530  
R-sq                0.709           0.742           0.412           0.756 
adj. R-sq           0.643           0.690           0.346           0.712    
---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
p-values in parentheses 
* p<0.1, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.001 
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Subsample	accrual	earnings	management	estimation	for	part	3	of	the	analysis,	including	the	interac-
tion	term	between	WIB40	and	new	finance 	
 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                Denmark(1)       Norway(2)      Sweden(3)       Finland(4)    
             TACC_CFA_T~w    TACC_CFA_T~w    TACC_CFA_T~w    TACC_CFA_T~w    
-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
1.WIB40           -0.0556*        -0.0162        -0.00181          0.0218*    
                  (0.099)         (0.495)         (0.916)         (0.085)    
 
1.newfinance      0.00926          0.0234*         0.0266*        0.0174**   
                  (0.370)         (0.089)         (0.058)         (0.024)    
 
WIB40##newfinance -0.00479         -0.0167         -0.0367        -0.00504    
                  (0.915)         (0.580)         (0.142)         (0.759)    
 
one_ta_w           -0.851***       -1.717***       -0.199***      -1.148**  
                  (0.000)         (0.000)         (0.000)         (0.001)    
 
term2_w           -0.0258         -0.0131          0.0616*        -0.0178    
                  (0.749)         (0.784)         (0.085)         (0.744)    
 
term3_w           -0.0945**       -0.0659         -0.0113         -0.0329    
                  (0.025)         (0.261)         (0.795)         (0.162)    
 
term4_w        -0.0000383***   -0.0000156**    -0.0000265***  -0.0000147**   
                  (0.000)         (0.013)         (0.000)         (0.021)    
 
logTREV_w        -0.00409         0.00382          0.0271***     -0.00567    
                  (0.630)         (0.433)         (0.000)         (0.325)    
 
TREVgrowth_w     -0.00638         -0.0340         -0.0723**        0.0155    
                  (0.900)         (0.317)         (0.003)         (0.783)    
 
leverage1_w        0.0164**        0.0105        -0.00137        -0.00685    
                  (0.007)         (0.173)         (0.876)         (0.297)    
 
_cons              -0.162**        -0.126**        -0.292***      -0.0635    
                  (0.019)         (0.010)         (0.000)         (0.141)    
---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
N                     436             451            1836             530   
R-sq                0.703           0.743           0.412           0.751 
adj. R-sq           0.637           0.692           0.345           0.705    
---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
p-values in parentheses 
* p<0.1, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.001 
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Subsample	accrual	earnings	management	estimation	for	part	3	of	the	analysis,	including	the	interac-
tion	term	between	FCEO	and	new	finance 	
 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                Denmark(1)       Norway(2)      Sweden(3)       Finland(4)    
             TACC_CFA_T~w    TACC_CFA_T~w    TACC_CFA_T~w    TACC_CFA_T~w    
-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
1.FCEO             0.0203           0.110**        0.0433        0.0618*** 
                  (0.315)         (0.001)         (0.167)         (0.000)    
 
1.newfinance      0.00960          0.0329**        0.0191         0.0195**  
                  (0.435)         (0.023)         (0.176)         (0.006)    
 
FCEO##newfinance  -0.201**        -0.120*         -0.0979*        -0.0532    
                  (0.033)         (0.073)         (0.057)         (0.429)    
 
one_ta_w           -0.795**        -2.812***       -0.244***      -1.044**  
                  (0.003)         (0.000)         (0.000)         (0.002)    
 
term2_w          -0.00106         -0.0323          0.0655        -0.0917**   
                  (0.992)         (0.526)         (0.104)         (0.027)    
 
term3_w            -0.223***      -0.0530        -0.00255         -0.0217    
                  (0.001)         (0.452)         (0.964)         (0.409)    
 
term4_w        -0.0000451***   -0.0000666***   -0.0000311***  -0.0000149**   
                  (0.000)         (0.001)         (0.000)         (0.025)    
 
logTREV_w        0.000802         0.00526          0.0281***     -0.00462    
                  (0.937)         (0.389)         (0.000)         (0.461)    
 
TREVgrowth_w     -0.00457         -0.0130         -0.0874**       0.0943**   
                  (0.951)         (0.707)         (0.003)         (0.011)    
 
leverage1_w        0.0195**        0.0135        -0.00142        -0.00716    
                  (0.003)         (0.172)         (0.882)         (0.264)    
 
_cons              -0.137*          0.200*         -0.312***      -0.0452    
                  (0.055)         (0.079)         (0.000)         (0.251)    
---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
N                     345             369            1527             473 
R-sq                0.713           0.799           0.433           0.806 
adj. R-sq           0.633           0.751           0.355           0.767    
---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
p-values in parentheses 
* p<0.1, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.001 
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Subsample	accrual	earnings	management	estimation	for	part	3	of	the	analysis,	including	the	interac-
tion	term	between	FCFO	and	new	finance 	
 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
               Denmark(1)        Norway(2)      Sweden(3)       Finland(4)    
             TACC_CFA_T~w    TACC_CFA_T~w    TACC_CFA_T~w    TACC_CFA_T~w    
-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
1.FCFO            -0.0142          0.0765*        -0.0335        -0.00246    
                  (0.584)         (0.059)         (0.202)         (0.899)    
 
1.newfinance       0.0169          0.0226          0.0218         0.0155**   
                  (0.237)         (0.162)         (0.126)         (0.040)    
 
FCEO##newfinance  -0.0335       -0.000109        -0.00529         0.00835    
                  (0.225)         (0.998)         (0.863)         (0.723)    
 
one_ta_w           -1.834***       -2.979***       -0.389***     -1.140*** 
                  (0.000)         (0.000)         (0.000)         (0.000)    
 
term2_w           0.00545         -0.0404        -0.00700         -0.116**  
                  (0.970)         (0.471)         (0.876)         (0.002)    
 
term3_w            -0.224**        -0.153*         -0.110**       -0.0437    
                  (0.009)         (0.052)         (0.008)         (0.126)    
 
term4_w        -0.0000487***   -0.0000119      -0.0000271***   -0.0000111    
                  (0.000)         (0.227)         (0.000)         (0.121)    
 
logTREV_w          0.0112         0.00244          0.0206***      -0.0112*    
                  (0.381)         (0.704)         (0.000)         (0.068)    
 
TREVgrowth_w       0.0511         -0.0144         -0.0796**       0.140*** 
                  (0.593)         (0.704)         (0.018)         (0.000)    
 
leverage1_w       0.00796          0.0135         0.00237        -0.00595    
                  (0.248)         (0.248)         (0.799)         (0.408)    
 
_cons              -0.158*         -0.102*         -0.168***      0.00956    
                  (0.070)         (0.072)         (0.001)         (0.838)    
---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
N                     262             335            1257             436  
R-sq                0.737           0.812           0.454           0.811 
adj. R-sq           0.645           0.765           0.372           0.771    
---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
p-values in parentheses 
* p<0.1, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.001 
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Subsample	accrual	earnings	management	estimation	for	part	3	of	the	analysis,	including	the	interac-
tion	term	between	FCHAIR	and	new	finance 	
 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                Denmark(1)       Norway(2)       Sweden(3)      Finland(4)    
             TACC_CFA_T~w    TACC_CFA_T~w    TACC_CFA_T~w    TACC_CFA_T~w    
-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
1.FCHAIR           0.0281         0.00581         -0.0460          0.0501*    
                  (0.221)         (0.851)         (0.229)         (0.089)    
 
1.newfinance       0.0104          0.0192          0.0118         0.0192**  
                  (0.320)         (0.146)         (0.380)         (0.009)    
FCHAIR## 
newfinance        -0.0240          0.0107          0.0227         -0.0532*    
                  (0.246)         (0.745)         (0.682)         (0.063)    
 
one_ta_w           -0.845***       -1.708***       -0.217***      -1.154**  
                  (0.000)         (0.000)         (0.000)         (0.001)    
 
term2_w           -0.0312         -0.0130          0.0634         -0.0192    
                  (0.702)         (0.786)         (0.108)         (0.726)    
 
term3_w           -0.0752         -0.0673         -0.0254         -0.0351    
                  (0.103)         (0.251)         (0.599)         (0.148)    
 
term4_w        -0.0000364***   -0.0000164**    -0.0000304***  -0.0000147**   
                  (0.000)         (0.014)         (0.000)         (0.018)    
 
logTREV_w        -0.00642         0.00363          0.0274***     -0.00497    
                  (0.440)         (0.464)         (0.000)         (0.370)    
 
TREVgrowth_w     0.000765         -0.0328         -0.0863**        0.0142    
                  (0.988)         (0.332)         (0.003)         (0.800)    
 
leverage1_w        0.0145**        0.0104       -0.000976        -0.00653    
                  (0.021)         (0.205)         (0.914)         (0.330)    
 
_cons              -0.172**        -0.122**        -0.273***      -0.0684    
                  (0.014)         (0.018)         (0.000)         (0.100)    
---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
N                     436             451            1598             530    
R-sq                0.699           0.741           0.419           0.752 
adj. R-sq           0.631           0.689           0.343           0.706    
---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
p-values in parentheses 
* p<0.1, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.001 
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Subsample	accrual	earnings	management	estimation	for	part	3	of	the	analysis,	including	the	interac-
tion	term	between	FCEO	and	compensation	
 
 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                Denmark(1)       Norway(2)       Sweden(3)      Finland(4)    
             TACC_CFA_T~w    TACC_CFA_T~w    TACC_CFA_T~w    TACC_CFA_T~w    
-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
1.FCEO             -0.112          0.0200         -0.0315         0.0774**  
                  (0.237)         (0.713)         (0.503)         (0.004)    
 
1.Compensation    -0.0241         -0.0594**       -0.0177         0.00866    
                  (0.163)         (0.016)         (0.275)         (0.275)    
 
FCEO## 
Compensation      -0.0177         -0.00574         0.0242         -0.0537    
                  (0.904)         (0.648)         (0.657)         (0.261)    
 
one_ta_w           -0.851**        -2.667***       -0.248***     -1.078*** 
                  (0.004)         (0.000)         (0.000)         (0.001)    
 
term2_w          -0.00392         -0.0194          0.0633        -0.0973**   
                  (0.970)         (0.692)         (0.123)         (0.018)    
 
term3_w            -0.234***      -0.0707         -0.0135         -0.0190    
                  (0.001)         (0.307)         (0.808)         (0.448)    
 
term4_w        -0.0000454***   -0.0000597**    -0.0000307***  -0.0000145**   
                  (0.000)         (0.004)         (0.000)         (0.034)    
 
logTREV_w         0.00388         0.00581          0.0274***     -0.00660    
                  (0.712)         (0.268)         (0.000)         (0.300)    
 
TREVgrowth_w     -0.00120         -0.0172         -0.0880**       0.0989**  
                  (0.987)         (0.608)         (0.003)         (0.007)    
 
leverage1_w        0.0197**        0.0180*      0.0000741        -0.00527    
                  (0.004)         (0.069)         (0.993)         (0.410)    
 
_cons              -0.132*          0.240**        -0.276***      -0.0186    
                  (0.052)         (0.035)         (0.000)         (0.621)    
---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
N                     345             369            1527             473  
R-sq                0.711           0.801           0.431           0.804 
adj. R-sq           0.631           0.754           0.353           0.764    
---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
p-values in parentheses 
* p<0.1, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.001 
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Subsample	accrual	earnings	management	estimation	for	part	3	of	the	analysis,	including	the	interac-
tion	term	between	FCEO	and	compensaton	
 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                Denmark(1)      Norway(2)        Sweden(3)     Finland(4)    
             TACC_CFA_T~w    TACC_CFA_T~w    TACC_CFA_T~w    TACC_CFA_T~w    
-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
1.FCFO             0.0400**        0.0444         -0.0876**       0.00457    
                  (0.007)         (0.396)         (0.003)         (0.826)    
 
1.Compensation    -0.0456*        -0.0649*        -0.0324**        0.0155*    
                  (0.071)         (0.070)         (0.027)         (0.082)    
 
FCEO## 
Compensation      -0.0783**        0.0308          0.0872**       -0.00106    
                  (0.023)         (0.646)         (0.011)         (0.963)    
 
one_ta_w           -1.934***       -2.853***       -0.382***     -1.157*** 
                  (0.000)         (0.000)         (0.000)         (0.000)    
 
term2_w           0.00322         -0.0307        -0.00739        -0.124*** 
                  (0.982)         (0.577)         (0.868)         (0.001)    
 
term3_w            -0.284***       -0.160**        -0.117**       -0.0476*    
                  (0.001)         (0.043)         (0.005)         (0.081)    
 
term4_w        -0.0000481***  -0.00000976      -0.0000284***   -0.0000105    
                  (0.000)         (0.296)         (0.000)         (0.143)    
 
logTREV_w          0.0133         0.00383          0.0188***     -0.0134**   
                  (0.291)         (0.491)         (0.000)         (0.029)    
 
TREVgrowth_w       0.0557         -0.0195         -0.0820**       0.145*** 
                  (0.549)         (0.596)         (0.014)         (0.000)    
 
leverage1_w       0.00735          0.0168         0.00448        -0.00390    
                  (0.350)         (0.147)         (0.603)         (0.578)    
 
_cons              -0.121         -0.0487          -0.107**        0.0380    
                  (0.113)         (0.397)         (0.037)         (0.392)    
---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
N                     262             335            1257             436 
R-sq                0.744           0.815           0.459           0.810 
adj. R-sq           0.654           0.769           0.377           0.770    
---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
p-values in parentheses 
*p<0.1, **  p<0.05, *** p<0.001 
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Subsample	accrual	earnings	management	estimation	for	part	3	of	the	analysis,	including	the	interac-
tion	term	between	FCHAIR	and	new	finance 	
 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                Denmark(1)      Norway(2)        Sweden(3)      Finland(4)    
             TACC_CFA_T~w    TACC_CFA_T~w    TACC_CFA_T~w    TACC_CFA_T~w    
-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
1.FCHAIR           0.0236         0.00329        -0.00517         0.00457    
                  (0.302)         (0.932)         (0.916)         (0.850)    
 
1.Compensation    -0.0211         -0.0587**       -0.0137         0.00397    
                  (0.213)         (0.001)         (0.363)         (0.625)   
  
FCHAIR## 
Compensation      -0.0380         0.00237         -0.0471          0.0359    
                  (0.356)         (0.950)         (0.442)         (0.163)    
 
one_ta_w           -0.878***       -1.651***       -0.221***     -1.181*** 
                  (0.000)         (0.001)         (0.000)         (0.001)    
 
term2_w           -0.0293        -0.00816          0.0616         -0.0234    
                  (0.715)         (0.864)         (0.123)         (0.665)    
 
term3_w           -0.0910**       -0.0953         -0.0308         -0.0341    
                  (0.047)         (0.108)         (0.519)         (0.157)    
 
term4_w        -0.0000364***   -0.0000123*     -0.0000302***  -0.0000152**   
                  (0.000)         (0.055)         (0.000)         (0.015)    
 
logTREV_w        -0.00490         0.00621          0.0270***     -0.00578    
                  (0.545)         (0.173)         (0.000)         (0.309)    
 
TREVgrowth_w     -0.00214         -0.0357         -0.0864**        0.0177    
                  (0.967)         (0.287)         (0.003)         (0.750)    
 
leverage1_w        0.0153**        0.0143*       0.000491        -0.00475    
                  (0.015)         (0.088)         (0.954)         (0.472)    
 
_cons              -0.160**       -0.0821          -0.250***      -0.0471    
                  (0.014)         (0.115)         (0.000)         (0.257)    
---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
N                     436             451            1598             530   
R-sq                0.700           0.747           0.419           0.749 
adj. R-sq           0.634           0.697           0.344           0.703    
---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
p-values in parentheses 
* p<0.1, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.001 
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Appendix	5	–	Accrual,	ROA	
	
Robustness	test	of	accrual	estimations	from	part	2	of	the	analysis	including	ROA	and	WIB-variables.	
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                   WIB(1)        WIB10(2)         WIB20(3)       WIB30(4)         WIB40(5)    
             TACC_CFA_T~w    TACC_CFA_T~w    TACC_CFA_T~w    TACC_CFA_T~w    TACC_CFA_T~w    
 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
WIB               0.00607                                                                    
                  (0.849)                                                                    
 
1.WIB10                          -0.00800                                                    
                                  (0.597)                                                    
 
1.WIB20                                          0.000495                                    
                                                  (0.957)                                                                    
 
1.WIB30                                                           0.00523                    
                                                                  (0.489)                    
 
1.WIB40                                                                            0.0127    
                                                                                  (0.172)    
 
1.newfinance       0.0374**        0.0329*          0.0278**        0.0259***       0.0256*** 
                  (0.006)         (0.094)         (0.008)         (0.001)         (0.000)    
 
CGV##newfinance   -0.0749*        -0.0148         -0.0123         -0.0169         -0.0411**                                                     
                  (0.094)      (0.458)         (0.311)         (0.108)         (0.002)           
 
one_ta_w          -0.0666**       -0.0667**       -0.0655**       -0.0655**       -0.0658**   
                  (0.032)         (0.032)         (0.035)         (0.034)         (0.033)    
 
term2_w            0.0194          0.0191          0.0191          0.0190          0.0193    
                  (0.427)         (0.435)         (0.436)         (0.436)         (0.430)    
 
term3_w           -0.0298         -0.0298         -0.0312         -0.0303         -0.0295    
                  (0.156)         (0.154)         (0.137)         (0.146)         (0.157)    
 
term4_w        -0.0000156***   -0.0000159***   -0.0000151***   -0.0000152***   -0.0000153*** 
                  (0.000)         (0.000)         (0.000)         (0.000)         (0.000)    
 
logTREV_w          0.0106***       0.0108***       0.0101***      0.00997***      0.00984*** 
                  (0.000)         (0.000)         (0.000)         (0.000)         (0.000)    
 
TREVgrowth_w      -0.0527**       -0.0522**       -0.0520**       -0.0519**       -0.0521**  
                  (0.003)         (0.003)         (0.003)         (0.003)         (0.003)    
 
leverage1_w       0.00192         0.00199         0.00203         0.00186         0.00166    
                  (0.668)         (0.656)         (0.652)         (0.679)         (0.712)    
 
lag_ROA_w          -0.607***       -0.606***       -0.607***       -0.607***       -0.607*** 
                  (0.000)         (0.000)         (0.000)         (0.000)         (0.000)    
 
_cons              -0.132***       -0.124***       -0.128***       -0.127***       -0.129*** 
                  (0.000)         (0.000)         (0.000)         (0.000)         (0.000)    
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
N                    3254            3254            3254            3254            3254    
adj. R-sq           0.556           0.556           0.555           0.555           0.556    
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
p-values in parentheses 
* p<0.1, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.001 
CGV	is	the	corporate	governance	variable	of	interest	
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Robustness	test	of	accrual	estimations	from	part	2	of	the	analysis	including	ROA	and	Management-var-
iables.	
	
       
      FCEO(1)      FCFO(2)                 FCHAIR(3)                    FCEO(4)                   FCFO(5)                 FCHAIR(6)    
 TACC_CFA_T~w     TACC_CFA_T~w     TACC_CFA_T~w    TACC_CFA_T~w     TACC_CFA_T~w     TACC_CFA_T~w    
       
       
1.FCEO              0.0338*                                   

(0.056)                                    
 

  -0.0174                                    
 (0.521)                                    
                                                                 

  

1.FCFO                              -0.0177                    
(0.300)                    

  -0.0347**                   
(0.026)                   
                 

 

1.FCHAIR                                            -0.00775    
(0.710)    

  -0.00479    
(0.814)    
 

1.newfinance        0.0201**         
(0.002)          

0.0180**         
(0.007)          

0.0188** 
(0.001)    
   

   

CGV## 
newfinance 

-0.0586**        
(0.031)          

0.00545         
(0.770)          

-0.00805                                    
(0.755)    
                              

   

1. Compensa-
tion        

   -0.00962          
(0.209)          

-0.0176**       
(0.011)          

-0.00479    
(0.505)    
 

CGV## 
Compensation 

   0.0251           
(0.425)          

0.0343*         
(0.072)          

-0.0162                  
(0.554)    
                        

one_ta_w            -0.0977**         
(0.017)          

-0.167**        
(0.021)          

-0.0953** 
(0.009)    

-0.0988**         
(0.017)          

-0.164**        
(0.025)          

-0.0966** 
(0.008)    
  

term2_w             -0.00307           
(0.909)          

-0.0427          
(0.128)          

0.00488    
(0.848)    

-0.00495          
(0.856)          

-0.0450          
(0.110)          

0.00199    
(0.938)    
   

term3_w             -0.0169          
(0.428)          

-0.0506**        
(0.012)          

-0.0243    
(0.191)    

-0.0207          
(0.329)          

-0.0557**        
(0.005)          

-0.0290    
(0.114)    
  

term4_w         -0.000014**    
(0.001)          

-0.0000085**     
(0.025)          

-0.000013*** 
(0.000)    

-0.000015**    
(0.001)          

-0.0000083**     
(0.028)          

-0.000013*** 
(0.000)    
   

logTREV_w           0.00768**        
(0.003)          

0.00224          
(0.355)          

0.00668** 
(0.003)    

0.00718**        
(0.006)          

0.00159          
(0.515)          

0.00609** 
(0.009)    
  

TREVgrowth_w       -0.0513**        
(0.014)          

-0.0522**        
(0.029)          

-0.0542** 
(0.005)    

-0.0516**        
(0.014)          

-0.0527**        
(0.027)          

-0.0540** 
(0.006)    
  

leverage1_w       0.00131          
(0.794)          

0.00155          
(0.755)          

0.00210    
(0.638)    

0.00314          
(0.512)          

0.00406          
(0.384)          

0.00400    
(0.349)    
 

lag_ROAn_w          -0.667*** 
(0.000)                 

-0.682*** 
(0.000)                 

-0.649*** 
(0.000)    

-0.665*** 
(0.000)                 

-0.678*** 
(0.000)                 

-0.647*** 
(0.000) 
    

_cons               -0.118***       
(0.000)          

-0.0551**         
(0.027)          

-0.105*** 
(0.000)    

-0.0957***       
(0.000)          

-0.0215          
(0.363)          

-0.0865*** 
(0.000)    
   

N 
R-sq      
adj. R-sq                       

 2714 
0.621            
0.582            

 2290 
0.648            
0.608            

 3015 
0.613 
0.577    

 2714 
0.620            
0.581            

 2290 
0.647            
0.608            

 3015 
0.612 
0.576    

       
p-values in parentheses 
* p<0.1, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.001 
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Appendix	6	–	Accrual,	fixed	effects	
 
Robustness	test	of	accrual	estimations	from	part	2	of	the	analysis	including	fixed	effects	and	WIB-vari-
ables	with	new-finance	as	opportunistic	setting.	
	
-------------------------------------------- 
                   WIB(1)        WIB40(2)    
             TACC_CFA_T~w    TACC_CFA_T~w    
 
-------------------------------------------- 
WIB              -0.00227                    
                  (0.956)                 
 
1.WIB40                           0.00860    
                                  (0.384)       
 
1.newfinance       0.0320**        0.0241*** 
                  (0.032)         (0.000)    
 
CGV##newfinance   -0.0473         -0.0243**           
                  (0.310)         (0.039)          
    
one_ta_w           -0.249***       -0.249*** 
                  (0.000)         (0.000)    
 
term2_w           0.00697         0.00675    
                  (0.820)         (0.826)    
 
term3_w            -0.191**        -0.191**  
                  (0.004)         (0.004)    
 
term4_w        -0.0000346**    -0.0000337**  
                  (0.001)         (0.002)    
 
logTREV_w          0.0112          0.0107    
                  (0.285)         (0.299)    
 
TREVgrowth_w      -0.0287         -0.0285    
                  (0.168)         (0.169)    
 
leverage1_w      -0.00501        -0.00515    
                  (0.576)         (0.569)    
 
_cons              -0.130**        -0.128**  
                  (0.004)         (0.004)    
-------------------------------------------- 
N                    3253            3253    
adj. R-sq           0.116           0.116    
-------------------------------------------- 
p-values in parentheses 
* p<0.1, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.001 
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Robustness	test	of	accrual	estimations	from	part	2	of	the	analysis	including	fixed	effects	and	Manage-
ment-variables	with	new-finance	as	opportunistic	setting.	
------------------------------------------------------------ 
                   FCEO(1)        FCFO(2)        FCHAIR(3)               
             TACC_CFA_T~w    TACC_CFA_T~w    TACC_CFA_T~w    
------------------------------------------------------------ 
1.FCEO             0.0365*                                      
                  (0.091)                                    
 
1.FCFO                            -0.0166                    
                                  (0.366)                    
 
1.FCHAIR                                         0.000740    
                                                  (0.972)    
 
1.newfinance       0.0169**        0.0185**        0.0135*    
                  (0.031)         (0.020)         (0.058)    
 
CGV##newfinance   -0.0731*        0.00488        -0.00208                
                  (0.069)         (0.825)         (0.947)                               
 
one_ta_w           -0.274***       -0.446***       -0.249*** 
                  (0.000)         (0.000)         (0.000)    
 
term2_w            0.0504*       -0.00422          0.0445    
                  (0.097)         (0.899)         (0.119)    
 
term3_w            0.0174         -0.0619**       0.00680    
                  (0.572)         (0.013)         (0.793)    
 
term4_w        -0.0000393***   -0.0000318***   -0.0000351*** 
                  (0.000)         (0.000)         (0.000)    
 
logTREV_w          0.0246***       0.0198***       0.0230*** 
                  (0.000)         (0.000)         (0.000)    
 
TREVgrowth_w      -0.0889***      -0.0794**       -0.0896*** 
                  (0.000)         (0.005)         (0.000)    
 
leverage1_w      -0.00210        0.000290       -0.000407    
                  (0.728)         (0.961)         (0.940)    
 
_cons              -0.278***       -0.193***       -0.258*** 
                  (0.000)         (0.000)         (0.000)    
------------------------------------------------------------ 
N                    2714            2290            3015  
R-sq                0.421           0.433           0.408 
adj. R-sq           0.361           0.370           0.353    
------------------------------------------------------------ 
p-values in parentheses 
* p<0.1, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.001 
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Robustness	test	of	accrual	estimations	from	part	2	of	the	analysis	including	fixed	effects	and	Manage-
ment-variables	with	compensation	as	opportunistic	setting.	
	
------------------------------------------------------------ 
                  FCEO(1)          FCFO(2)       FCHAIR(3)    
             TACC_CFA_T~w    TACC_CFA_T~w    TACC_CFA_T~w    
------------------------------------------------------------ 
1.FCEO            -0.0310                                    
                  (0.460)                                    
 
1.FCFO                            -0.0605**                  
                                  (0.004)                    
 
1.FCHAIR                                          0.00793     
                                                  (0.788)    
 
1.Compensation    -0.0234**       -0.0313***      -0.0189**   
                  (0.016)         (0.001)         (0.034)    
 
CGV##Compensation  0.0386          0.0807***      -0.0196                 
                  (0.405)         (0.001)         (0.590)           
                     
one_ta_w           -0.276***       -0.435***       -0.251*** 
                  (0.000)         (0.000)         (0.000)    
 
term2_w            0.0491        -0.00641          0.0421    
                  (0.110)         (0.846)         (0.144)    
 
term3_w            0.0112         -0.0689**      0.000244    
                  (0.715)         (0.006)         (0.992)    
 
term4_w        -0.0000389***   -0.0000310***   -0.0000344*** 
                  (0.000)         (0.000)         (0.000)    
 
logTREV_w          0.0249***       0.0189***       0.0232*** 
                  (0.000)         (0.000)         (0.000)    
 
TREVgrowth_w      -0.0893***      -0.0801**       -0.0893*** 
                  (0.000)         (0.005)         (0.000)    
 
leverage1_w     -0.000453         0.00321         0.00123    
                  (0.938)         (0.564)         (0.815)    
 
_cons              -0.252***       -0.140***       -0.238*** 
                  (0.000)         (0.000)         (0.000)    
------------------------------------------------------------ 
N                    2714            2290            3015    
R-sq                0.421           0.437           0.409  
adj. R-sq           0.361           0.375           0.354    
------------------------------------------------------------ 
p-values in parentheses 
* p<0.1, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.001 
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Appendix	7	–	Real	part	1	
	
Real	earnings	management	estimations	for	the	discretionary	expenses	and	cash	flow	from	operations	
components	with	the	variables	of	interest	WIB10,	WIB20	and	WIB30	
	
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
                  WIB10(1)        WIB20(2)        WIB30(3)        WIB10(4)        WIB20(5)        WIB30(6)    
              DISEXP_ta_w     DISEXP_ta_w     DISEXP_ta_w        cfo_ta_w        cfo_ta_w        cfo_ta_w    
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
1.WIB10           -0.0231                                          0.0192                                    
                  (0.159)                                         (0.134)                                 
 
1.WIB20                           -0.0152                                         0.00901                    
                                  (0.183)                                         (0.300)                 
 
1.WIB30                                           -0.0190*                                        0.00818    
                                                  (0.082)                                         (0.255)          
 
one_ta_w            0.254***        0.256***        0.257***        0.234***        0.232***        0.232*** 
                  (0.000)         (0.000)         (0.000)         (0.000)         (0.000)         (0.000)    
 
lagTREV_ta_w        0.165***        0.165***        0.164***                                                 
                  (0.000)         (0.000)         (0.000)                                                    
 
logTREV_w         -0.0276***      -0.0279***      -0.0279***      -0.0182***      -0.0178***      -0.0176*** 
                  (0.000)         (0.000)         (0.000)         (0.000)         (0.000)         (0.000)    
 
TREVgrowth_w        0.103***        0.103***        0.103***       0.0562**        0.0560**        0.0558**   
                  (0.000)         (0.000)         (0.000)         (0.011)         (0.011)         (0.011)    
 
leverage1_w      0.000447        0.000358        0.000241        -0.00140        -0.00132        -0.00126    
                  (0.932)         (0.946)         (0.963)         (0.773)         (0.786)         (0.794)    
 
trev_ta_w                                                        -0.00837        -0.00829        -0.00811    
                                                                  (0.386)         (0.392)         (0.400)    
 
deltaTREV_~w                                                       0.0247          0.0248          0.0248    
                                                                  (0.385)         (0.385)         (0.384)    
 
_cons               0.141***        0.133***        0.126***        0.246***        0.254***        0.258*** 
                  (0.000)         (0.000)         (0.000)         (0.000)         (0.000)         (0.000)    
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
N                    3254            3254            3254            3254            3254            3254    
adj. R-sq           0.478           0.478           0.478           0.342           0.341           0.341    
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
p-values in parentheses 
* p<0.1, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.001 
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Real	earnings	management	estimations	for	all	three	real	activity	components	with	the	variables	of	in-
terest	FCFO	and	FCHAIR	
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
                   FCFO(1)         FCFO(2)         FCFO(3)       FCHAIR(4)      FCHAIR(5)        FCHAIR(6)    
                prod_ta_w     DISEXP_ta_w        cfo_ta_w       prod_ta_w     DISEXP_ta_w        cfo_ta_w    
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
1.FCFO            -0.0248         0.00702          0.0120                                                    
                  (0.162)         (0.681)         (0.369)                                                 
 
1.FCHAIR                                                           0.0120         -0.0181         0.00446    
                                                                  (0.535)         (0.453)         (0.815)       
 
one_ta_w            0.105*          0.517***        0.463***       0.0277          0.269***        0.265*** 
                  (0.079)         (0.000)         (0.000)         (0.556)         (0.000)         (0.000)    
 
trev_ta_w           0.765***                      0.00484           0.756***                     -0.00414    
                  (0.000)                         (0.652)         (0.000)                         (0.674)    
 
deltaTREV_~w      -0.0996**                        0.0522          -0.103**                        0.0210    
                  (0.014)                         (0.129)         (0.012)                         (0.490)    
 
lagdeltaTR~w     -0.00204                                         -0.0315                                    
                  (0.945)                                         (0.313)                                    
 
logTREV_w        -0.00841**       -0.0267***      -0.0132***      -0.0103***      -0.0305***      -0.0168*** 
                  (0.012)         (0.000)         (0.000)         (0.001)         (0.000)         (0.000)    
 
lagTREV_ta_w                        0.140***                                        0.166***                 
                                  (0.000)                                         (0.000)                    
 
TREVgrowth_w      -0.0243          0.0946***       0.0586**       -0.0189           0.109***       0.0678**  
                  (0.377)         (0.000)         (0.042)         (0.366)         (0.000)         (0.006)    
 
leverage1_w        0.0181**     -0.000666       -0.000206          0.0164**    -0.0000743        -0.00160    
                  (0.002)         (0.908)         (0.970)         (0.006)         (0.989)         (0.741)    
 
_cons               0.125***        0.140***        0.212***        0.150***        0.146***        0.253*** 
                  (0.001)         (0.000)         (0.000)         (0.000)         (0.000)         (0.000)    
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
N                    2290            2290            2290            3015            3015            3015    
adj. R-sq           0.861           0.460           0.361           0.848           0.467           0.343    
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
p-values in parentheses 
* p<0.1, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.001 
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Real	earnings	management	estimations	for	all	three	real	activity	components	with	the	variables	of	in-
terest	WIB40	
	
------------------------------------------------------------ 
                  WIB40(1)        WIB40(2)        WIB40(3)    
              DISEXP_ta_w        cfo_ta_w       prod_ta_w    
------------------------------------------------------------ 
1.WIB40           -0.0198         0.00977          0.0220    
                  (0.185)         (0.302)         (0.134)    
 
one_ta_w            0.256***        0.232***       0.0320    
                  (0.000)         (0.000)         (0.350)    
 
lagTREV_ta_w        0.166***                                 
                  (0.000)                                
 
trev_ta_w                        -0.00868           0.754*** 
                                  (0.368)         (0.000)    
 
deltaTREV_~w                       0.0252         -0.0993**  
                                  (0.377)         (0.009)    
 
lagdeltaTR~w                                      -0.0266    
                                                  (0.363)        
 
logTREV_w         -0.0286***      -0.0173***      -0.0106*** 
                  (0.000)         (0.000)         (0.000)    
 
TREVgrowth_w        0.104***       0.0558*        -0.0139    
                  (0.000)         (0.011)         (0.445)    
 
leverage1_w      0.000250        -0.00126          0.0166**  
                  (0.962)         (0.795)         (0.004)    
 
_cons               0.125***        0.258***        0.156*** 
                  (0.000)         (0.000)         (0.000)    
------------------------------------------------------------ 
N                    3254            3254            3254    
adj. R-sq           0.478           0.341           0.850    
------------------------------------------------------------ 
p-values in parentheses 
* p<0.1, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.001 
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Appendix	8	–	Real	part	2	
 
Real	earnings	management	estimations	for	the	cash	flow	from	operations	components	with	the	varia-
bles	of	interest	WIB10,	WIB20	and	WIB30	and	new	finance	
	
------------------------------------------------------------ 
                  WIB10(1)        WIB20(2)        WIB30(3)    
                 cfo_ta_w        cfo_ta_w        cfo_ta_w    
------------------------------------------------------------ 
1.WIB10            0.0257                                    
                  (0.115)                                    
 
1.WIB20                           0.00709                    
                                  (0.486)                    
 
1.WIB30                                           0.00305    
                                                  (0.725)    
 
1.newfinance     -0.00930         -0.0181         -0.0194**   
                  (0.670)         (0.132)         (0.023)    
 
CGV##newfinance   -0.00885         0.00305         0.00941                                     
                  (0.691)         (0.829)         (0.462)                              
 
one_ta_w            0.234***        0.233***        0.233*** 
                  (0.000)         (0.000)         (0.000)    
 
trev_ta_w        -0.00938        -0.00944        -0.00924    
                  (0.325)         (0.324)         (0.333)    
 
deltaTREV_~w       0.0233          0.0231          0.0228    
                  (0.415)         (0.419)         (0.424)    
 
logTREV_w         -0.0190***      -0.0185***      -0.0184*** 
                  (0.000)         (0.000)         (0.000)    
 
TREVgrowth_w       0.0565**        0.0565**        0.0565**   
                  (0.011)         (0.011)         (0.011)    
 
leverage1_w    0.00000489     0.000000793       0.0000983    
                  (0.999)         (1.000)         (0.984)    
 
_cons               0.255***        0.269***        0.273*** 
                  (0.000)         (0.000)         (0.000)    
------------------------------------------------------------ 
N                    3254            3254            3254    
adj. R-sq           0.342           0.342           0.342    
------------------------------------------------------------ 
p-values in parentheses 
* p<0.1, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.001 
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Real	earnings	management	estimations	for	the	discretionary	expenses’	components	with	the	varia-
bles	of	interest	WIB10,	WIB20	and	WIB30	and	new	finance	
	
------------------------------------------------------------ 
                  WIB10(1)        WIB20(2)        WIB30(3)    
              DISEXP_ta_w     DISEXP_ta_w     DISEXP_ta_w    
------------------------------------------------------------ 
1.WIB10           -0.0439*                                    
                  (0.076)                                  
 
1.WIB20                           -0.0394**                   
                                  (0.014)                      
 
1.WIB30                                           -0.0513*** 
                                                  (0.000)    
 
1.newfinance      0.00464         0.00540          0.0127    
                  (0.867)         (0.749)         (0.313)    
 
CGV##newfinance    0.0296         0.0386*          0.0526**                                   
                  (0.310)        (0.056)          (0.006)    
                               
one_ta_w            0.255***      0.257***         0.258*** 
                  (0.000)        (0.000)          (0.000)    
 
lagTREV_ta_w        0.167***        0.167***        0.166*** 
                  (0.000)         (0.000)         (0.000)    
 
logTREV_w         -0.0262***      -0.0266***      -0.0265*** 
                  (0.000)         (0.000)         (0.000)    
 
TREVgrowth_w        0.105***        0.105***        0.105*** 
                  (0.000)         (0.000)         (0.000)    
 
leverage1_w      -0.00201        -0.00214        -0.00207    
                  (0.709)         (0.692)         (0.702)    
 
_cons               0.133***        0.125***        0.103*** 
                  (0.000)         (0.000)         (0.000)    
------------------------------------------------------------ 
N                    3254            3254            3254    
adj. R-sq           0.479           0.479           0.480    
------------------------------------------------------------ 
p-values in parentheses 
* p<0.1, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.001 
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Real	earnings	management	estimations	for	the	production	costs	components	with	the	variables	of	in-
terest	WIB10,	WIB20	and	WIB30	and	new	finance	
	
------------------------------------------------------------ 
                  WIB10(1)        WIB20(2)        WIB30(3)    
                prod_ta_w       prod_ta_w       prod_ta_w    
------------------------------------------------------------ 
1.WIB10            0.0483*                                    
                  (0.071)                                  
 
1.WIB20                            0.0465**                  
                                  (0.010)                  
 
1.WIB30                                            0.0470**  
                                                  (0.005)        
 
1.newfinance       0.0799**        0.0754***       0.0671*** 
                  (0.006)         (0.000)         (0.000)    
 
CGV##newfinance   -0.0312         -0.0346*        -0.0416**                                
                  (0.299)         (0.091)         (0.038)           
                      
one_ta_w           0.0322          0.0301          0.0291    
                  (0.353)         (0.383)         (0.400)    
 
trev_ta_w           0.758***        0.759***        0.759*** 
                  (0.000)         (0.000)         (0.000)    
 
deltaTREV_~w      -0.0939**       -0.0944**       -0.0935**   
                  (0.013)         (0.013)         (0.014)    
 
lagdeltaTR~w      -0.0240         -0.0252         -0.0241    
                  (0.407)         (0.386)         (0.406)    
 
logTREV_w        -0.00949**      -0.00957**      -0.00913**  
                  (0.002)         (0.002)         (0.002)    
 
TREVgrowth_w      -0.0153         -0.0154         -0.0160    
                  (0.396)         (0.396)         (0.377)    
 
leverage1_w        0.0120**        0.0121**        0.0121**   
                  (0.041)         (0.039)         (0.041)    
 
_cons              0.0739          0.0831*         0.108**   
                  (0.123)         (0.055)         (0.018)    
------------------------------------------------------------ 
N                    3254            3254            3254    
adj. R-sq           0.852           0.852           0.852    
------------------------------------------------------------ 
p-values in parentheses 
* p<0.1, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.001 
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Real	earnings	management	estimations	for	all	three	real	activity	components	with	the	variables	of	in-
terest	FCEO,	FCFO	and	FCHAIR	and	new	finance	and	compensation	
	
  (1)  (2)               (3)              
 Prod_ta_w Disexp_ta_w Cfo_ta_w 
    
FCEO##newfinance -0.127* 

(0.010)                    
0.194*** 
(0.001)                  

0.0769** 
(0.039) 

       
FCFO##newfinance 0.0291 

(0.352)                  
-0.00103 
(0.971)                   

0.00423 
(0.848) 

       
FCHAIR##newfinance -0.0538 

(0.162)                    
0.0272 
(0.537)                   

0.00910 
(0.773) 

       
FCEO##Compensation 0.0157 

(0.762)                   
-0.0772 
(0.268)                   

-0.0377 
(0.418) 

       
FCFO##Compensation 0.0265 

(0.403)                   
-0.0203          
(0.508)          

-0.0834*** 
(0.001) 

    
FCHAIR##Compensation 0.000963 

(0.979)                  
-0.00404 
(0.931)                    

0.0221 
(0.544)       

 
p-values in parentheses 
* p<0.1, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.001 
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Appendix	9	–	Real	part	3	
 
Real	earnings	management	estimations	for	the	production	costs	components	with	the	variables	of	in-
terest	WIB10,	WIB20	and	WIB30	and	new	finance	
	
 Denmark (1) Norway (2)              Sweden (3)              Finland (4)    
 Prod_ta_w_DK Prod_ta_w_NO Prod_ta_w_SE Prod_ta_w_FI 
     
WIB10##newfinance 0.0242 

(0.479)                   
-0.0602 
(0.462)                   

0.00430 
(0.922)                    

0.0236 
(0.732) 

       
WIB20##newfinance 0.00158 

(0.966)                   
-0.0192 
(0.631)                   

-0.0254 
(0.402)                   

-0.0745* 
(0.072) 

       
WIB30##newfinance -0.0211 

(0.680)                  
-0.00467 
(0.890)                   

-0.0106 
(0.693)                   

-0.0802** 
(0.028)      

 
p-values in parentheses 
* p<0.1, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.001 
 
Real	earnings	management	estimations	for	the	cash	flow	from	operations	components	with	the	varia-
bles	of	interest	WIB10,	WIB20	and	WIB30	and	new	finance	
	
 Denmark (1) Norway (2)              Sweden (3)              Finland (4)    
 Cfo_ta_DK Cfo_ta_NO Cfo_ta_SE Cfo_ta_FI 
     
WIB10##newfinance 0.00297 

(0.938)                   
-0.0808 
(0.268)                   

0.00276 
(0.944)                    

-0.108* 
(0.051) 

       
WIB20##newfinance 0.0453 

(0.272)                   
0.00665 
(0.831)                    

0.0362 
(0.208)                    

0.0251 
(0.512) 

       
WIB30##newfinance 0.110** 

(0.042)                   
0.0457 
(0.106)                 

-0.000722 
(0.977)                    

0.0534 
(0.157)       

 
p-values in parentheses 
* p<0.1, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.001 
	
Real	earnings	management	estimations	for	the	cash	flow	from	operations	components	with	the	varia-
bles	of	interest	WIB10,	WIB20	and	WIB30	and	new	finance	
	
 Denmark (1) Norway (2)              Sweden (3)              Finland (4)    
 Disexp_ta_DK Disexp_ta_NO Disexp_ta_SE Disexp_ta_FI 
     
WIB10##newfinance -0.00991 

(0.585)                   
-0.0597       
(0.196)          

-0.0000938 
(0.998)                   

-0.0408 
(0.357) 

       
WIB20##newfinance -0.00865 

(0.710)                   
0.00579          
(0.817)          

0.00672 
(0.787)                   

0.00542 
(0.746) 

       
WIB30##newfinance -0.0425 

(0.174)                   
0.00269 
(0.903)                    

0.0134 
(0.503)                   

-0.0111 
(0.384)       

 
p-values in parentheses 
* p<0.1, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.001 
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Appendix	10	–	Real,	fixed	effects	
	
Real	earnings	management	estimations	with	fixed	effects	with	the	variables	of	interest	FCEO,	FCFO	
and	FCHAIR	and	new	finance	for	the	production	costs	component	
	
------------------------------------------------------------ 
                   FCEO(1)         FCFO(2)       FCHAIR(3)    
                prod_ta_w       prod_ta_w       prod_ta_w    
------------------------------------------------------------ 
1.FCEO             0.0232                                    
                  (0.119)                                    
 
1.FCFO                            -0.00542                    
                                  (0.806)                 
 
1.FCHAIR                                          -0.00683    
                                                  (0.775)    
 
1.newfinance       0.00820         0.00973*        0.0110    
                  (0.236)         (0.079)         (0.102)    
 
CGV##newfinance   -0.0323**        0.00917         0.0277                                        
                  (0.047)         (0.613)         (0.271)      
 
one_ta_w           0.0144         -0.275*          0.0455    
                  (0.895)         (0.071)         (0.680)    
 
trev_ta_w          0.605***        0.589***        0.622*** 
                  (0.000)         (0.000)         (0.000)    
 
deltaTREV_~w       0.0701*         0.0706          0.0380    
                  (0.050)         (0.123)         (0.291)    
 
lagdeltaTR~w      -0.000430        0.0128         -0.0151    
                  (0.983)         (0.520)         (0.602)    
 
logTREV_w          0.00148         0.00768        -0.00129    
                  (0.927)         (0.686)         (0.933)    
 
TREVgrowth_w      -0.0655**       -0.0771**       -0.0625**  
                  (0.001)         (0.010)         (0.002)    
 
leverage1_w        0.0188**        0.0186***       0.0159**   
                  (0.008)         (0.001)         (0.018)    
 
_cons             -0.0103         -0.00524        -0.0146    
                  (0.865)         (0.939)         (0.794)    
------------------------------------------------------------ 
N                    2714            2290            3015    
adj. R-sq           0.761           0.750           0.736    
------------------------------------------------------------ 
p-values in parentheses 
* p<0.1, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.001 
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Real	earnings	management	estimations	with	fixed	effects	with	the	variables	of	interest	FCEO,	FCFO	
and	FCHAIR	and	compensation	for	the	production	costs	components	
	
------------------------------------------------------------ 
                   FCEO(1)         FCFO(2)       FCHAIR(3)    
                prod_ta_w       prod_ta_w       prod_ta_w    
------------------------------------------------------------ 
1.FCEO             0.0648**                                   
                  (0.025)                                  
 
1.FCFO                            -0.00390                    
                                  (0.842)               
 
1.FCHAIR                                           0.00772    
                                                  (0.756)           
 
1.Compensation     0.00902         0.0140          0.0117    
                  (0.380)         (0.120)         (0.237)    
 
CGV##Compensation -0.0332          0.00982         0.0115                                       
                  (0.212)         (0.719)         (0.668)                                  
   
one_ta_w           0.0156         -0.268*          0.0465    
                  (0.886)         (0.080)         (0.672)    
 
trev_ta_w          0.603***        0.587***        0.621*** 
                  (0.000)         (0.000)         (0.000)    
 
deltaTREV_~w       0.0694*         0.0706          0.0378    
                  (0.053)         (0.118)         (0.294)    
 
lagdeltaTR~w      -0.000215        0.0110         -0.0162    
                  (0.992)         (0.574)         (0.577)    
 
logTREV_w          0.00146         0.00905        -0.000793    
                  (0.929)         (0.633)         (0.959)    
 
TREVgrowth_w      -0.0653**       -0.0794**       -0.0632**  
                  (0.001)         (0.008)         (0.002)    
 
leverage1_w        0.0195**        0.0193***       0.0166**   
                  (0.006)         (0.001)         (0.013)    
 
_cons             -0.00937        -0.0119         -0.0143    
                  (0.878)         (0.864)         (0.800)    
------------------------------------------------------------ 
N                    2714            2290            3015    
adj. R-sq           0.761           0.750           0.735    
------------------------------------------------------------ 
p-values in parentheses 
* p<0.1, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.001 
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Real	earnings	management	estimations	with	fixed	effects	with	the	variables	of	interest	FCEO,	FCFO	
and	FCHAIR	and	new	finance	for	the	discretionary	expenses’	component	
	
------------------------------------------------------------ 
                   FCEO(1)         FCFO(2)      FCHAIR(3)    
              DISEXP_ta_w     DISEXP_ta_w     DISEXP_ta_w    
------------------------------------------------------------ 
1.FCEO            -0.0192                                    
                  (0.256)                                 
 
1.FCFO                             0.0121                    
                                  (0.451)               
 
1.FCHAIR                                           0.00896    
                                                  (0.507)       
  
1.newfinance       0.00109         0.00610        -0.00143    
                  (0.857)         (0.243)         (0.804)    
 
CGV##newfinance   -0.00537        -0.0233         -0.00641                                        
                  (0.876)         (0.136)         (0.746)                                 
     
one_ta_w           0.381***        1.560***        0.370*** 
                  (0.000)         (0.000)         (0.000)    
 
lagTREV_ta_w       0.272***        0.198***        0.263*** 
                  (0.000)         (0.000)         (0.000)    
 
logTREV_w         -0.0452**       -0.0213         -0.0412**  
                  (0.006)         (0.155)         (0.007)    
  
TREVgrowth_w       0.108***        0.0808***       0.110*** 
                  (0.000)         (0.000)         (0.000)    
 
leverage1_w        0.0147          0.00454         0.0147*    
                  (0.101)         (0.610)         (0.074)    
 
_cons              0.217***        0.142**         0.198*** 
                  (0.001)         (0.034)         (0.001)    
------------------------------------------------------------ 
N                    2714            2290            3015    
adj. R-sq           0.356           0.442           0.339    
------------------------------------------------------------ 
p-values in parentheses 
* p<0.1, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.001 
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Real	earnings	management	estimations	with	fixed	effects	with	the	variables	of	interest	FCEO,	FCFO	
and	FCHAIR	and	compensation	for	the	discretionary	expenses	component	
	
------------------------------------------------------------ 
                   FCEO(1)         FCFO(2)       FCHAIR(3)    
              DISEXP_ta_w     DISEXP_ta_w     DISEXP_ta_w    
------------------------------------------------------------ 
1.FCEO             0.0224                                    
                  (0.792)                                 
 
1.FCFO                            -0.00126                    
                                  (0.951)                
 
1.FCHAIR                                          -0.0182    
                                                  (0.615)    
        
1.Compensaton     -0.0105         -0.00129        -0.0155    
                  (0.376)         (0.921)         (0.199)    
 
CGV##Compensation -0.0680         -0.00177         0.0500                                       
                  (0.428)         (0.936)         (0.298)          
                           
one_ta_w           0.382***        1.557***        0.370*** 
                  (0.000)         (0.000)         (0.000)    
 
lagTREV_ta_w       0.272***        0.197***        0.264*** 
                  (0.000)         (0.000)         (0.000)    
 
logTREV_w         -0.0455**       -0.0210         -0.0414**  
                  (0.005)         (0.162)         (0.006)    
 
TREVgrowth_w       0.109***        0.0810***       0.111*** 
                  (0.000)         (0.000)         (0.000)    
 
leverage1_w        0.0151*         0.00467         0.0146*    
                  (0.076)         (0.600)         (0.072)    
 
_cons              0.222***        0.146**         0.205*** 
                  (0.000)         (0.039)         (0.001)    
------------------------------------------------------------ 
N                    2714            2290            3015    
adj. R-sq           0.358           0.441           0.341    
------------------------------------------------------------ 
p-values in parentheses 
* p<0.1, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.001 
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Real	earnings	management	estimations	with	fixed	effects	with	the	variables	of	interest	FCEO,	FCFO	
and	FCHAIR	and	new	finance	for	the	cash	flow	from	operations	component	
	
------------------------------------------------------------ 
                   FCEO(1)         FCFO(2)       FCHAIR(3)    
                 cfo_ta_w        cfo_ta_w        cfo_ta_w    
------------------------------------------------------------ 
1.FCEO            -0.00446                                    
                  (0.841)                                 
 
1.FCFO                             0.0374**                  
                                  (0.007)                 
 
1.FCHAIR                                           0.0109    
                                                  (0.639)          
 
1.newfinance      -0.0146**       -0.00970        -0.0144**   
                  (0.004)         (0.123)         (0.023)    
 
CGV##newfinance    0.0442*         0.00152         0.0439*                                       
                  (0.087)         (0.915)         (0.090)                                       
 
one_ta_w           0.357***        1.062***        0.361*** 
                  (0.001)         (0.000)         (0.000)    
 
trev_ta_w          0.124**         0.144***        0.122*** 
                  (0.003)         (0.000)         (0.000)    
 
deltaTREV_~w      -0.0467         -0.0432**       -0.0475**  
                  (0.204)         (0.021)         (0.007)    
 
logTREV_w         -0.0242*        -0.0199**       -0.0247*** 
                  (0.083)         (0.005)         (0.000)    
 
TREVgrowth_w       0.0171          0.0149          0.0178**   
                  (0.493)         (0.126)         (0.046)    
 
leverage1_w       -0.00268        -0.0124***      -0.00330    
                  (0.711)         (0.000)         (0.327)    
 
_cons              0.0990**        0.0303          0.0959**  
                  (0.047)         (0.361)         (0.001)    
------------------------------------------------------------ 
N                    2714            2290            3015    
adj. R-sq           0.224           0.041          -0.050    
------------------------------------------------------------ 
p-values in parentheses 
* p<0.1, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.001 
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Real	earnings	management	estimations	with	fixed	effects	with	the	variables	of	interest	FCEO,	FCFO	
and	FCHAIR	and	compensation	for	the	cash	flow	from	operations	component	
	
------------------------------------------------------------ 
                   FCEO(1)         FCFO(2)       FCHAIR(3)    
                 cfo_ta_w        cfo_ta_w        cfo_ta_w    
------------------------------------------------------------ 
1.FCEO             0.0573                                    
                  (0.254)                              
 
1.FCFO                             0.0423**                   
                                  (0.027)              
 
1.FCHAIR                                           0.0210    
                                                  (0.315)          
       
1.Compensation    -0.0153         0.000837         -0.00998    
                  (0.157)         (0.932)         (0.275)    
 
CGV##Compensation -0.0498         -0.00787*        0.0393                                         
                  (0.318)         (0.064)         (0.185)    
                                
one_ta_w           0.356***        1.059***        0.359*** 
                  (0.001)         (0.000)         (0.001)    
 
trev_ta_w          0.125**         0.147**         0.124**  
                  (0.003)         (0.003)         (0.002)    
 
deltaTREV_~w      -0.0484         -0.0441         -0.0484    
                  (0.187)         (0.320)         (0.166)    
 
logTREV_w         -0.0252*        -0.0205         -0.0252*    
                  (0.072)         (0.157)         (0.058)    
 
TREVgrowth_w       0.0190          0.0158          0.0191    
                  (0.442)         (0.625)         (0.417)    
 
leverage1_w       -0.00317         -0.0129**      -0.00407    
                  (0.652)         (0.033)         (0.562)    
 
_cons              0.0993**        0.0249          0.0931**   
                  (0.045)         (0.643)         (0.047)    
------------------------------------------------------------ 
N                    2714            2290            3015    
adj. R-sq           0.224           0.298           0.212    
------------------------------------------------------------ 
p-values in parentheses 
* p<0.1, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.001 
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Real	earnings	management	estimations	with	fixed	effects	with	the	variables	of	interest	WIB	and	new	
finance	for	all	three	real	activity	components	
	
------------------------------------------------------------ 
                    WIB(1)          WIB(2)          WIB(3)    
                prod_ta_w     DISEXP_ta_w        cfo_ta_w    
------------------------------------------------------------ 
WIB               -0.0217          0.00690         0.00657    
                  (0.652)         (0.870)         (0.866)    
 
1.newfinance       0.00662        -0.00715        -0.0216*    
                  (0.685)         (0.635)         (0.076)    
 
WIB##newfinance    0.0279          0.0219          0.0287    
                  (0.582)         (0.650)         (0.481)    
 
one_ta_w           0.0158          0.277***       0.185**  
                  (0.830)         (0.000)         (0.007)    
 
trev_ta_w           0.639***                       0.120*** 
                  (0.000)                         (0.001)    
 
deltaTREV_~w       0.0232                         -0.0625*    
                  (0.507)                         (0.059)    
 
lagdeltaTR~w      -0.00593                                    
                  (0.817)                                    
 
logTREV_w         -0.0152         -0.0216         -0.0226*    
                  (0.286)         (0.141)         (0.068)    
 
TREVgrowth_w      -0.0453**        0.104***        0.0228    
                  (0.011)         (0.000)         (0.281)    
 
leverage1_w        0.0114*         0.0195**        0.00337    
                  (0.098)         (0.028)         (0.664)    
 
lagTREV_ta_w                       0.239***                 
                                  (0.000)                    
 
_cons              0.0360          0.138**         0.0955**   
                  (0.502)         (0.020)         (0.026)    
------------------------------------------------------------ 
N                    3253            3253            3253    
adj. R-sq           0.751           0.316           0.142    
------------------------------------------------------------ 
p-values in parentheses 
* p<0.1, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.001 
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Real	earnings	management	estimations	with	fixed	effects	with	the	variables	of	interest	WIB40	and	
new	finance	for	all	three	real	activity	components	
	
------------------------------------------------------------ 
                  WIB40(1)        WIB40(2)        WIB40(3)    
                prod_ta_w     DISEXP_ta_w        cfo_ta_w    
------------------------------------------------------------ 
1.WIB40            0.0249**       -0.00442        -0.00499    
                  (0.016)         (0.558)         (0.600)    
 
1.newfinance       0.0160**       -0.00279        -0.0172**  
                  (0.032)         (0.656)         (0.002)    
 
WIB40##newfinance -0.0223**         0.00496        0.0180*    
                  (0.044)         (0.652)         (0.097)    
 
one_ta_w           0.0148          0.277***        0.185**  
                  (0.840)         (0.000)         (0.008)    
 
trev_ta_w          0.639***                        0.120*** 
                  (0.000)                         (0.001)    
 
deltaTREV_~w       0.0231                         -0.0620*    
                  (0.508)                         (0.061)    
 
lagdeltaTR~w      -0.00489                                    
                  (0.849)                                    
 
lagTREV_ta_w                       0.239***                 
                                  (0.000)                    
 
logTREV_w         -0.0155         -0.0212         -0.0223*    
                  (0.275)         (0.148)         (0.069)    
 
TREVgrowth_w      -0.0450**         0.104***       0.0226    
                  (0.011)         (0.000)         (0.282)    
 
leverage1_w        0.0117*         0.0195**        0.00347    
                  (0.094)         (0.029)         (0.657)    
 
_cons              0.0292           0.137**        0.0953**   
                  (0.583)         (0.017)         (0.028)    
------------------------------------------------------------ 
N                    3253            3253            3253    
adj. R-sq           0.752           0.316           0.142    
------------------------------------------------------------ 
p-values in parentheses 
* p<0.1, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.001 
 
	


